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Abstract

The purpose of this work is to develop for the first time a general framework

for the Initial Boundary Value Problem (IBVP) of the Generalised Conformal

Field Equations (GCFE). At present the only investigation toward obtaining

such a framework was given in the mid 90’s by Friedrich [48] at an analytical

level and is only valid for Anti-de Sitter space-time. There have so far been

no numerical explorations into the validity of building such a framework.

The GCFE system is derived in the space-spinor formalism and Newman and

Penrose’s ð-calculus is imposed to obtain proper spin-weighted equations.

These are then rigorously tested both analytically and numerically to confirm

their correctness. The global structure of the Schwarzschild, Schwarzschild-

de Sitter and Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter space-times are numerically re-

produced from an IVP and for the first time, numerical simulations that in-

corporate both the singularity and the conformal boundary are presented.

A framework for the IBVP is then given, where the boundaries are chosen

as arbitrary conformal geodesics and where the constraints propagate on (at

least) the numerical level. The full generality of the framework is verified nu-

merically for gravitational perturbations of Minkowski and Schwarzschild

space-times. A spin-frame adapted to the geometry of future null infinity

I + is developed and the expressions for the Bondi-mass and the Bondi-time

given by Penrose and Rindler [100] are generalised. The Bondi-mass is found

to equate to the Schwarzschild-mass for the standard Schwarzschild space-

time and the famous Bondi-Sachs mass loss is reproduced for the gravita-

tionally perturbed case.
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Introduction

As far back as the caveman and probably beyond, the human inhabitants of this planet have

understood some vague notion of gravity. We know that if we hold up a stone and let it

go, it will not float up toward the sky nor travel across the ground and out of sight. No,

we know with all certainty that it will fall toward the ground. For most of our time here on

earth, we did not question the why or the how of this, but simply understood that this is the

way of things and that is that.

It was not until Issac Newton published a theory of gravity in his work Philosophiæ Natu-

ralis Principia Mathematica [89] in 1687, showcasing his new mathematical techniques, that

there existed a plausible theory of gravity. The foundation of this theory was that there

exists a gravitational force between masses, with larger masses “pulling” smaller ones to-

ward them via their gravitational field. Although later this notion of a pulling force proved

to be incorrect, the theory worked very well for studying the gravitational interaction of

slow-moving and not too dense bodies. Contrary to this success, it did not agree with all

observations such as the perihelion shift of Mercury. Newton thought that the theory was

incomplete but did not find a correction to resolve these anomalies.

Introducing Albert Einstein. Born 14th March 1879 in Germany, Einstein was to found an

entirely different view of gravity which became known as the General Theory of Relativity.

Graduating in 1900 with a degree in Physics, Einstein struggled to find work. After two

years of searching he finally acquired the job of assistant examiner at the Federal Office for

Intellectual Property; the patent office. He worked there while completing his PhD, which

was eventually finished in April 1905. That same year, Einstein published four ground-

11



12 INTRODUCTION

breaking papers that have become known as the Annus Mirabilis papers (Annus Mirabilis

translating from Latin as “extraordinary year”). They were papers on the photo electric

effect [34], Brownian motion [31], mass-energy equivalence [30] and of course special rela-

tivity and the notion of space-time [32]. Although not known to him yet, Einstein had just

formulated ideas that would be used to transform the theory of gravity forever.

His paper introducing special relativity reconciles Maxwell’s equations with the laws of me-

chanics by modifying the theory at velocities close to the speed of light. In 1907 he would

have what he would later refer to as his “happiest thought”. Namely realising the principle

of relativity, which says that the equations describing the laws of physics should have the

same form in all admissible reference frames, can be applied to the gravitational field. Fol-

lowing this he conducted thought experiments to test his ideas. In the same year he founded

the equivalence principle, a foundation of his theory, which identifies inertial motion with

free fall. He also predicted time dilation that year and in 1911 he predicted the deflection

of light around massive bodies. But perhaps most crucially, was his turntable thought ex-

periment. He noticed that an observer sitting on the turntable as it rotated would measure

a different value for π than if the turntable was at rest, due to the length contraction of the

circumference but not the radius. He concluded that space-time must be curved and this led

him to pursue the mathematics of differential geometry, the language in which his theory of

gravity will subsequently be formulated.

With the help of Italian geometer Tullio Levi-Civita he formulated the first form of the field

equations as Rµν = Tµν in October 1915. This equation successfully fixed the anomaly in

the perihelion shift of Mercury, which was of great excitement for Einstein. However it was

quickly discovered that these fields equations were inconsistent with the local conservation

of energy and momentum. However this was quickly remedied and the field equations

Rµν − 1
2 Rgµν = Tµν were produced a month later.

These equations comprise of a system of non-linear Partial Differential Equations (PDEs),

which Einstein speculated would be near impossible to solve. However barely a month
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after they were published Karl Schwarzschild who was serving in the war on the Russian

front, found the first exact solution, which described the space-time around a static spheri-

cally symmetric body [117]. This was shortly after generalised by Reissner to include charge

[109]. Willem de Sitter followed in 1917 and published a constant curvature solution now

known as de Sitter space-time [25]. Then in the early 1920’s Alexander Friedmann found

cosmological solutions where the universe expands or contracts [43, 44]. The notion of an ex-

panding or contracting universe was against Einstein’s notion of a static universe. It turned

out that the general theory of relativity did not support the notion of a static universe and

so Einstein added the famous cosmological constant λ to his equations. This allowed him to

formulate the solution known as the Einstein static universe or the Einstein cylinder. How-

ever in 1929 Edwin Hubble found evidence that the universe was in fact expanding. This

prompted Einstein to drop the cosmological constant from the fields equations and for him

to proclaim that it was “the biggest blunder in my career”. However modern cosmology

still heavily uses the cosmological constant and it is a potential candidate for the so-called

“dark energy”.

The notion of a gravitational wave was first put forward by Einstein in 1918 [33] as a solu-

tion of the linearised vacuum equations. He reported that they would be very hard to detect

due to being so weak and in fact in 1936 in a paper published with Rosen [35] he argued

against their existence. In the 1950’s, Pirani [103] looked into an invariant formulation of

gravitational radiation to clear up issues with the notion of singularities that had influenced

peoples understandings of the topic (for example Rosen [110]). He proposed that assum-

ing the gravitational radiation is found in the curvature of space-times, space-times with

Petrov-type {211} or {31} are found to be the ones with gravitational radiation. This was also

the first time the Bianchi equation ∇dRabc
d was discussed in relation to the propagation of

gravitational radiation (Lichnerowicz also discussed this in [76]).

In order to help in the study of gravitational waves, the notion of an isolated system was

introduced. This is the idealisation of a system that is alone in an otherwise empty universe.

If one chooses the cosmological constant to vanish, the curvature dies off going toward
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infinity and hence the space-time becomes Minkowskian. Further progress was made us-

ing this idealisation in the investigation of gravitational waves between 1955 and 1967 by

the group centred around Bondi and Pirani in London. They published a series of papers

([17, 18, 79, 79, 80, 104, 111, 113]) in which of particular importance was their notion of

Bondi-coordinates used to investigate the asymptotic properties of gravitational radiation

and the notion of Bondi-mass for space-times that became catagorised as asymptotically flat

by Penrose [94]. By using these special coordinates and defining certain asymptotic fall off

conditions they were able to show that outgoing gravitational radiation takes away energy

from the system. This property later became known as the Bondi-Sachs mass-loss. They also

looked into the group of coordinate transformations that left the metric and their boundary

conditions invariant and founded the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (BMS) symmetry group, which

has been studied extensively (see [82, 83, 84, 84, 85, 87, 98, 112]).

During this period Newman and Penrose [86] formulated the Newman-Penrose formalism,

bringing together ideas from Penrose’s spinors [92] and Newman’s null tetrad approach.

They found that the Bianchi equation ∇dRabc
d can be thought of as a field equation for the

Weyl tensor, and hence describes the propagation of gravitational radiation. This was a huge

revelation and is used heavily in modern day numerical relativity.

By this time the conformal structure of space-times was seen to play a larger and larger

role in discussions of gravitational radiation and the notion of mass. This accumulated

in a groundbreaking paper by Penrose [93] where he first formulated the idea to look at

Minkowski space-time with metric g̃ only up to arbitrary conformal rescalings g = Ω2 g̃.

The set of end points of null geodesics in the physical space-time (which are not in the

physical space-time themselves) can then be represented by a “light-cone at infinity” in the

conformal space-time with an appropriate choice of conformal factor. These are regular

points in the conformal space-time and hence local differential geometrical methods can

be used there. From this point of view the investigation of infinity and the asymptotics of

space-times simplifies dramatically as one does not need any sort of limiting process. This

geometric procedure of attaching points at infinity can be done for many interesting space-
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times and hence it is not so restrictive that it eliminates the gravitational systems one wants

to study. Penrose furthered this description a few years later in another seminal paper [95]

which gives us the description of conformal infinity we use today.

The idea of asymptotic simplicity originated from Penrose [94] in 1963, who was trying to

develop a mathematical framework for studying the asymptotic behaviour of isolated sys-

tems. He formulated the notion of asymptotic simplicity as a description of space-times that

were still general enough to be interesting while maintaining nice properties at conformal

infinity. The idea in relation to the detection of gravitational radiation was to put a detector

at the “infinity” of the gravitational radiation so that the only information it detects comes

from gravitational radiation emanating from the system.

Definition 1. A smooth (time- and space-orientable) space-time (M̃, g̃ab) is called asymptotically

simple [41], if there exists another smooth Lorentzian manifold (M, gab) such that

• M̃ is an open submanifold of M with smooth boundary ∂M̃ = I ;

• there exists a smooth scalar field Ω on M, such that gab = Ω2 g̃ab on M̃, and so that Ω = 0,

dΩ 6= 0 on I ;

• every null geodesic in M̃ acquires a future and a past endpoint on I .

An asymptotically simple space-time is called asymptotically flat, if in addition R̃ab = 0 in a

neighbourhood of I .

An informal description of this idea is that one can take an asymptotically simple space-time,

which is usually identified as being the physical space-time, perform a compactification by

rescaling the metric with an appropriate conformal factor, and embed the entire space-time

including the limiting points that represent infinity into another space-time. The benefit of

doing this mathematical procedure is that one can then investigate conformal infinity of the

physical space-time with local mathematical methods in the conformal space-time.

An important property of I is whether it is time-like, space-like, or null. Using some equa-

tions we derive in part I (namely (1.4.10) and (1.1.1)) we find that I is space-like, time-like,
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or null if the cosmological constant is positive, negative, or zero respectively. Hence the

cosmological constant plays an important role in the structure of I .

In the years following this, there were many attempts to understand conformal infinity by

Penrose himself [96], Schmidt [114, 115], Sommers [119], Persides [101, 102, 102], Ko, New-

man and Tod [67], Ashtekar [4, 5], Geroch [61, 62], and later Friedrich [45, 46, 48, 50] to name

a few. Of particular note was the early work by Geroch [61, 62] which studied null infin-

ity and an early view of space-like infinity. Later Friedrich ([45, 46, 48, 50]) also looked at

null infinity but gave a completely different picture of space-like infinity, namely the idea

of “blowing up” the point i0 to a 2-sphere which then lead to the idea of a cylinder that

connects future and past null infinity.

The field of numerical relativity emerged in later years in attempts to solve Einstein’s equa-

tions on the computer in the form of a Cauchy problem, mainly with an Initial Value Prob-

lem (IVP). The initial space-time is given on some hypersurface and the equations split into

evolution equations that describe how to get from this hypersurface to another and con-

straint equations that have to be satisfied on each surface. The property that the constraints,

if satisfied initially, are satisfied on the subsequent hypersurfaces is one of the main issues

in numerical relativity. The ADM formalism, founded by Arnowitt, Deser and Misner [3]

in 1962, was the first method used to numerically solve Einsteins equations. However the

systems of equations derived using this method were found to not be strongly hyperbolic

and hence generally not well posed. The lack of this important property led to instabilities

within the codes of many groups. Modifications to the ADM formalism came in the form

of the Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-Nakamura (BSSN) formalism in the late 1990’s [7, 118]

which addressed some of these issues. The generalised harmonic formalism introduced by

Friedrich [47] and its numerically-adapted version by Garfinkle [59] was another method

that has been successfully used in numerical relativity. In particular, Pretorius used this

formalism to solve the binary black hole problem in the mid 2000’s [105, 106, 107, 108].

Whereas the methods aforementioned are usually written in terms of an IVP on a space-like

hypersurface, there have also been characteristic IVP formulations of the standard Einstein
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equations and a mixture of both that have been used to great success. It was only in the

late 1990’s that a well-posed formulation of an Initial Boundary Value Problem (IBVP) for

the standard Einstein equations was derived by Friedrich and Nagy [58], which utilised the

Newman-Penrose formalism. The main issue with having boundaries was the propagation

of constraints. This was a very difficult problem to overcome as in general the boundary

data causes constraint violating modes to propagate in from the boundary and stop the con-

straints being satisfied in the entire computational domain. However this formulation was

deemed too complicated to be of immediate use in the numerical relativity community and

it was not until 2014 that this was successfully implemented for the first time by Frauendi-

ener, Stevens and Whale [42] for the case of colliding plane gravitational waves.

All of the aforementioned methods have been shown to be successful for simulations in the

physical space-time. However, for investigations at infinity, one would want to somehow

formulate the Einstein equations in terms of quantities from the conformal space-time where

the conformal boundary of the physical space-time are just regular points. This was first ac-

complished by Friedrich in [45, 46], where the resulting equations were dubbed the Metric

Conformal Field Equations (MCFE), wherein the variables evolved were quantities from

the conformal space-time. The downside of this formulation was that the conformal factor

between the physical and conformal space-times is also a variable in the system. Hence

one does not know where the conformal boundary is a-priori. This formalism however was

successfully used in numerical codes by Frauendiener [36, 37, 38, 39, 40] to study radiation

at infinity. The MCFE was generalised later also by Friedrich [48] by the introduction of

a conformal Weyl connection. This gave rise to an extra gauge freedom which was then

fixed in such a way that all of the fields in the system became Ordinary Differential Equa-

tions (ODEs) except for the rescaled Weyl curvature components1. A surprising result of this

gauge choice was that the conformal factor could be computed a-priori and hence one knows

the location of conformal infinity using only initial data. These equations became known as

the Generalised Conformal Field Equations (GCFE). Although seeming to have superior

properties for studying conformal infinity to the previously mentioned approaches, they

1What is meant by “rescaled” is defined in section 1.5 by equation (1.5.4).
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have only been implemented once numerically in a PhD thesis by Beyer [9], a student of

Friedrich’s, in the form of an IVP for the global study of de Sitter space-time.

One issue that has not been dealt with to a great extent is the IBVP for the GCFE, which is

the main theme of this document. A way to start exploring this issue is to write the GCFE

equations as a system of evolution and constraint equations as usual. As aforementioned, it

is only the equations for the components of the rescaled Weyl spinor that are PDEs. These

are known to be symmetric hyperbolic which is a crucial property for a stable numerical

evolution, and checking this is straightforward. The first problem is to investigate how to

impose boundary conditions for these equations, and what surfaces should be chosen for the

boundaries. The boundary conditions need to be numerically stable and the characteristic

quantities of the system, i.e. the ingoing and outgoing modes and the modes that propagate

along the boundaries, need to be classified in order to know which modes to specify and

which to leave alone. This problem deals with the evolution system side of the equations,

but a major issue is the constraint system. In order to investigate how the constraints propa-

gate, the so-called subsidiary system (sometimes called the constraint propagation system),

which is essentially the time derivative of the constraint equations, needs to be studied. An

important property of the GCFE is that each constraint propagation equation is a combi-

nation of the constraints themselves, and all are ODEs except for the rescaled Weyl spinor

constraints, which are PDEs. So for an IVP, if the constraints are satisfied initially, they are

satisfied for all time from an analytic perspective. However as they can only be numerically ap-

proximated to some finite precision on the computer, constraint propagation on the numerical

level is unclear. Moreover, the chosen boundary data for the IBVP may violate the constraints,

and hence the constraint propagation equations that are PDEs may propagate this violation

into the interior of the domain and destroy the accuracy there as well. This is the major

problem to address in the formulation of the IBVP.

An investigation into the IBVP for the GCFE has been done before. Friedrich presented a

particular way of writing the equations for Anti-de Sitter space-time [48] so that one obtains

a well posed IBVP where the subsidiary system is made up entirely of ODEs. This forgoes
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the problem of constraint violating modes propagating in from the boundary. He chooses

the boundary to be the time-like conformal boundary and utilises properties of this special

surface to derive his system. This means that this formulation can not be generalised to

other space-times, in particular to asymptotically flat space-times. This specific case has not

been investigated numerically and no investigations into a more general IBVP, whether it be

analytical or numerical, have been done.

The fact that the GCFE seems to be the “cleanest”, if not the best way to study global proper-

ties of space-times and has not been numerically investigated in any great detail is surpris-

ing. There is even more need to investigate the numerical implementation now that LIGO

have directly detected gravitational waves on two separate occasions [1, 2]. Hence this the-

sis is primarily concerned with the numerical implementation of the GCFE and in particular

its IBVP formulation.

Chapter 1 gives an overview of the relevant mathematics and the MCFE and GCFE are

derived in the tensor formalism. Chapter 2 gives a derivation of the GCFE written in the

space-spinor formalism and the ð-calculus is introduced and imposed on the system. Chap-

ter 3 discusses the equation describing the rescaled Weyl spinor and a boundary treatment

is formulated which implies the propagation of the constraints. Chapter 4 discusses neces-

sary checks of correctness of our system from an analytical perspective. Chapter 5 presents

the numerical implementation of the system derived in chapter 2 and chapter 6 shows re-

sults of tests against an exact solution and the boundary treatment detailed in chapter 3 is

verified for a simple case. Chapter 7 summarises the global structure of space-times with

constant curvature and black holes embedded in them and chapter 8 reproduces the global

structure of these black hole space-times numerically. Finally, chapter 9 presents numerical

results from the application of gravitational perturbations of the Schwarzschild space-time

as a 2+1 axially-symmetric system. The setup of the IBVP for gravitational perturbations

of Schwarzschild is discussed and our boundary treatment is numerically shown to prop-

agate constraints. An approach to compute the Bondi-mass on null-infinity is presented

and applied to the perturbed Schwarzschild space-time and the Bondi-Sachs mass-loss is
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reproduced.



Part I

The conformal representation of

Einstein’s field equations
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Chapter 1

The derivation

1.1 Motivation

In order to study the global properties of isolated systems, we must solve the vacuum field

equation

R̃ab[g̃] = λg̃, (1.1.1)

where we will use a ˜ to denote the quantities coming from the “physical” Lorentzian space-

time (M̃, g̃) and λ the cosmological constant. However one cannot solve (1.1.1) directly

at points an infinite distance from an observer as these points are “at infinity” and hence

undefined. A resolution to this problem is to change how distance is measured. Rescaling

the physical metric by a conformal factor Θ,

g = Θ2 g̃, (1.1.2)

allows us to see conformal infinity, i.e. the points {Θ = 0} of the physical space-time, as

regular points in the “conformal/unphysical space-time” (M, g). We can think about this as

follows: If we were to measure the distance from a point to infinity with respect to metre-

sticks from the physical metric, this would, by definition, take forever. However, if we were

to increase the length of these metre-sticks each time we used one by a large enough amount,

we may in fact get to infinity within a finite time with respect to these rescaled metre-sticks.

We can then think of the conformal metric as measuring distance using these ever larger

metre-sticks. This conformal rescaling obviously alters distance but preserves angles. The

23
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consideration of the metric structure up to scaling by a conformal factor is called the confor-

mal structure.

In order to study points at infinity, we must rewrite (1.1.1) in terms of quantities from the

conformal space-time. First, we consider some properties of the conformal structure.

1.2 Weyl connections

The most common type of connection used in the field of general relativity is the unique

Levi-Civita connection (also called the metric connection) for a given space-time. Given we

have a Levi-Civita connection ∇̃ for a space-time (M̃, g̃), the connection satisfies the torsion-

free property

[∇̃a, ∇̃b] f = 0,

for all functions f and the metric-compatibility property

∇̃a g̃bc = 0.

We want to study a generalisation of this type of connection, namely a conformal Weyl con-

nection (also just called a Weyl connection) which is still torsion-free but does not have the

metric-compatibility property. Dropping metric-compatibility means that were are not in-

terested in distances, only the conformal structure. This type of connection is exploited by

Friedrich in his derivation of the generalised conformal field equations, derived in section

1.6.

Let ∇̃ be a Levi-Civita connection for a space-time (M̃, g̃). Then using gab = Θ2 g̃ab for some

conformal factor Θ, the connection ∇̃ acts on the conformally rescaled metric g like

∇̃agbc = 2Θ−1∇aΘgbc.

We want to generalise from a Levi-Civita connection by dropping metric-compatibility but

keeping the torsion-free property. Then a Weyl connection ∇̂ of the conformal structure is

defined by

∇̂agbc = −2 fagbc, (1.2.1)
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with some 1-form fa. The logical question is how these connections act on arbitrary vectors

and co-vectors. There exists a tensor fab
c that transforms one covariant derivative to another

and so we define the action on co-vectors as

(∇̂b −∇b)ωa = − fab
cωc, (1.2.2)

from which it can be shown that

(∇̂b −∇b)va = fbc
avc, (1.2.3)

for some fab
c which is symmetric in its first two indices. It follows that the relationship

between connection coefficients defined by Γ̂ab
c := δc

bδa
a∇̂aδb

b and Γab
c := δc

bδa
a∇aδb

b is

given by

Γ̂ab
c = Γab

c − fab
c. (1.2.4)

In order to compute an expression for this, we write

∇̂agbc = ∇agbc − fab
dgdc − fac

dgbd

⇒ fab
dgdc + fac

dgbd = 2 fagbc

⇒ fabc + facb = 2 fagbc.

Using the same trick that is used to derive the expression for a metric equipped with a

Levi-Civita connection in terms of Christoffel symbols, we permute the indices of the above

equation to obtain

fabc + facb = 2 fagbc,

fbac + fbca = 2 fbgac,

fcab + fcba = 2 fcgab.

Adding the last two and subtracting the first we find

fab
c = δc

a fb + δc
b fa − gabgcd fd. (1.2.5)

The conformally invariant combination gabgcd guarantees that this formula holds for any

metric in the conformal class.
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Thus, we have shown that, given two Weyl connections in the same conformal class, we are

able to express the action of one on a tensor with the action of the other on the tensor plus

additional terms involving the 1-form between them. We will make extensive use of this in

the following chapters.

1.3 Conformal geodesics

In this section we derive the conformal geodesic equations and specify a transport equation

for a frame along them.

Just as a metric geodesic is related to the metric structure, a conformal geodesic is related to

the conformal structure. We know that geodesics are auto-parallel curves, and in order to

formulate this we need to introduce a connection defined along the curve in question. How-

ever, for the notion of conformal geodesics we have an entire equivalence class to choose

from, so we require that the geodesic γ is geodetic with respect to a conformal Weyl connec-

tion defined along it. In order to write this down mathematically, fix a connection ∇ from

the conformal class and define ua to be the tangent vector to the geodesic. The geodetic

property then implies the existence of a 1-form ha along γ such that

ub∇bua = 2〈h, u〉ua − (u · u)ha, (1.3.1)

where the scalar products ( · ) and 〈·, ·〉 do and do not need the associated metric, respec-

tively. By virtue of (1.2.3), the above says that γ is geodetic with respect to another connec-

tion ∇̄ in the conformal class. This is equivalent to saying that u is geodetic with respect to

a connection ∇̄ defined on γ by

ua∇̄avb − ua∇avb = −(haδb
c + hcδb

a − gachb)uavc.

Let ∇̂ be another conformal Weyl connection, related to ∇ by (1.2.2) with 1-form f . If γ
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satisfies (1.3.1), then

ua∇̂aub = ua fac
buc − 2〈h, u〉ub + (u · u)hb

= (δb
a fc + δb

c fa − gacgbd fd)− 2〈h, u〉ub + (u · u)hb

= 2〈 f , u〉ub − (u · u) f b − 2〈h, u〉ub + (u · u)hb

= −2〈h− f , u〉ub + (u · u)(hb − f b).

Thus we have that u is geodetic with respect to (∇, h) iff it is geodetic with respect to

(∇̂, h− f ).

We now want to see the relationship between two connections along γ for which u is geode-

tic. Let ∇̄ and ∇ be two such connections, then there exists a 1-form f along γ such that

ub∇̄bua − ub∇bua = −2〈 f , u〉ua + (u · u) f a = 0.

Thus f a and ua are proportional along γ, and writing fa = f ua, we find that

f (u · u)ua = 0,

from which we conclude that f = 0 along γ.

Hence the two connections are the same. This suggests the introduction of an equivalence

relation between conformal Weyl connections for which γ is a geodesic by saying they are

equivalent iff the 1-form defined by their difference vanishes on γ.

Now we have raised the question of how we should pick a representative from this equiva-

lence class. Consider the Schouten tensor for ∇, defined as

Pab := −1
4

R[ab] −
1
2

(
R(ab) −

1
6

Rgab

)
,

with indices raised and lowered with the metric g and the Schouten tensor for ∇̂, whose

difference is given by

Pab − P̂ab = ∇a fb − fa fb +
1
2

gab fc f c,
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which is just∇a fb on γ. Given a connection∇ in the equivalence class with Schouten tensor

P we can seek the solution to the equation

uaP̂ab = uaPab − ua∇a fb.

Since ha should satisfy a conformally invariant equation along γ, we look at the difference

(defining ĥa := ha − fa)

ub∇bha − ub∇̂bha = ub∇bha − ub∇bha + ub∇b fa + f c
abĥcub

= ub(Pba − P̂ba + h(ahb) − ĥ(aĥb) −
1
2

gab(h · h)) +
1
2

gab(ĥ · ĥ).

Hence we have

ub∇bha − 〈h, u〉ha +
1
2
(h · h)ua − Pbaub = ub∇̂bĥa − 〈ĥ, u〉ĥa +

1
2
(ĥ, ĥ)ua − P̂baub.

Thus the expression

ub∇bha − 〈h, u〉ha +
1
2
(h · h)ua + Pbaub

is invariant under change of connection and under conformal rescalings. This expression

also turns out to vanish on γ. This can be seen by rescaling the metric appropriately so that

the corresponding Pab vanishes and using the connection for which the geodesic is an auto-

parallel curve.

Lastly, we should define how a frame ea
i , i = 0, 1, 2, 3 is transported along the curve. It is

easily seen that

ub∇bea
i − ub∇̂bea

i = − fbc
aubea

i

= −〈h, ei〉ua − 〈h, u〉ea
i + (u · ei)ha,

and requiring that the frame is parallel transported by ∇̂, we find our equation.

The Conformal Geodesic Equations are then given by

ub∇bua = −2〈h, u〉ua + (u · u)ha, (1.3.2a)

ub∇bha = 〈h, u〉ha −
1
2

ua(h · h)− ubPba, (1.3.2b)
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where a frame is transported along them according to

ub∇bea
i = −〈h, u〉(ei)

a − 〈h, ei〉ua + (u · ei)ha. (1.3.3)

Alternatively, these equations are sometimes written in terms of the difference tensor fab
c;

ub∇bua = − fbc
aubuc, (1.3.4a)

ub∇bha =
1
2

hc fba
cub − ubPba, (1.3.4b)

ub∇bea
i = − fbc

aeb
i uc. (1.3.4c)

Let us suppose that we have a solution {ua, ba} of the conformal geodesic equations above.

Then the 1-form ba defines a unique connection, say ∇̂. Written with respect to this connec-

tion, the equations simplify to

ub∇̂bua = 0, (1.3.5a)

P̂abua = 0, (1.3.5b)

ub∇̂b(ei)
a = 0. (1.3.5c)

This simplification will be made use of in section 1.6.2 when we define the conformal Gauss

gauge.

1.4 Conformal transformation laws

We now derive the conformal transformation laws of the curvature quantities that are nec-

essary in the derivation of the conformal field equations in 4-dimensions. A summary of

these can be found in appendix A.2.

Let∇ be a Levi-Civita connection with metric g and ∇̂ a Weyl connection from the conformal

class defined by g, related by the usual equation with 1-form fa. One can decompose the

Riemann tensor into trace and trace-free parts, which for a Weyl connection has the form

R̂abc
d = 2

(
δd

[aP̂b]c − δd
cP̂[ab] − gc[aP̂b]

d
)
+ Ĉabc

d, (1.4.1)

where the trace portions are represented by the Schouten tensor

P̂ab = −
1
4

R̂[ab] −
1
2

(
R̂(ab) −

1
6

R̂gab

)
, (1.4.2)
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and where the Cabc
d is the Weyl tensor. The Weyl tensor is conformally invariant, i.e.

Ĉabc
d = Cabc

d, (1.4.3)

and is considered to be the most important invariant of a conformal structure. Note that

although we say the Weyl tensor is conformally invariant, this statement is dependent on

the position of the indices as the metric gab and its inverse are not conformally invariant. In

the following we raise and lower indices with metric g.

The difference of the curvature tensors is computed to be

R̂abc
d − Rabc

d = 2
(
∇[a fb]c

d − f[a|c|
e fb]e

d
)

. (1.4.4)

We subsequently find the relationship between the Ricci tensors to be

R̂ab − Rab = 3∇a fb −∇b fa − 2 fa fb + gab(∇c fc + 2 fc f c), (1.4.5)

and the Ricci scalars to be

R̂− R = 6(∇a fa + fa f a). (1.4.6)

By virtue of (1.4.2) and (1.4.4) we find the transformation law for the Schouten tensor to be

P̂ab − Pab = −∇a fb + fa fb −
1
2

gab fc f c. (1.4.7)

It is of interest to look at the special case where the Weyl connection is the Levi-Civita con-

nection for a physical metric g̃, which we will now write as ∇̃, where the two metrics are

conformally related by gab = Θ2 g̃ab. In this case the 1-form fa is exact and is given by

fa = −Θ−1∇aΘ. (1.4.8)

Substituting this into (1.4.5) we find

R̃ab − Rab = −
2
Θ
∇a∇bΘ + gab

( 3
Θ2∇

cΘ∇cΘ− 1
Θ
∇c∇cΘ

)
. (1.4.9)

Contracting1 gives

R̃−Θ2R = 12∇cΘ∇cΘ− 6Θ∇c∇cΘ. (1.4.10)

These transformations are singular on the point set {Θ = 0}, which is a crucial problem in

formulating a conformal representation of (1.1.1) that we will have to overcome.

1Remembering that R̃ab is lowered with g̃.
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1.5 Derivation of the Metric Conformal Field Equations (MCFE)

As can be seen from the general conformal transformation law of the Ricci tensor (1.4.5), the

conformal version of the vacuum field equation (1.1.1) is not appropriate for investigations

of conformal infinity. The first remedy for this was a set of equations given the name of

the Metric Conformal Field Equations (MCFE), first derived by Friedrich in the early 1980’s

in [46] and [45]. Below, we follow the derivation given by Friedrich in [51], for the special

case λ = 0. This simpler case incorporates the main issues that we want to discuss. For a

derivation with non-zero λ and matter fields, see for example [56].

We begin our exploration with the second Bianchi identity for the conformal (Levi-Civita)

connection, which is given by

∇[aCbc]d
e = 2∇[e

(
g|c|aPb]

d − δd
aPb]c

)
.

Contracting this once and using the fact that ∇[dCab]c
d = 1

3∇dCabc
d and δa

a = 4 we obtain

∇dCabc
d = ∇aPbc −∇bPab. (1.5.1)

Then since the above formula holds for the physical metric and connection as well, i.e.

∇̃dC̃abc
d = ∇̃aP̃bc − ∇̃bP̃ab,

and we are assuming the physical metric satisfies the vacuum field equation, we have

∇̃dC̃abc
d = ∇̃dCabc

d = 0. (1.5.2)

It follows that we should hunt for a similar equation in the conformally rescaled space-time.

Let us look at a conformal rescaling of the Weyl tensor with conformal weight k, so that it

looks like

Θk∇̃dCabc
d. (1.5.3)

Then replacing the physical connection with the conformal one, we find the relationship

∇a(ΘkCabc
d) = Θk

(
(k + 1)Θ−1Cabc

d∇dΘ + ∇̃dCabc
d
)

.
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By defining

Kabc
d = Θ−1Cabc

d, (1.5.4)

we obtain the equation

∇dKabc
d = 0. (1.5.5)

This is the central equation of the conformal field equations.

The rescaled Weyl tensor is called the gravitational tensor, it is conformally invariant and is

used in place of Cabc
d to extract gravitational radiation at infinity. It can be shown through

the use of the second vacuum Bianchi identity and the topology of I being R× S2 that Cabc
d

vanishes on I and hence the Weyl tensor is of no use in extracting information about the

gravitational field there. As Θ = 0 on I also, Kabc
d is potentially, and is in fact found to be

well-defined on the conformal boundary and hence provides a way of extracting radiation

at infinity.

Now rewriting the decomposition of the Riemann tensor, we immediately have

Rabc
d = 2

(
ga

[cPd]b − gb[cPd]
a
)
+ Θ−1Kabc

d,

and from (1.5.4) and (1.5.5) we find

∇dCabc
d = Kabc

d∇dΘ, (1.5.6)

which can then be substituted into 1.5.1 to give an equation for the Schouten tensor. This

takes the form

∇aPbc −∇bPab = ∇dΘKabc
d. (1.5.7)

One can already see that we are making progress in the construction of a set of “conformal

field equations” that are regular on the conformal boundary. The problem of the conformal

factor being in the denominator of (1.4.9) has been overcome! Assuming that we have the

conformal factor, we solve (1.5.5) for the gravitational tensor, and then (1.5.7) for the rescaled

Schouten tensor. However as Θ is not necessarily known beforehand, it must somehow be

added to the set of conformal field equations and be computed along with the other un-

knowns.
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Now we try to find an equation for the conformal factor. We do this in the following way:

• Write the trace-free part of the field equation as R̃ab =
1
4 R̃g̃ab.

• Insert this into the transformation law (1.4.9) and use (1.4.10) to express R̃ in terms of

R.

• Combine the Rab and R terms into a Schouten tensor term, leaving only an R term.

• Solve for ∇a∇bΘ.

The result of the above is the equation

∇a∇bΘ = sgab −ΘPab, (1.5.8)

where we have defined

s :=
1
4
∇c∇cΘ− 1

24
RΘ. (1.5.9)

This equation will describe the evolution of the conformal factor, as desired, however we

now need an equation for the unknown s.

Obviously (1.5.8) is over determined, due to having multiple equations for one unknown,

so we try to derive an integrability condition. We do this by applying ∇c to both sides,

commute∇c with∇a, contract b and c, and use the twice contracted second Bianchi identity

∇aPab = − 1
6 Rgab. This eventually yields the simple equation

∇as = −∇bΩPab, (1.5.10)

which we will use as our equation for s.

Finally, we rewrite the transformation law (1.4.10) in terms of the scalar s. This gives a nice

cancellation of the R terms to leave us with the equation

2Θs−∇cΘ∇cΘ = 0, (1.5.11)

which constrains s and Θ.
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It is clear that equations (1.5.8), (1.5.10), and (1.5.11) are regular on the conformal boundary

and can be used to determine Θ. Thus, we now have a closed system of equations for the

unknowns

gab, Θ, s, Pab, Kabc
d. (1.5.12)

These equations are called the Metric Conformal Field Equations:

∇dKabc
d = 0, (1.5.13a)

Rabc
d = 2

(
ga

[cPd]b − gb[cPd]
a
)
+ ΘKabc

d, (1.5.13b)

∇aPbc −∇bPac = ∇aΘKabc
d, (1.5.13c)

∇a∇bΘ = sgab −ΘPab, (1.5.13d)

∇as = −∇bΘPab. (1.5.13e)

These equations are regular in the limit Θ → 0 and, by construction, conformally invari-

ant. The MCFE derived above were the first equations to rewrite (1.1.1) in a conformal

setting with regularity at the conformal boundary. They have one major drawback, how-

ever, namely that the conformal factor Θ is an unknown in the system, and hence one does

not know where the conformal boundary is a-priori. This begs the question as to whether

a set of equations can be obtained where one has Θ a-priori. These equations do exist, and

are known as the Generalised Conformal Field Equations. We will derive these in the next

section using our knowledge of Weyl connections.

1.6 Derivation of the Generalised Conformal Field Equations (GCFE)

The idea of the GCFE is to introduce extra gauge freedom into the equations by generalising

to a Weyl connection. A specific choice of Weyl connection is defined which leads to a

gauge in which the evolution equations are significantly simpler than those derived from

the MCFE, and of particular importance, in which one knows the conformal factor a-priori.

We will eventually write these in the space-spinor formalism, however in order to get the

idea of how they work it is much simpler to consider the tensorial version first.
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1.6.1 Generalising to a Weyl connection

Let g̃ be a solution to the vacuum EFE with cosmological constant λ and let g = Θ2 g̃ be

the conformal metric. Furthermore, let f and b be smooth 1-forms. We denote by ∇ and

∇̃ the Levi-Civita connections of g and g̃ respectively and by ∇̂ a Weyl connection in the

conformal class. Its action on the metric tensors g̃ and g are given by

∇̂a g̃bc = −2ba g̃bc, (1.6.1)

∇̂agbc = −2 fagbc. (1.6.2)

It follows immediately that the 1-forms are related via

fa = ba −Θ−1∇aΘ. (1.6.3)

For reasons that will later become apparent, we also define another 1-form as

ha := Θba = fa +∇aΘ. (1.6.4)

We now introduce coordinates xµ and frame field ea
a, which is orthonormal with respect to

the conformal metric g and we define ηij := gabea
i eb

j . We then have

cµ
a := ea(xµ) = ∇̂axµ, ∇̂aeb = Γ̂ab

cec. (1.6.5)

By writing (1.6.2) in our basis ea and contracting with eb
bec

c, we find

fa =
1
4

Γ̂ab
b.

We are now in a position to start writing down the field equations.

The first two are Cartan’s two structure equations [68], where the torsion-free equation is

given by [
∇̂a, ∇̂b

]
xµ = 0, (1.6.6)

and the curvature equation is given by[
∇̂a, ∇̂b

]
ec = R̂abc

ded. (1.6.7)
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Contracting these equations with ea
aeb

b and using the decomposition of the Riemann tensor

(1.4.1) yields the two equations

ea(c
µ
b)− eb(c

µ
a ) = Γ̂ab

ccµ
c − Γ̂ba

ccµ
c , (1.6.8)

ea(Γ̂bc
d)− eb(Γ̂ac

d) = Γ̂ab
eΓ̂ec

d − Γ̂ba
eΓ̂ec

d − Γ̂bc
eΓ̂ae

d + Γ̂ac
eΓ̂be

d

+ Cabc
d − 2ηc[aP̂b]

d + 2δ[a
dP̂b]c − 2P̂[ab]δc

d. (1.6.9)

The next equation comes from the Bianchi identity for the vacuum metric g̃,

∇̃[eR̃ab]c
d = ∇̃[eCab]c

d = 0. (1.6.10)

Rewriting this in terms of the conformal connection and gravitational tensor gives the sim-

ple equation

∇eKabc
e = 0. (1.6.11)

Written in terms of the Weyl connection, we find

∇̂eKabc
e = feKabc

e. (1.6.12)

The final task is to look at the Bianchi equations for the Weyl connection. The second Bianchi

identity is

∇̂[eR̂ab]c
d = 0, (1.6.13)

which, when contracted once, gives

∇̂eR̂abc
e + ∇̂aR̂bc − ∇̂bR̂ac = 0. (1.6.14)

Decomposing the Riemann tensor using (1.4.1), the first term can be written as

∇̂eR̂abc
e = ∇̂eCabc

e − 2gc[a∇̂eP̂b]e + 2∇̂[aP̂b]c − 2∇cP̂[ab]. (1.6.15)

From the decomposition of the Riemann tensor, we find a relationship between the Ricci

tensor and Schouten tensor, namely

R̂ac = −2P̂ac − gacP̂− 2P̂[ac]. (1.6.16)

Using (1.6.15) and (1.6.16) in the once-contracted Bianchi identity (1.6.14) gives us

∇̂eCabc
e − 2gc[a

(
∇̂eP̂b]e − ∇̂b]P̂ + 2 fb]P̂

)
− 2∇̂[aP̂b]c − 2∇̂cP̂[ab] − 2∇̂aP̂[bc] − 2∇̂bP̂[ca] = 0.

(1.6.17)
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This can be simplified by looking at the once-contracted first Bianchi identity

2R̂ac + R̂cab
b = 0,

along with the expression[
∇̂a, ∇̂b

]
gcd = −2R̂ab(cd) = −4∇̂[a fb]gcd.

Combining these gives us the relationship

R̂[ab] = 4∇̂[a fb]. (1.6.18)

Expanding out the right-hand side and using R̂[abc]
d = 0 yields the useful equation

∇̂[aP̂bc] = 0. (1.6.19)

Using this we can simplify (1.6.17) to

∇̂eCabc
e − 2gc[a

(
∇̂eP̂b]e − ∇̂b]P̂ + 2 fb]P̂

)
− 2∇̂[aP̂b]c = 0.

Transvecting this with gbc we obtain

4
(
∇̂eP̂ae − ∇̂aP̂ + 2 faP̂

)
= 4∇̂e

(
P̂ae − gaeP̂

)
= 0,

and thus we arrive at the equation

∇̂eCabc
e − 2∇̂[aP̂b]c = 0.

Replacing the Weyl tensor with the gravitational tensor and using its equation (1.6.12), we

get the final equation

∇̂aP̂bc − ∇̂bP̂ac =
(
∇̂eΘ + Θ fe

)
Kabc

e = heKabc
e. (1.6.20)

We can now write down the full set of conformal field equations expressed with a Weyl

connection:

ea(c
µ
b)− eb(c

µ
a ) = Γ̂ab

ccµ
c − Γ̂ba

ccµ
c , (1.6.21a)

ea(Γ̂bc
d)− eb(Γ̂ac

d) =
(

Γ̂ab
e − Γ̂ba

e
)

Γ̂ec
d − Γ̂bc

eΓ̂ae
d + Γ̂ac

eΓ̂be
d

+ ΘKabc
d − 2ηc[aP̂b]

d + 2δ[a
dP̂b]c − 2P̂[ab]δc

d, (1.6.21b)

∇̂aP̂bc − ∇̂bP̂ac = heKabc
e, (1.6.21c)

∇eKabc
e = 0. (1.6.21d)
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1.6.2 The Conformal Gauss Gauge (CGG)

In deriving the set of equations (1.6.21), we have artificially introduced gauge freedom via

the conformal metric and Weyl connection. By analogy to the MCFE, we are lacking an

equation for the conformal factor Θ. Now however, we have the additional problem of not

having an equation for the 1-form fa. These gauge freedoms are fixed using properties of

the conformal structure only. The gauge imposed in this section is known as the Conformal

Gauss Gauge (CGG). In the below, an underline is used to denote quantities defined on an

initial surface which have indices 1, 2, 3.

We fix the frame and coordinates as follows: Choose an initial space-like hypersurface S̃

of the vacuum solution (M̃, g̃). Then on S̃, choose a conformal factor Θ, a 1-form ba, co-

ordinates xµ, and a frame ea which is orthonormal with respect to the conformal metric

g
ab

= Θ2 g̃
ab

and such that e0 is normal to S̃. Then the initial data {ua := e0, ba} define

through each point of S̃ a unique conformal geodesic. Provided sufficiently smooth initial

data, this congruence is smooth and caustic free in a local neighbourhood U ⊂ M of S̃.

The 1-form ba in U then defines a unique Weyl connection such that the conformal geodesic

equations reduce to equations (1.3.5a). The frame is extended to U by transport along the

conformal geodesics with equation (1.3.3). The conformal factor can then by chosen such

that g(ei, ej) = ηij in U. The coordinates are extended to U by setting x0 to be the parameter

of the conformal geodesics s, and dragging the spatial coordinates along the geodesics.

In this gauge, we find the simplifications

ua∇̂axα = 0, ua∇̂as = 1, α = 1, 2, 3. (1.6.22)

From the equations gab = Θ2 g̃ab and ∇̂a g̃bc = −2ba g̃bc we obtain

Θ̇ = uebeΘ, (1.6.23)

where we have defined an over-dot as ua∇a. This could then be used as an equation for the

conformal factor. Using this and the conformal geodesic equations, we could also find an

equation for the 1-form ha. Supplementing the system with these equations would then give

us a complete system. However, something surprising happens when looking at successive
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derivatives of the conformal factor. One in fact finds

...
Θ = 0. (1.6.24)

Defining the scalars

U = Θ2 g̃abuaub, Z = Θbaua, H = Θ−1(g̃abbabb −
1
3

λ), (1.6.25)

we find an explicit formula for the conformal factor, namely

Θ(s) = Θ + Zs +
1
4

H Us2. (1.6.26)

This is an amazing achievement, as we now know the conformal factor, and hence know

the location of the conformal infinity, a-priori! One can see the quadratic nature which ties

in with the standard conformal diagrams of various asymptotically simple space-times (see

section 7.1). This now raises the question, can we find an explicit formula for ha as well?

To look into this, we write down the conformal geodesic equation for the 1-form with respect

to the physical geometry to find

d
ds

bb = −(uaba)bb +
1
2

ΘHg̃abuaeb
b.

Using ua = e0 and (1.6.23) we can write down

d
ds

(Θbb) =
1
2

H η0b.

Noting that Ḣ = 0, we find the remarkable result that

h0(s) =
1
2

Hs + h0, hb(s) = hb, b = 1, 2, 3. (1.6.27)

This is good news. We now have an explicit expression for the 1-form ha as well as Θ. One

may then think about using the relationship (1.6.3) to obtain an explicit formula for fa as

well. This is unfortunately not possible, as one must also know the frame components cµ
a ,

which are of course unknowns in our system.

The equations for Θ and ha together with equations (1.6.21) are known as the GCFE. The

“General” refers to the fact that we have used the full gauge freedom of the conformal struc-

ture. We now have a system which expresses (1.1.1) in a conformal setting that is regular in
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the limit Θ→ 0 and where we know Θ a-priori.

The conformal geodesics in this gauge are potentially less likely to develop caustics than

metric geodesics used in the Gauss gauge. This was shown explicitly by Friedrich in [52],

where he finds that a CGG can globally cover the Schwarzschild space-time. We make use

of this later in section 8.1.

To conclude this section, we collect the implications of the CGG on our system.

ua∇̂axi = 0, ua∇̂as = 1 =⇒ uµ = δ
µ
0 ,

ua = e0 =⇒ ua = δa
0 , cµ

0 = δ
µ
0 ,

ua∇̂aeb = 0 =⇒ Γ̂0b
c = 0,

fa =
1
4

Γ̂ab
b =⇒ f0 = 0,

uaP̂ab = 0 =⇒ P̂0b = 0.

(1.6.28)



Chapter 2

The GCFE in our formalisms

2.1 The space-spinor formalism

Due to its compact form, the calculus of space-spinors [120] is a very enticing formalism in

which to write the GCFE. We will use definitions similar to that used in the series of papers

by Frauendiener [37, 38, 40] throughout.

First, we define a time-like vector field ta, normalised with respect to the conformal metric

g by tata = 2. Writing ta in terms of spinors, one immediately finds the relationship

tAA′ tB
A′ = tA′(AtB)

A′ +
1
2

tCA′ tCA′εAB = εAB,

which justifies the choice of normalisation constant. One can now use this vector field as a

map from the complex spin-space S̄A′ onto the spin-space SA, i.e. we can convert primed

indices to unprimed ones. This map is given by

αA′ 7→ tA
A′αA′ =: αA. (2.1.1)

For example, a spinor αa = αAA′ can be mapped to αAB := tB
A′αAA′ . The result can be

decomposed into two terms

αAB = α(AB) +
1
2

εABαE
E, with αE

E = αEA′ tEA′ .

This shows us that the trace term corresponds to the part of the spinor that has values in the

direction of tAA′ . Thus finding irreducible decompositions of space-spinors is the same as

41
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performing a 3+1 splitting. This is incredibly useful for deriving evolution and constraint

equations.

We also define a complex conjugation map on the unprimed spin-space via

αA 7→ α̂A := tA
A′ ᾱA′ . (2.1.2)

This map has the property that for a spinor of rank n we obtain

̂̂αAB···D = (−1)nαAB···D.

We define a rank-2 spinor as real iff it is equal to the negative of its complex conjugate, in

accordance with the reality of the SL(2,C) spinors. Since for any two real rank-2 spinors αAB

and βCD their outer product should also be real, a rank-4 spinor is real if it is equal to its

complex conjugate.

We can now split the covariant derivative ∇ into spatial and temporal parts using the map-

ping tB
A′∇AA′ and its subsequent decomposition. This gives us two new derivative opera-

tors

D = ta∇a, DAB = t(A
B′∇B)B′ =⇒ ∇AA′ =

1
2

tAA′D− tB
A′DAB. (2.1.3)

Two fundamental spinor fields can now be defined as the derivatives of ta with respect to

these new derivative operators. We have

χCD := tD
C′DtCC′ , χABCD := tD

C′DABtCC′ . (2.1.4)

Geometrically, the spinor field χAB corresponds to the acceleration vector of ta while χABCD

is related to the geometry of the distribution defined by ta = 0 and for a time-like vector field

ta satisfying the hypersurface orthogonal property, it corresponds to the extrinsic curvature.

They have the reality properties

χ̂AB = −χAB, χ̂ABCD = χABCD. (2.1.5)

Note that these new derivatives operators are real in the sense that they map real spinors to

real spinors, but they do not commute with our definition of complex conjugation, i.e.

Dα̂C = D(ᾱA′ tC
A′) = tC

A′DᾱA′ + ᾱA′ DtC
A′ = D̂αC + α̂A χC

A.
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A similar equation holds for χABCD. Hence we introduce new derivative operators

∂αC = DαC −
1
2

χC
DαD, ∂ABαC = DABαC −

1
2

χABC
DαD, (2.1.6)

adjusted to commute with complex conjugation. We now have

∂ABα̂C = −∂̂ABαC, ∂α̂C = ∂̂αC. (2.1.7)

Note that the correction term χAB or χABCD corrects only one index. So replacing the action

of D or DAB on a rank-n spinor with ∂ or ∂AB respectively, result in n correction terms. For

example,

∂αAB = DαAB −
1
2

χA
CαCB −

1
2

χB
CαAC.

The spinor equivalent of a frame is aptly called a spin-frame, and is usually denoted by

the two spinors oA and ιA along with there primed counterparts. A list of the relationships

between the spin-frame and the associated null tetrad and orthonormal frame is given in

appendix A.1. These relations will be made us of extensively throughout the remainder of

this document.

2.2 The GCFE in the space-spinor formalism

Here we convert the tensorial GCFE into the space-spinor language. A spinor representation

of parts of the GCFE has been given in [53] and [48]. However here we present the entire

GCFE in the space-spinor formalism.

The idea is to use quantities of the conformal metric connection (with the exception of the

Weyl connection’s Schouten tensor) as the unknowns, then split them into evolution and

constraint equations by decomposing the fields. Once this is done the CGG is imposed and

we obtain a complete system of evolution and constraint equations. This is an arduous,

tedious process to say the least. We will not go into the details but rather give a brief sum-

mary and refer the reader to the “equation road map” in appendix B.3 as a reference to the

big picture and appendix B.1 for the full derivation.

The standard procedure is:
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• Replace ∇̂’s with ∇’s using the standard transformation law,

• convert the tensor fields to space-spinor fields and decompose ∇ into D and DAB,

• convert D and DAB into ∂ and ∂AB,

• decompose the equations into irreducible pieces to obtain evolution and constraint

equations.

Denoting the space-spinor version of the Schouten tensor of the Weyl connection as PABCD

(dropping the hat to avoid confusion with complex conjugation) and noting that this has no

symmetries, but satisfies the reality condition

P̂ACBD = PCADB ⇔ PABCD = PBADC, (2.2.1)

we apply our procedure to equation (1.6.21c)

∇̂aP̂bc − ∇̂bP̂ac =
(
∇̂eΘ + Θ fe

)
Kabc

e,

as an example. Introducing spinors we obtain for the left hand side of this equation

∇̂AA′ P̂BB′CC′ − ∇̂BB′ P̂AA′CC′ .

Now we replace ∇̂AA′ with ∇AA′ , drop the hat on P̂BB′CC′ and replace ∇AA′ with 1
2 tAA′D−

tA′
BDAB to obtain

1
2

tAA′DPBB′CC′ − tA′
EDAEPBB′CC′ −

1
2

tBB′DPAA′CC′ + tB′
EDBEPAA′CC′

+ fCB′PAA′BC′ + fBC′PAA′CB′ − fCA′PBB′AC′ − fAC′PBB′CA′ .

Now we multiply with tE
A′ tF

B′ tG
C′ and obtain

1
2

εAEDPBFCG −
1
2

εAEPBDCGχF
D − 1

2
εAEPBFCDχG

D + DAEPBFCG − PBDCGχAEF
D

− PBFCDχAEG
D − 1

2
εBFDPAECG +

1
2

εBFPADCGχE
D +

1
2

εBFPAECDχG
D − DBFPAECG

+ PADCGχBFE
D + PAECDχBFG

D + fCFPAEBG + fBGPAECF − fCEPBFAG − fAGPBFCE.

By construction this expression is skew under the simultaneous interchange of AE↔ BF. In

order to separate this expression into a piece which contains no time derivatives and a piece
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with the time derivatives we need to symmetrise it jointly over AE and BF to obtain con-

straints while contraction over AE and symmetrising over BF or vice-versa yields evolution

equations. We first contract over AE and symmetrise over BF and obtain

DP(BF)CG − P(B|DCG|χF)
D − P(BF)CDχG

D − DBFPE
E

CG + PEDCGχBF
ED + PE

E
CDχBFG

D

+ PE
E
(B|G fC|F) + PE

E
C(B fF)G − P(BF)EG fC

E + P(BF)CE f E
G.

Replacing the D operators with the ∂ ones, we find

∂P(BF)CG − P(B|DCG|χF)
D − P(BF)CDχG

D − ∂BFPE
E

CG + PEDCGχBF
ED + PE

E
CDχBFG

D

+ PE
E
(B|G fC|F) + PE

E
C(B fF)G − P(BF)EG fC

E + P(BF)CE f E
G +

1
2

χ(B
EP|E|F)CG

+
1
2

χ(B
EPF)ECG +

1
2

χC
EP(BF)EG +

1
2

χG
EP(BF)CE −

1
2

χBFE
HPH

E
CG +

1
2

χBF
E

HPE
H

CG

− 1
2

χBFC
HPE

E
HG −

1
2

χBFG
HPE

E
CH.

Contracting over BF and symmetrising AE yields the same equation except that (BF) is

replaced with (AE). Symmetrising over both pairs we obtain

DAEP(BF)CG − P(B|DCGχAE|F)
D − P(BF)CDχAEG

D − DBFP(AE)CG + P(A|DCGχBF|E)
D

+ P(AE)CDχBFG
D + P(AE)(B|G) fC|F) + P(AE)C(B fF)G − P(BF)(A|G fC|E) − P(BF)C(A fE)G.

This expression is still skew under the simultaneous interchange over AE ↔ BF so we can

write it in the form

εABTEFCG + εEFTABCG,

where TABCG = TBACG. In order to determine TABCG we contract over EF and symmetrise

over AB and obtain

− DA
EP(BE)CG + P(B|DCGχA|

F
F)

D + P(BF)CDχA
F

G
D − DB

EP(AE)CG + P(A|DCGχB|
F

F)
D

+ P(AF)CDχB
F

G
D − 1

2
PA

F
(B|G fC|F) −

1
2

PF
A(B|G fC|F) −

1
2

PA
F

C(B fF)G −
1
2

PF
AC(B fF)G

− 1
2

PB
F
(A|G fC|F) −

1
2

PF
B(A|G fC|F) −

1
2

PB
F

C(A fF)G −
1
2

PF
BC(A fF)G.

Replacing the D operators with the ∂ ones, we find

− ∂A
EP(BE)CG + P(B|DCGχA|

F
F)

D + P(BF)CDχA
F

G
D − ∂B

EP(AE)CG + P(A|DCGχB|
F

F)
D

+ P(AF)CDχB
F

G
D − 1

2
PA

F
(B|G fC|F) −

1
2

PF
A(B|G fC|F) −

1
2

PA
F

C(B fF)G −
1
2

PF
AC(B fF)G

− 1
2

PB
F
(A|G fC|F) −

1
2

PF
B(A|G fC|F) −

1
2

PB
F

C(A fF)G −
1
2

PF
BC(A fF)G −

1
2

χA
E
(B

HP|H|E)CG

− 1
2

χA
E
(B

HPE)HCG −
1
2

χA
E

C
HP(BE)HG −

1
2

χA
E

G
HP(BE)CH −

1
2

χB
E
(A

HP|H|E)CG

− 1
2

χB
E
(A

HPE)HCG −
1
2

χB
E

C
HP(AE)HG −

1
2

χB
E

G
HP(AE)CH.
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Now looking at the right hand side of the equation we are converting to space-spinors(
∇̂eΘ + Θ fe

)
Kabc

e

in terms of spinors and multiplying with tE
A′ tF

B′ tG
C′ we find

−εEFhD
GψABCD − εABhC

Dψ̂DEFG.

Here, we have introduced the rescaled Weyl spinor

ψABCD = Θ−1ΨABCD,

and we observe that hAB is not symmetric. Following the above, we contract over AE and

symmetrise over BF

hD
GψBCDF − hC

Dψ̂BDFL.

Then we symmetrise over both pairs and contract over EF, giving

−hD
GψABCD − hC

Dψ̂ABDG.

Hence equating these terms we find an evolution equation for P(AB)CD

∂P(AB)CD − ∂ABPE
E

CD = P(A|FCD|χB)
F + P(AB)CFχD

F − PEFCDχAB
EF − PE

E
CFχABD

F

− PE
E
(A|D fC|B) − PE

E
C(A fB)D + P(AB)ED fC

E − P(AB)CE f E
D −

1
2

χ(A
EP|E|B)CD −

1
2

χ(A
EPB)ECD

− 1
2

χC
EP(AB)ED −

1
2

χD
EP(AB)CE +

1
2

χABE
HPH

E
CD −

1
2

χAB
E

HPE
H

CD +
1
2

χABC
HPE

E
HD

+
1
2

χABD
HPE

E
CH + hF

DψABCF − hC
Fψ̂ABDF,

(2.2.2)

and a constraint equation

∂A
EP(BE)CD + ∂B

EP(AE)CD = P(B|FCDχA|
E

E)
F + P(BE)CFχA

E
D

F + P(A|FCDχB|
E

E)
F

+ P(AE)CFχB
E

D
F − 1

2
PA

E
(B|D fC|E) −

1
2

PE
A(B|D fC|E) −

1
2

PA
E

C(B fE)D −
1
2

PE
AC(B fE)D

− 1
2

PB
E
(A|D fC|E) −

1
2

PE
B(A|D fC|E) −

1
2

PB
E

C(A fE)D −
1
2

PE
BC(A fE)D −

1
2

χA
E
(B

FP|F|E)CD

− 1
2

χA
E
(B

FPE)FCD −
1
2

χA
E

C
FP(BE)FD −

1
2

χA
E

D
FP(BE)CF −

1
2

χB
E
(A

FP|F|E)CD

− 1
2

χB
E
(A

FPE)FCD −
1
2

χB
E

C
FP(AE)FD −

1
2

χB
E

D
FP(AE)CF − hE

DψABCE − hC
Eψ̂ABDE.

(2.2.3)
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Notice that we only get an evolution equation for P(AB)CD. This turns out to be enough once

we choose and impose our gauge, as it implies that PABCD = PBACD.

To derive the remaining gauge-related equations that are not in appendix B.1, we must

first set up the CGG using our space-spinors. We fix coordinates and a spin-frame that

are adapted to the congruence of conformal geodesics. We choose the spatial coordinates

to be constant along the geodesics and the time coordinate to be the parameter along the

curves. Then we fix the time-like vector field ta to be proportional to the tangent vector ua

of the curves. We adjust the spin-frame so that tAA′ = oAoA′ + ιAιA′ . Then we have

ôA = ιA, ι̂A = −oA.

Next we define the frame components

∂xµ =: cµ, ∂ABxµ =: cµ
AB. (2.2.4)

We choose the time-like frame vector to be parallel to the tangent vector of the conformal

geodesics so that

ua = ea
0,

The gauge conditions imply

cµ =
√

2δ
µ
0 . (2.2.5)

Furthermore, we define the spinor fields

∂oA = γA =⇒ ∂ιA = γ̂A, ∂ABoC = γABC =⇒ ∂ABιC = −γ̂ABC. (2.2.6)

Since these derivatives preserve εAB the spinor fields satisfy the relations

γCιC = γ̂CoC, γABCιC = −γ̂ABCoC.

The parallel transport of the spin-frame along the curves is given by ta∇̂aoC = 0, which we

write as

ta∇̂aoC = ta∇aoC − tAA′ fCA′oA = ∂oC +
1
2

χC
BoB − tAA′ fCA′oA = 0.

This and the analogous equation for ιC yield the equations

γC +
1
2

(
χC

B − 2 fC
B
)

oB −
1
2

f oC = 0,

γ̂C +
1
2

(
χC

B − 2 fC
B
)

ιB −
1
2

f ιC = 0.
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Subtracting the complex conjugate of the second from the first equation and observing the

reality properties of the quantities gives the condition

γC =
f
2

oC.

The complex conjugate of this equation is

γ̂C =
f
2

ιC.

But γ1 = ιA∂oA = oA∂ιA = γ̂0, which means

γ1 =
1
2

f = γ̂0 = −1
2

f ,

which can only be true if f = 0. Thus, the gauge conditions imply

f = 0, χAB = 2 fAB, γC = 0. (2.2.7)

The last consequence of the gauge conditions is

tAA′ P̂AA′BB′ = 0, (2.2.8)

which when translated into the space-spinor language implies

PABCD = PBACD. (2.2.9)

Now that we have our gauge quantities, we can apply our procedure to (1.6.21a) to obtain

evolution and constraint equations for cµ
AB, noting that cµ is known from our choice of gauge.

The last and most complicated equation to deal with is (1.6.21b). The full derivation is in

appendix B.1 so I will give a short summary. It helps to look at appendix B.3 to keep track of

things. First, think of the equation written like [∇̂a, ∇̂b]oC = curvature. The time-space pro-

jection gives an evolution equation for χABCD and an expression for the commutator [∂, ∂AB].

The space-space projection gives a constraint equation for χABCD and an expression for the

commutator ∂E(A∂E
B). Action of these commutators on oA give evolution and constraint

equations for γABC, while action on the εAB give evolution and constraint equations for fAB.
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Imposing the gauge conditions on the evolution equations and the constraint equations

yields a closed system of equations for the unknowns

PABCD, ψABCD, χABCD, fAB/χAB, cµ
AB, γABC, (2.2.10)

where Θ and hAB are determined a-priori from initial data.

The evolution equations are

∂PABCD = −χABEFPEF
CD + ψABCEhE

D − ψ̂ABDEhC
E, (2.2.11a)

∂ψABCD = 2∂(A
EψBCD)E − 2χ(A

EψBCD)E + 3χ(A
E

B
FψCD)EF − χE(A

EFψBCD)F, (2.2.11b)

∂χABCD = −χAB
EFχEFCD − 2PAB(CD) + ΘψABCD + Θψ̂ABCD, (2.2.11c)

∂ fAB = −χABEF f EF + PABC
C, (2.2.11d)

∂γABC = −χAB
EFγEFC − o(AχB)CDE f DE +

1
2

oCχABEF f EF + χABE(C fD)
EoD

+
1
2

PABE
EoC + εC(APB)DE

EoD − 1
2

ΘψABCDoD +
1
2

Θψ̂ABCDoD, (2.2.11e)

∂c0
AB = − 1√

2
χAB − χAB

CDc0
CD, (2.2.11f)

∂ci
AB = −χAB

CDci
CD, i = 1, 2, 3. (2.2.11g)
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The constraint equations are

∂(A
EPB)ECD = −1

2
fCEP(A

E
B)D −

1
2

fDFP(A
E
|C|B) −

1
2

(
fD(APB)

E
CE + fC(APB)

E
ED

)
+

1
2

P(A
E
|C|

FχB)EDF −
1
2

P(A
EF
|D|χB)ECF +

1
2

ψABCEhE
D +

1
2

ψ̂ABDEhC
E, (2.2.12a)

∂CDψABCD = −χCE
E

DψABCD − χCDE
(AψB)CDE, (2.2.12b)

∂(A
EχB)ECD = −1

2
fCDχ(A

E
B)E −

1
2

fC(AχB)
E

DE −
1
2

εC(A f EFχB)DEF −
1
2

εD(A f EFχB)ECF

+
1
2

εC(APB)DE
E +

1
2

εD(APB)CE
E +

1
2

ΘψABCD −
1
2

Θψ̂ABCD, (2.2.12c)

∂(A
E fB)E =

1
2

PE(A
E

B) −
1
2

P(A
E

B)E, (2.2.12d)

∂(A
EγB)EC =

1
4

fAB fCDoD +
1
2

χ(A
E
|C|

DχB)EFDoF − 1
8

(
PAC(BD) + PBC(AD)

)
oD

−1
8

(
PAD(BC) + PBD(AC)

)
oD +

1
4

(
PA

D
BD + PB

D
AD

)
oC +

1
8

(
PA

D
(CD)oB + PB

D
(CD)oA

)
−1

8

(
εACPB

E
(DE) + εBCPA

E
(DE)

)
oD − 1

2
oD∂D(A fB)C +

1
2

o(A∂B)
E fCE, (2.2.12e)

∂C
(Ac0

B)C = − 1√
2

χ(A
C

B)C, (2.2.12f)

∂C
(Aci

B)C = 0, (2.2.12g)

and the expressions for ha and Θ are as we have found in the tensorial case;

Θ(s) = Θ + Zs +
1
4

H Us2, (2.2.13)

h0(s) =
1
2

Hs + h0, hb(s) = hb, b = 1, 2, 3, (2.2.14)

where s is the affine parameter of the conformal geodesics. Although the explicit expression

for hAB is given in terms of its tensor formulation for simplicity, one can easily derive from

this the spinor components. For example,

h01 =
1√
2

(
ea

0 + ea
1

)
ha =

1√
2

(
h0 + h1

)
,

and similarly for the other components.
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The final steps involve writing out the above equations in components, which for obvious

reasons we will not list here. We label the spinor components using conventions set out in

appendix A.1.9. When written out in full the system above consists of 47 complex-functions

with a set of 39 complex constraint equations.

2.3 Spin-weighted spherical harmonics, integer spin

There are many interesting space-times that have a submanifold with topology S2, such

as conformal infinity I of asymptotically simple space-times and Friedmann-Robertson-

Walker (FRW) space-times to name just a few. It is advantageous for our numerical schemes

(see section 5.4) to assume that our space-time manifold is of the form M = M2 × S2. How-

ever this topology causes issues as it cannot globally be covered by a regular coordinate

patch. This problem is usually referred to as “the pole problem”. A way to resolve this is by

use of spin-weighted spherical harmonics.

Spin-weighted spherical harmonics sYlm(θ, φ), first defined in [87] to describe asymptotic

behaviour of the gravitation field, are a generalisation of the standard spherical harmonics

Ylm(θ, φ) defined on the unit 2-sphere. They are used as a complete orthogonal basis to rep-

resent square-integrable functions defined on S2. This has many advantages for numerical

codes that we will make use of and so we introduce them into our system in the next section.

First, we give their derivation and an overview of their properties.

Looking at the metric for the unit 2-sphere written as

g = −dθ2 − sin2 θdφ2,

in order to be compatible with our signature (+,-,-,-), we define a null-basis on the unit 2-

sphere by 1

Ma =
1√
2

(
∂θ −

i
sin θ

∂φ

)
,

along with its complex-conjugate M̄a which satisfy the relations

Ma Ma = 0, M̄a Ma = −1.
1Following conventions of [13] for compatibility of their code later on.
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Then we have that

gab = −2M̄(a Mb).

This metric has two distinct connection coefficients in the coordinate frame, namely− sin θ cos θ

and cot θ. The cot θ connection coefficient clearly demonstrates issues that may appear at the

poles and this is the part of the connection we will want to “hide” from our GCFE system.

It is clear that we have a gauge freedom of the form Ma → eiα(θ,φ)Ma which preserves the

metric. Then a scalar f which transforms under this gauge transformation as

f → eisα(θ,φ) f ,

is said to be spin-weighted with spin-weight s. Immediately we see that Ma has spin-weight

+1 and M̄a has spin-weight −1. Of course not all functions will be properly spin-weighted,

i.e.

M̄aδMa → e−iα(θ,φ)M̄aδMa − δe−iα(θ,φ),

where we have defined

δ := Ma∇a, δ′ := M̄a∇a, (2.3.1)

and ∇ is the covariant derivative on the unit sphere. There is also the problem that action

of δ, δ′ on spin-weighted functions may not give back a properly spin-weighted function.

The idea to fix this is to absorb the connection coefficients on the unit sphere without proper

spin-weight (i.e. the cot θ) into new derivative operators. We define the new operators to be

ð f =
√

2
(

δ f − sa f
)

, ð′ f =
√

2
(

δ′ f + sā f
)

, (2.3.2)

where a is related to the connection coefficients on the unit sphere that are not properly

spin-weighted. The action of their commutator on a spin-s function f is given simply as[
ð,ð′

]
f = −2s f . (2.3.3)

Now we find that the action of ð,ð′ on properly spin-weighted functions preserves the spin-

weighted property, but changes the spin. Action on a spin-s function by ð raises the spin by

one and action by ð′ lowers the spin by one. Action of ð,ð′ on the spin-weight 0 spherical

harmonics Ylm give us the spin-weighted spherical harmonics sYlm. They are

ð sYlm(θ, φ) = −
√
(l − s)(l + s + 1) s+1Ylm(θ, φ),

ð ′sYlm(θ, φ) =
√
(l + s)(l − s + 1) s−1Ylm(θ, φ). (2.3.4)
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We can use the spin-weight s spherical harmonics as a complete orthogonal basis for spin-

weight s square-integrable functions on S2, i.e. we can write any smooth square-integrable

spin-weight s function f as an infinite series of spin-weighted spherical harmonics

f (θ, φ) =
∞

∑
l=|s|

l

∑
m=−l

alm sYlm(θ, φ), (2.3.5)

where the alm are complex coefficients called spectral coefficients.

The fantastic feature of spin-weighted spherical harmonics that we will make use of is that

we can rework our system (2.2.11), (2.2.12) by implementing the new derivative operators

(2.3.2) to get properly spin-weighted equations. There are only three unknowns which are

not properly spin-weighted and they decouple from the spin-weighted system. These are

superfluous for looking at gravitational radiation and other interesting phenomena, but can

always be computed from solutions to the spin-weighted system if one desires.

2.4 Implementation of the ð operators

In order for us to implement this in our system, we must specialise to space-times with

this spherical topology. That is, we want the surfaces s = constant, ρ = constant to be

2-spheres. This specialisation is incorporated into how we expand the derivative operator

∂AB. Currently the expansion of ∂AB looks like

∂AB = c0
AB

∂

∂x0 + c1
AB

∂

∂x1 + c2
AB

∂

∂x2 + c3
AB

∂

∂x3 . (2.4.1)

We now suppose, and will assume for the rest of the document, that the CGG has the co-

ordinate system {s, ρ, θ, φ}. This is to make the distinction between the coordinates used in

the CGG gauge and other frequently used coordinates such as t and r. Following notation

given in [99] we can write the derivative operators tangent to the unit 2-sphere in terms of

the unit-sphere Ma, M̄a as in (2.3.1). Then we rewrite the expansion of ∂AB as

∂AB = c0
AB∂s + c1

AB∂ρ −
( 1

R
ιAιB + 2Xo(AιB) + YoAoB

)
δ +

( 1
R

oAoB − 2X̄o(AιB) + ȲιAιB

)
δ′,

(2.4.2)

where R is the conformal factor for the 2-sphere so that ma = RMa and X and Y are complex

functions. The new function X corresponds to the case where derivatives in the e1-direction
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pick up derivatives tangent to the sphere and Y corresponds to the derivatives in the direc-

tion of the space-time ma and m̄a picking up both δ and δ′ terms. It is worth noting that with

this representation of the equations, our basis is of the form {e0, e1, m, m̄}.

In order to compute new equations replacing those of c2
AB and c3

AB we look at the commuta-

tors [∂, ∂AB] and ∂E(A∂E
B) acting on both the coordinates and the spin-frame2. We note that

all of the commutators of the coordinate derivatives vanish, except

[δ, δ′] f = aδ f − āδ′ f ,

remembering a is a quantity encoding the connection coefficient of the unit 2-sphere that is

not properly spin-weighted. In terms of spinor quantities, a is related to γ21, its conjugate

γ01 and γ11. These have no well-defined spin-weight and hence, following the procedure in

[99], must be eliminated from our system. The approach to do this is the following:

• Write down all the equations obtained from action of the commutators on the coordi-

nates.

• Replace δ and δ′ derivatives with ð and ð′ derivatives.

• Pick out equations involving a, γ01, γ11 and γ21.

• Use these equations to replace γ01, γ11 and γ21 with a, ā plus other terms.

• Use (2.3.2) to replace δ, δ′ derivatives with ð,ð′ derivatives and a, ā terms.

This process should then cancel the a′s and give spin-weighted equations. The action of the

time-space commutator on the coordinates gives the new evolution equations

∂tR =
1√
2

Rχ02 +
√

2R2Xχ01 +
1√
2

R2Yχ00, (2.4.3)

∂tX =
1√
2R

χ12 +
√

2Xχ11 +
1√
2

Yχ10, (2.4.4)

∂tY = − 1√
2R

χ22 −
√

2RXχ21 −
1√
2

Yχ20, (2.4.5)

2∂E(A∂E
B) is the only irreducible component of [∂AB, ∂CD].
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and their complex conjugates. As the conformal factor R is real, we take its evolution equa-

tion above, add its complex conjugate and divide by two to get

∂tR =
R

2
√

2

(
χ02 + χ20 + 2RXχ01 − 2RX̄χ21 + RYχ00 + RȲχ22

)
, (2.4.6)

which will be used as its evolution equation. The difference

χ02 − χ20 + 2R
(

Xχ01 + X̄χ21

)
+ R

(
Yχ00 − Ȳχ22

)
= 0, (2.4.7)

is used as a constraint.

The action of the space-space commutator on the coordinates gives us replacement rules for

the non-spin-weighted γ’s:

γ01 = − Ȳ
2

a− 1
2R

ā + other terms, (2.4.8a)

γ11 = − X̄
2

a +
X
2

ā + other terms, (2.4.8b)

γ21 = − 1
2R
− Y

2
+ other terms, (2.4.8c)

where the “other terms” involve ρ and ð,ð′ derivatives of R, X, X̄, Y, Ȳ and algebraic terms

involving components of χABCD, the spin-weighted components of γABC and the frame com-

ponents. We also obtain the constraints(
c1

2 +
1
2

RYc1
0

)
∂rX +

1
2

RYc1
2∂rX̄ + c1

1∂rY−
3

2
√

2
YðX− 1

2
√

2
RY2ðX̄ +

1√
2

XðY

+
( 1√

2R
+

1
2
√

2
RYȲ

)
ð′X +

1
2
√

2
Yð′X̄ +

1√
2

X̄ð′Y + algebraic terms = 0, (2.4.9a)

2
R

c1
1∂rR− Rc1

0R∂rX + Rc1
2∂rX̄ +

√
2

R
XðR +

1√
2
ðX− 1√

2
RYðX̄ +

√
2

R
X̄ð′R

− 1√
2

RȲð′X +
1√
2
ð′X̄ + algebraic terms = 0, (2.4.9b)

where “algebraic terms” contain components of χABCD, the spin-weighted components of

γABC and the frame components.

The idea is then to rewrite our equations by replacing γ01, γ11 and γ21 by the above ex-

pressions and replacing derivatives δ and δ′ by (2.3.2). It is found, with the exception of
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constraints derived from (2.2.12e), that the a terms coming from the γ replacements and

the δ replacements cancel exactly, leaving proper spin-weighted equations as expected. We

drop equations (2.2.11g) and (2.2.12g) for i = 2, 3, which are no longer in our system due

to (2.4.1) and instead use evolution equations (2.4.4), (2.4.6) and constraint equations (2.4.7),

(2.4.9a) and (2.4.9b).

The constraints derived from (2.2.12e) still contain expressions like δ(a) coming from the

equations which involve derivatives of γ01, γ11 and γ21 and we have no way yet of replacing

them. An equation that can be used to replace this is found by looking at the definition for

the curvature on the unit 2-sphere,

[∇a,∇b]vc = −Rabc
dvd,

where∇ is the covariant derivative on the sphere. The only non-zero curvature component

comes from transvection with Ma, M̄b and must be the Gaussian curvature up to a constant,

which is of course equal to one for the unit 2-sphere. Writing this in terms of δ, δ′ derivatives

gives us the relationship

δa + δ′ ā = −(2aā + 1). (2.4.10)

Using this equation in the constraints for γABC we find that terms of the form δa, δ′ ā and aā

all cancel, leaving only terms linear in a and ā. These of course must also vanish. By using

the new constraints derived in this section appropriately, we see this is in fact the case.

Now we have a system of evolution and constraint equations involving the ð,ð′ operators

that are properly spin-weighted by not involving γ01, γ11, γ21 or a and ā. They give rise to a

3+1 system of equations.
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For completeness we list them here. Our evolution system is given by

∂PABCD = −χABEFPEF
CD + ψABCEhE

D − ψ̂ABDEhC
E, (2.4.11a)

∂ψABCD = 2∂(A
EψBCD)E − 2χ(A

EψBCD)E + 3χ(A
E

B
FψCD)EF − χE(A

EFψBCD)F, (2.4.11b)

∂χABCD = −χAB
EFχEFCD − 2PAB(CD) + ΘψABCD + Θψ̂ABCD, (2.4.11c)

∂ fAB = −χABEF f EF + PABC
C, (2.4.11d)

∂γABC = −χAB
EFγEFC − o(AχB)CDE f DE +

1
2

oCχABEF f EF + χABE(C fD)
EoD

+
1
2

PABE
EoC + εC(APB)DE

EoD − 1
2

ΘψABCDoD +
1
2

Θψ̂ABCDoD, (2.4.11e)

∂c0
AB = − 1√

2
χAB − χAB

CDc0
CD, (2.4.11f)

∂c1
AB = −χAB

CDc1
CD, (2.4.11g)

∂tR =
1√
2

Rχ02 +
√

2R2Xχ01 +
1√
2

R2Yχ00, (2.4.11h)

∂tX =
1√
2R

χ12 +
√

2Xχ11 +
1√
2

Yχ10, (2.4.11i)

∂tY = − 1√
2R

χ22 −
√

2RXχ21 −
1√
2

Yχ20. (2.4.11j)
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The constraint equations are

∂(A
EPB)ECD = −1

2
fCEP(A

E
B)D −

1
2

fDFP(A
E
|C|B) −

1
2

(
fD(APB)

E
CE + fC(APB)

E
ED

)
+

1
2

P(A
E
|C|

FχB)EDF −
1
2

P(A
EF
|D|χB)ECF +

1
2

ψABCEhE
D +

1
2

ψ̂ABDEhC
E, (2.4.12a)

∂CDψABCD = −χCE
E

DψABCD − χCDE
(AψB)CDE, (2.4.12b)

∂(A
EχB)ECD = −1

2
fCDχ(A

E
B)E −

1
2

fC(AχB)
E

DE −
1
2

εC(A f EFχB)DEF −
1
2

εD(A f EFχB)ECF

+
1
2

εC(APB)DE
E +

1
2

εD(APB)CE
E +

1
2

ΘψABCD −
1
2

Θψ̂ABCD, (2.4.12c)

∂(A
E fB)E =

1
2

PE(A
E

B) −
1
2

P(A
E

B)E, (2.4.12d)

∂(A
EγB)EC =

1
4

fAB fCDoD +
1
2

χ(A
E
|C|

DχB)EFDoF − 1
8

(
PAC(BD) + PBC(AD)

)
oD

−1
8

(
PAD(BC) + PBD(AC)

)
oD +

1
4

(
PA

D
BD + PB

D
AD

)
oC +

1
8

(
PA

D
(CD)oB + PB

D
(CD)oA

)
−1

8

(
εACPB

E
(DE) + εBCPA

E
(DE)

)
oD − 1

2
oD∂D(A fB)C +

1
2

o(A∂B)
E fCE, (2.4.12e)

∂C
(Ac0

B)C = − 1√
2

χ(A
C

B)C, (2.4.12f)

∂C
(Ac1

B)C = 0, (2.4.12g)

(
c1

2 +
1
2

RYc1
0

)
∂rX +

1
2

RYc1
2∂rX̄ + c1

1∂rY−
3

2
√

2
YðX− 1

2
√

2
RY2ðX̄ +

1√
2

XðY

+
( 1√

2R
+

1
2
√

2
RYȲ

)
ð′X +

1
2
√

2
Yð′X̄ +

1√
2

X̄ð′Y + algebraic terms = 0, (2.4.12h)

2
R

c1
1∂rR− Rc1

0R∂rX + Rc1
2∂rX̄ +

√
2

R
XðR +

1√
2
ðX− 1√

2
RYðX̄ +

√
2

R
X̄ð′R

− 1√
2

RȲð′X +
1√
2
ð′X̄ + algebraic terms = 0. (2.4.12i)

We will henceforth refer to the system (2.4.11), (2.4.12) as the GCFE system.
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2.5 The metric

It is useful to see the representation of the metric in terms of the coordinate frame. We

compute this by noting that the inverse metric can be written as

gab = ea
0eb

0 − ea
1eb

1 −mam̄b − m̄amb,

with the frame vectors expanded as

ea
0 = ∂t,

ea
1 =
√

2
(

c0
1∂t + c1

1∂r + Xδ + X̄δ′
)

,

ma = −c0
0∂t − c1

0∂r +
1
R

δ− Ȳδ′,

m̄a = c0
2∂t + c1

2∂r −Yδ +
1
R

δ′.

Combining these we find the inverse metric has the form

1− 2 (c0
1)

2 + 2 c0
0c0

2 c0
2c1

0 − 2 c0
1c1

1 + c0
0c1

2 −R−1c0
2 − 2 c0

1X− c0
0Y R−1c0

0 − 2 c0
1X̄ + c0

2Ȳ

c0
2c1

0 − 2 c0
1c1

1 + c0
0c1

2 −2 (c1
1)

2 + 2 c1
0c1

2 −R−1c1
2 − 2 c1

1X− c1
0Y R−1c1

0 − 2 c1
1X̄ + c1

2Ȳ

−R−1c0
2 − 2 c0

1X− c0
0Y −R−1c1

2 − 2 c1
1X− c1

0Y −2 X2 + 2 R−1Y −R−2 − 2 XX̄−YȲ

R−1c0
0 − 2 c0

1X̄ + c0
2Ȳ R−1c1

0 − 2 c1
1X̄ + c1

2Ȳ −R−2 − 2 XX̄−YȲ −2 X̄2 + 2 R−1Ȳ


.

(2.5.1)

Of course the metric with indices downstairs is quite messy, so we omit it. However we do

note that g00 = 1 as a result of our gauge.
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Chapter 3

The spin-2 system for ψABCD

The aim of this section is to analyse the equation

∇A′
EψABCE = 0,

which governs the evolution of the gravitational spinor ψABCD and constrains it on each

s = constant hypersurface. We may refer to this equation as the spin-2 zero rest-mass field

equation or just the spin-2 equation as, although coming from a vacuum Bianchi identity, it

is the same equation as for a spin-2 zero rest-mass field. We first show that the resulting evo-

lution equations and subsidiary system are symmetric hyperbolic. We specify what surfaces

to take as the boundaries and calculate the characteristic modes of both systems. Maximally

dissipative boundary conditions are then used as a way of imposing stable boundary condi-

tions for the ingoing modes of ψABCD. Lastly, we present a procedure of fixing the free data

for the ingoing modes of ψABCD such that the ingoing modes of the subsidiary system are

killed and hence do not propagate into the domain of the solution.

3.1 Symmetric hyperbolicity

It is well known that the field equation for the gravitational spinor admits a symmetric hy-

perbolic system of PDEs (see for example [53], [49]). In order to derive boundary conditions

for this system it is convenient to first put it in symmetric hyperbolic form. This is realised

61
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by writing the equations obtained from the components of (2.2.11b)1 in the form

Aµ∂µu = Bu + f (xµ), (3.1.1)

where Aµ are 5× 5 hermitian matrices and u is a vector containing the components of ψABCD.

The spin-2 zero rest-mass equation written in the space-spinor formalism is

ΛABCD := ∂ψABCD − 2∂A
EψBCDE + 2χ(A

EψBCD)E − 3χD
E
(A

FψBC)EF + χDE
EFψABCF, (3.1.2)

from which we can extract an evolution system by taking the totally symmetric part. Written

in this way we find that Aµ are hermitian if we multiply each evolution equation by an

appropriate number. Noting that the reality condition on the frame components translates

to ĉ00 = −c0
2, ĉ0

1 = c0
1 and similarly for c1

AB, the first two matrices are

A0 =



1−
√

2 c0
1

√
2 c0

0 0 0 0

−
√

2 c0
2 4− 2

√
2 c0

1 3
√

2 c0
0 0 0

0 −3
√

2 c0
2 6 3

√
2 c0

0 0

0 0 −3
√

2 c0
2 4 + 2

√
2 c0

1
√

2 c0
0

0 0 0 −
√

2 c0
2 1 +

√
2 c0

1


, (3.1.3)

A1 =



−
√

2 c1
1
√

2 c1
0 0 0 0

−
√

2 c1
2 −2

√
2 c1

1 3
√

2 c1
0 0 0

0 −3
√

2 c1
2 0 3

√
2 c1

0 0

0 0 −3
√

2 c1
2 2
√

2 c1
1
√

2 c1
0

0 0 0 −
√

2 c1
2
√

2 c1
1


. (3.1.4)

The characteristic speeds of each of the components of ψABCD in the ρ-direction are calcu-

lated by use of the metric derived in the previous section 2.5. As expected, the speeds of ψ0

and ψ4 are null while the others are time-like. One also sees that for an appropriate choice

of initial data, namely that c0
AB = 0, we get that A0 = Aµδ0

µ is positive-definite in a neigh-

bourhood of the initial surface. Hence we have hyperbolicity and our system has thus been

shown to be symmetric hyperbolic.

1Note that these will not be the evolution equations for our system, as one gets time derivatives from both ∂

and ∂AB derivatives, hence A0 is not diagonal.
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These will clearly not be the equations used in the numerical evolution of the system as A0 is

not diagonal, and hence we have not solved for the time derivatives of the fields. However

this can be accomplished by diagonalising A0 and the resulting equations will be used as

the evolution equations for the components of ψABCD.

3.2 Maximally dissipative boundary conditions

Now comes the question of what surfaces to take for the boundaries. In general we have

a full 3+1 problem, but we have restricted the spatial topology to be of the form M1 × S2.

Thus the only boundary conditions needed are for M1 which is related to the coordinate ρ.

The obvious choice then is to take ρ = constant surfaces, as these will be the easiest from the

point of view of the numerics as the boundary will not move over time on the computational

domain. Recall that our spatial coordinates are constant along the conformal geodesics used

to define our gauge, and hence the boundaries will be conformal geodesics.

Now that we have decided on what surfaces to take as the boundaries, we need to find a

way to impose stable boundary conditions there. The standard method of fixing boundary

conditions for ψABCD is to use maximally dissipative boundary conditions. These boundary

conditions are found by looking at energy estimates of the system and choosing bound-

ary conditions so that no energy comes in from the boundary. These conditions are used

successfully at an analytical level in the Friedrich-Nagy gauge [58] and for the GCFE with

Anti-de Sitter space-time in [48]. In order to derive these boundary conditions, we must

first simultaneously diagonalise the A0 and A1 matrices. This is done so that we can de-

couple the time derivatives of the ψABCD fields propagating normal to the boundary. This

procedure is accomplished by:

• Computing the five distinct eigenvalues λi and eigenvectors of (A0)−1A1. This can be

done without computing (A0)−1 using the equations

det(A1 − λA0) = 0, A1x = λA0x.

• Normalising the eigenvectors by treating A0 as a norm, i.e. x∗A0x = 1 (where ∗ de-

notes conjugate-transpose).
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• Using appropriately ordered eigenvectors as columns of a matrix T, defining v = Tu

and multiplying (3.1.1) by T∗, one obtains (T∗AµT)∂µv = RHS so that

T∗A0T =



1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1


, T∗A1T =



−α 0 0 0 0

0 −β 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 β 0

0 0 0 0 α


. (3.2.1)

We can then associate the transformed ψABCD components ψ̃0 and ψ̃1 as outgoing and ψ̃3

and ψ̃4 as ingoing with respect to the left boundary and vice-versa for the right (ρ ≥ 0). The

zero in the middle of T∗A1T indicates that ψ̃2 propagates along the boundary and hence will

not need a boundary condition.

Looking now at the left boundary, the homogeneous boundary conditions are of the form0

0

 =

ψ̃3

ψ̃4

− H

ψ̃0

ψ̃1

 , (3.2.2)

where H is a 2× 2 matrix satisfying

H∗H ≤ I2, (3.2.3)

where I2 is the identity matrix. The restriction on H imposes the condition that the energy

entering the system is less than the energy which is leaving. The inhomogeneous boundary

conditions are given by q3

q4

 =

ψ̃3

ψ̃4

− H

ψ̃0

ψ̃1

 , (3.2.4)

where the qi are free boundary data. The simplest case is where H = 0, which says that

energy leaving the system through the left boundary does not get partially reflected back in,

it just passes through the boundary and leaves the system. We use this choice for the rest of

the document.

The above can easily be converted to the right boundary by simply switching ψ̃3 with ψ̃1 and

ψ̃4 with ψ̃0 and having different free data q0 and q1. This gives us boundary conditions for
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v, but we must convert them to boundary conditions for our original ψ’s contained in u via

the transformation matrix T. Then the left boundary conditions (3.2.4) will look something

like

q3 = (T30ψ0 + T31ψ1 + T32ψ2 + T33ψ3 + T34ψ4),

q4 = (T40ψ0 + T41ψ1 + T42ψ2 + T43ψ3 + T44ψ4),

where Tij, i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 are components of the matrix T. It is important to realise that the

ψ’s that are used in the GCFE system will in general have different propagation directions

to the ψ̃’s, and the purpose of doing the above is to obtain a stable way of imposing bound-

ary conditions for them. By choosing initial data c0
AB = 0 we find that the propagation

directions of the ψ’s are initially the same as the ψ̃’s, i.e. on the left boundary ψ3 and ψ4 are

ingoing, ψ2 propagates along the boundary and ψ0 and ψ1 are outgoing. Then on the left

boundary the equations immediately above are solved simultaneously for ψ3 and ψ4 so that

the boundary data does not contain any ingoing modes.

The approach aforementioned is for the case of two ingoing, one tangential and two outgo-

ing modes. Our boundaries are given by ρ = constant surfaces which lie along conformal

geodesics by their definition. This implies that our boundaries will tend to “bend” over

time, in the sense that the conformal geodesics will take different paths in the space-time.

Also worth noting, the spatial frame vectors used in the system {e1, m, m̄} will in general

stop being tangent to the surfaces of constant s due to the s-derivative operator appearing

in the expansion of ∂AB and the surfaces s = constant will “tilt” due to having different

accelerations along different conformal geodesics. All of these things affect the propagation

directions and speeds of the ψ’s on the boundaries, see Figure 3.1. Due to our conformal

geodesics being always time-like, we will never see a change in sign of the characteristic

speed of ψ0 and ψ4 which propagate along null lines. However we must take care to mon-

itor the propagation directions of ψ1, ψ2 and ψ3 on our boundaries. Clearly ψ2 will be the

most sensitive to a bending boundary as a slight change in the ρ-direction will stop it from

propagating along the boundary and it will instead be either ingoing or outgoing.
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ψ2ψ1 ψ3
ψ0 ψ4

(a)

ψ2ψ1 ψ3
ψ0 ψ4

(b)

ψ2ψ1 ψ3
ψ0 ψ4

(c)

Figure 3.1: The effect of the conformal geodesic bending over-time on the characteristics of

ψABCD. The green line indicates the rightmost boundary (i.e. a conformal geodesic) of the

system. There are two ingoing modes in (a), three in (b) and four in (c).

To show how to handle this, suppose we are looking at the right-most boundary (largest

ρ, ρ ≥ 0) and initially we have that ψ0 and ψ1 are ingoing, ψ2 is propagates along the

boundary and ψ3 and ψ4 are outgoing. As mentioned above, we initially choose simple

boundary data of the form

ψ̃0 = q0, ψ̃1 = q1.

These two equations will in general be functions of all the ψABCD components and so we

must solve them together for ψ0 and ψ1 so their right-hand-sides contain no ingoing modes.

Then if the boundary bends such that ψ2 becomes outgoing, we need not do anything. How-

ever if the boundary bends so that ψ2 becomes ingoing, then we must do something.

We can obtain a boundary condition for ψ2 by imposing the condition

ψ̃2 = q2,

which reflects the extra degree of freedom on the boundary. However now that ψ2 is ingo-

ing, it can no longer be on the right-hand-side of the boundary conditions for ψ0 and ψ1. So

we need to re-solve the now three boundary equations together so that they do not contain

the new ingoing mode ψ2 on the right-hand-side, as well as ψ0 and ψ1. This clearly gives

new boundary conditions for ψ0 and ψ1 as well as an additional one for ψ2.

Suppose now that the boundary bends even more so that ψ3 also becomes ingoing. We

repeat the above procedure, solving now a system of four equations for the correct boundary
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data so that the only ψABCD component on the right-hand-sides is ψ4.

3.3 Handling constraint propagation

From the previous section, we have two free functions to specify on each boundary initially.

However this procedure in no way guarantees that the constraints will be satisfied there.

As the constraint equations coming from the spin-2 zero rest-mass equation are PDEs, if

they are violated on the boundary they may propagate into the interior region and destroy

constraint propagation there. Although we have not explicitly written down the subsidiary

system, many of the constraint propagation equations in the subsidiary system are written

in terms of the spin-2 zero rest-mass constraints. Thus if they are violated, they will cause

other constraints to be violated too. In order to see how this works in more detail, we need

to analyse the subsidiary system.

The principle part of the subsidiary system for the spin-2 zero rest-mass equation is given

by

∂ZAB = −∂C
(AZB)C, (3.3.1)

where we have defined

ZAB := ∂CDψABCD + χCE
E

DψABCD + χCDE
(AψB)CDE. (3.3.2)

By writing (3.3.1) in components we obtain three equations, which when written in the form

(3.1.1) give us the matrices

A0 = 2


√

2− c0
1 c0

0 0

−c0
2 2

√
2 c0

0

0 −c0
2
√

2 + c0
1

 , A1 = 2


−c1

1 c1
0 0

−c1
2 0 c1

0

0 −c1
2 c1

1

 . (3.3.3)

Clearly this system is symmetric hyperbolic, and hence we can derive maximally dissipative

boundary conditions. By following the same procedure as for the ψABCD evolution system,

we find that for each boundary there is an ingoing mode, an outgoing mode and one which

propagates along the boundary. So at each boundary we obtain one boundary condition

which we choose again to be maximally dissipative. This confirms that if we violate the
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constraints at the boundary the error will in fact propagate into the interior.

So how do we prescribe boundary data for the ψABCD system on the boundary in such a

way that the constraints still propagate? With respect to the GCFE, this question has only

been answered by Friedrich for the case of Anti-de Sitter [48] where the special choice of

the boundary being at I was taken. He then modified the evolution system by adding

constraints in such a way that it remained symmetric hyperbolic as well as the subsidiary

system consisting only of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). This then avoids the

problem of ingoing modes in the subsidiary system all together. This process however is

very specialised due the unique properties of having I as the boundary. Here, we will try

and kill the ingoing mode by appropriate choice of boundary data for the ψABCD system.

The most physically interesting quantities to prescribe at the boundary are the gravitational

waves described by ψ0 resp. ψ4. One may then ask whether it is possible to leave their pre-

scription free, while fixing the remaining freedom in choosing ψ1 resp. ψ3 in such a way that

the ingoing mode of the subsidiary system is zero. This is in fact possible, as we will shortly

see.

The way to do this on the right boundary (the left is analogous) for the case of ψ0, ψ1 ingoing,

ψ3, ψ4 outgoing and ψ2 propagating along the boundary is to derive an ODE for the free data

q1 as follows:

• Treat the prescription of ψ0 as being free, i.e. the boundary data q0 is a free spin-2

function. Then the derivatives of ψ0 tangent to the boundary are also known on the

boundary.

• Take a time derivative of the boundary equations for ψ0 and ψ1 and replace all of

the time derivatives with their evolution equations. This will, in particular, leave the

equation containing terms involving ∂sq1, ∂ρψ0 and ∂ρψ1.

• Solve these equations simultaneously for ∂ρψ0 and ∂ρψ1.

• Replace ∂ρψ0 and ∂ρψ1 in the boundary equation for the ingoing subsidiary mode with
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the above.

• Solve this equation for ∂sq1.

The resulting equation is free of ∂ρψ0 and ∂ρψ1 terms which are technically not known on

the boundary (although numerically these can always be approximated). This gives us an

ODE for q1 on the boundary that should kill the ingoing mode from the subsidiary system.

Note that it is fine for this equation to contain ingoing modes because the right-hand-side is

computed after the boundary data have been assigned, i.e. when ∂sq1 is computed all of the

functions in the system are already known on the boundary.

By choosing q0 freely and q1 as above we have shown that the ingoing mode of the sub-

sidiary system is killed so that the constraints will hopefully propagate.

The final remark here is how to extend this approach to incorporate the potential bending

of the boundaries. One notes that the propagation speeds and directions of ψ2 and Z1 are

in fact the same. Similarly for Z0, ψ1 and Z2, ψ3. On the right boundary, this means that as

soon as ψ2 becomes ingoing, so will a mode from the subsidiary system. Later, if ψ3 becomes

ingoing, then so does the final mode in the subsidiary system. Hence at any point in time

on the boundary we will have n ingoing modes from the ψABCD evolution system and n− 1

ingoing modes from the ψABCD subsidiary system. This means we can always choose q0

freely and choose the remaining free data to kill the ingoing modes of the subsidiary system.

The results of this approach on the numerical level are presented in sections 6.4 and 9.3.

3.4 Frame rotation simplification

The analysis of the spin-2 zero rest-mass system’s maximally dissipative boundary condi-

tions is complicated in general due to the existence of the six frame components from c0
AB

and c1
AB. The crux of the problem is the inversion of the transformation matrix that relates

the original equations with the diagonalised ones. Although we managed to handle the
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rather large expressions, it is likely possible that we could modify the CGG to help mat-

ters. By changing the frame transport equation in (1.3.5c) so that the frame is not parallely

propagated along the conformal geodesics we could rotate the frame so that certain frame

components remain zero. This would of course introduce new variables into the system

whose job it is to rotate the frame to maintain killing these components. This would make

most equations longer, but would simplify the boundary analysis. However as we manage

to handle the boundary analysis as is, we leave this as a comment.
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Checking the equations

Since the derivation of the GCFE in the space-spinor formalism was so tedious, one needs

to perform checks for correctness. In this section we outline the analytical checks performed

to ensure this. Firstly we note that the derivation was done by hand initially, and hence

subject to human error. Thus we also used a Mathematica package xAct [81], which handles

symbolic manipulation of tensors and spinors, to verify our hand-written calculations. This

package was especially useful for writing the unknowns (2.2.10) with respect to the spin-

frame, i.e.

fAB = f0 ιAιB − 2 f1 o(AιB) + f2 oAoB,

and thus giving us the component representation of the equations with ease.

4.1 Constraint propagation/Subsidiary system

It is well known that the constraint equations derived from the GCFE propagate, in the

sense that time-derivatives of the constraints are combinations of the constraints themselves

(and potentially spatial derivatives of them). Constraint propagation at the numerical level

is another story entirely, and is still not very well understood [54]. A good consistency

check is to reproduce that the time derivative of the constraints are combinations of the

constraints themselves. This is accomplished by taking a time derivative with ∂ of the con-

straints (2.2.12), using our expression for [∂, ∂AB]
1 to switch the order of the derivatives, re-

1This was given in appendix B.1.
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placing the time derivatives of the fields using evolution equations, and then replacing the

spatial derivatives with the constraints. This is a purely mechanical process as given spatial

derivatives of say fAB, one can write them in irreducible parts. The parts corresponding to

a constraint equation from (2.2.12d) can be replaced, while the others must vanish. This re-

sults in propagation equations only involving combinations of the constraints, which vanish

when the constraints vanish and thus show propagation. This has been confirmed for each

of the constraints listed above.

It is worth mentioning that the only subsidiary equation which has spatial derivatives is

that of the constraint arising from the spin-2 zero rest-mass equation for ψABCD which is of

the form (3.3.1). This means that this is the only equation that potentially has constraint

violating modes that may propagate into the interior of the computational domain from the

boundaries.

4.2 Computing exact space-times in the CGG

Now that we have our system and performed a few checks, we compute known exact so-

lutions in the CGG and show they satisfy our system. In general this will not be possible

analytically, but it is possible for some simple space-times which are still general enough to

be a decent test.

The following is the procedure used to rewrite an arbitrary metric g̃ab with coordinates

{t, r, θ̃, φ̃} in the CGG. I will leave this short, and discuss some details below.

1 Compute the Christoffel symbols and curvature quantities of g̃ab in the coordinate

basis.

2 Solve the conformal geodesic equations

va∇̂avb = 0 ⇐⇒ va∇̃avb = −2(baua) vb + (vava) bb,

vaP̂ab = 0 ⇐⇒ va∇̃abb = (vaba)bb −
1
2

bebe vb + vaPab,

for tangent vector va, 1-form ba and in terms of a parameter s. In general this will leave
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eight degrees of freedom, namely the values of va and ba on the initial surface va and

ba.

3 Choose a function t0 which may be dependent on the spatial coordinates which de-

scribes the initial hypersurface s = 0.

4 Choose as a new temporal coordinate the parameter s of the geodesic, and new spa-

tial coordinates which are constant along the geodesics. The obvious choice are their

values at s = 0. The new coordinate system is then {s, ρ, θ, φ}.

5 Generalise from one geodesic to a congruence, hence the initial data va, ba become

functions of the new spatial coordinates. At this stage how the geodesics are initially

oriented with respect to the initial hypersurface can be fixed.

6 Transform the metric g̃ab, tangent vector va and 1-form ba to the new coordinate sys-

tem.

7 Specify an orthogonal frame with e0 = va, where each vector has the same length, and

that is parallely transported along the geodesics with respect to the Weyl connection,

i.e. satisfies

va∇̂aeb
b = 0 ⇐⇒ va∇̃aeb

b = −bava eb
b − baea

b vb + (vaea
b) bb.

8 The frame defines a unique metric in the conformal class in which it becomes orthonor-

mal. This gives us a conformal factor, defined as

Θ2 g̃(ea, eb) = ηab.

This conformal factor gives us a new metric gab := Θ2 g̃ab.

9 Compute the connection coefficients and curvature quantities of gab with respect to

the frame ea and compute the spinor components of (2.2.10) from them and the frame

components.

First note that in 2, the conformal geodesic equations can be solved using any metric in the

conformal class (see section 1.3). This can dramatically alter the differential equations that
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one needs to solve. In particular if one solves the conformal geodesic equations with respect

to the Einstein Cylinder metric, which gives relatively simple equations, then one has the

conformal geodesics for all three spaces of constant curvature.

When computing the spinor components in 9, one just needs to use the equations relating

the orthonormal frame {ea} and spin-frame {o, ι} to relate tensor components to our space-

spinor ones. These relations are given by the equations (A.1.6) and (A.1.7).

The Schouten spinor in our system is associated with the Weyl connection, not the confor-

mal connection. Since one has the conformal connection, one could compute the conformal

Schouten tensor and then use the appropriate conformal transformation law to obtain the

Weyl Schouten tensor. However it is easiest to use the conformal transformation law be-

tween P̂ab and P̃ab (1.4.7). One then enforces the vacuum equation (1.1.1) to eliminate the

physical Schouten tensor. This saves having to compute Ricci curvature from the poten-

tially large and nasty looking conformal metric.

By following the above procedure with Minkowski space written as

g̃ab = dt2 − dr2 − r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2),

and Anti-de Sitter, written as

g̃ab =
1

cos2 r

(
dt2 − dr2 − sin2 r(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2)

)
,

we were able to show that the resulting fields2 satisfied the evolution and constraint equa-

tions identically where the gauge was chosen to be adapted to spherically symmetric confor-

mal geodesics. A more detailed description of the Anti-de Sitter case is described in section

6.1.

2The expressions for the components of our system are horrible, thus we leave them out.
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Chapter 5

Numerical methods

5.1 Numerical preliminaries

The aim of this section is to formulate a numerical implementation of the Initial Boundary

Value Problem (IBVP) for the GCFE system. The idea is to choose some initial space-like hy-

persurface and prescribe on it data for the unknowns (2.2.10) so that the constraints (2.4.12)

are satisfied. Then we evolve the initial data using the evolution equations (2.4.11) and

choose boundary conditions in such a way that the constraints remain satisfied during the

evolution. First, a short overview of the numerical methods used will be presented before

going into more detail in the subsequent sections.

We must first discretise the continuous version of the equations in order to evolve the sys-

tem on the computer using various numerical methods. We will discretise our system using

the method of lines. This is done by approximating the spatial derivatives so that on the level

of the discretised system, we have a system of ODEs. In full generality, we have three spatial

directions that need discretising, two of which are tangent to unit 2-spheres1 while the other

is normal to them. The spatial derivatives ð,ð′ can be approximated using the so-called

pseudo-spectral methods, which involve transforming to spectral space where the derivative

is calculated very quickly and accurately, then transforming back. The radial direction will

be approximated using straightforward finite difference methods. Using these approximation

1This is because we introduced the unit-sphere derivative operators δ, δ′ and subsequently ð,ð′.
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methods to extract a semi-discrete system of ODEs, we use for the temporal discretisation

the standard fourth-order explicit Runge-Kutta scheme. In order to impose stable boundary

conditions, we utilise the simultaneous-approximation-term (SAT) method, which works very

well with certain finite difference operators.

The first step to take is to discretise the three-dimensional hypersurfaces of constant time

and the time direction itself. The spatial directions can be discretised by choosing the com-

putational domain to be the multi-dimensional interval [ρ0, ρN ]× [0, π]× [0, 2π] (for {ρ, θ, φ}

respectively) where the left and right boundaries are ρ0 and ρN respectively. Each direction

can be split into N + 1 equi-distant grid points so that, taking the ρ-direction as an example,

ρi = ρ0 + ihρ, for i = 0, 1, · · · , N where hρ is the step-size. The time direction is also dis-

cretised into equi-distant points where the step-size is chosen to be related to the step-size

in the ρ-direction by hs = C hρ, where C is the Courant number which is used to satisfy

the so-called Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition [24] which is required for a stable

evolution. For the rest of this document this value is fixed as 0.5.

There are many different kinds of finite differencing operators. Of particular use are a sub-

set of them called Summation-By-Parts (SBP) operators, first defined in 1974 by Kreiss and

Scherer (republished article [72]) and subsequently [73]. In the continuous case one can use

integration-by-parts to obtain energy estimates that can then be used to prove wellposed-

ness of the system. Summation-by-parts is the discrete analogue of integration-by-parts,

and hence can give a discrete energy estimate for the system. This is then used to prove nu-

merical stability results for these operators. Their convergence order near the boundary is

generally a few smaller than the interior. However when one increases the grid resolution,

“near the boundary” becomes a smaller and smaller subset of the domain. They have been

used widely in the numerical relativity community, see for example [70, 74, 75, 91, 116] and

more recently [10, 11, 12, 29, 42].

Although the general idea is the same, there are many kinds of algorithms for spectral and

pseudo-spectral methods. Of late there have been fast C-codes developed by Huffenberger
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and Wandelt [66], which have recently been optimised for the axially-symmetric case by

Beyer, Escobar and Frauendiener [13]. The general method has very good convergence

properties, namely exponential for smooth enough functions. They also require a much

smaller number of grid points compared to finite difference operators for a similar order

of accuracy. We will be using these methods which exploit the relationship between the

Wigner d-functions and spin-s spherical harmonics, given originally in [63].

Finally we need a stable way of implementing boundary conditions for the gravitational

spinor components. The Simultaneous-Approximation-Term (SAT) method is one way of do-

ing this, given originally by Carpenter, Nordström and Gottlieb in [21]. This method seems

to work very well with SBP operators. In particular, it has been shown that the numerical

stability properties of the SBP operators remain when using the SAT method on the bound-

ary. This is by no means a trivial condition. The SAT method involves adding a weighted

penalty term to the evolution equations that require boundary conditions. This then drives

the functions to the desired value on the boundary with a speed determined by a parameter

τ.

The SAT method has been used successfully in a variety of numerical relativity codes that

also implement the SBP operators, see [22, 28, 75, 116] and more recently [42, 64] and the

series by Beyer et al. starting with [10].

The Python package COFFEE (COnFormal Field Equation Evolver), developed by the rela-

tivity group at the University of Otago will be used to incorporate all of the aforementioned

numerical schemes. This package has been thoroughly tested and has been used in a variety

of papers [10, 11, 12, 42].

5.2 First derivative SBP finite difference operators

In this section we give the details for SBP finite difference operators that approximate a

first order derivative operator. The equations we are interested in are the PDEs coming

from the field equation for the gravitational spinor, which are advection equations. The
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spatial derivative operators ∂
∂ρ will be approximated using finite differencing. To make the

discussion simpler, we look at the scalar 1D advection equation2

us = αuρ, in [0, ∞)× [ρ0, ρN ], (5.2.1)

where s and ρ are real numbers in their respective intervals, α is a non-zero constant and at

each s = constant surface u is a differentiable function in the space of real square-integrable

functions L2[ρ0, ρN ]. We define

(u, v) :=
∫ ρN

ρ0

uvdρ,

so that the L2-norm of u is given as

‖u‖ :=

√∫ ρN

ρ0

(u, u)dρ.

The energy estimate for the system is computed by looking at the time derivative of the

square of the L2-norm of u. Using integration by parts and (5.2.1) we find

d
ds
‖u‖2 = α

(
(u, uρ) + (uρ, u)

)
= α

(
u(s, ρN)

2 − u(s, ρ0)
2
)

. (5.2.2)

The idea of this process is to try and keep the right-hand-side non-positive, and a simple way

to ensure this for α > 0 is to set the boundary condition u(s, ρN) = 0 and leave u(s, ρ0) free,

and vice-versa with α < 0. The idea now is to discretise the ρ-derivative operator so that we

get a similar energy estimate for the discretised equation. We discretise u into N + 1 equi-

distant points which we shall denote by v := {v0, v1, · · · , vN} and define the discretised

norm as ‖v‖H := vT Hv, where H is a positive-definite symmetric (N + 1)× (N + 1) matrix.

Then the derivative operator is defined as D := H−1Q for some (N + 1)× (N + 1) matrix

Q with constant entries and the discretised equation becomes

vs = αDv.

The energy estimate for the discretised equation is

d
ds
‖v‖2

H =
d
ds

(
vT Hv

)
= αvT

(
QT(H−1)T H + Q

)
v = αvT

(
QT + Q

)
v, (5.2.3)

2We leave out an initial condition as this is not relevant for our discussion.
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using that H is symmetric. Then in order to obtain a similar form to (5.2.2), we restrict Q by

requiring

Q + QT = diag(−1, 0, · · · , 0, 1). (5.2.4)

Then the discretised energy estimate becomes

d
dt
‖v‖2

H = α
(

v2
N − v2

0

)
, (5.2.5)

which is clearly the discretised equivalent of (5.2.2).

Any finite difference operator D := H−1Q satisfying (5.2.4) as well as H = HT is said to

have the summation-by-parts property. It has been shown in [72] and [73] that this property

guarantees numerical stability. There is still a large degree of freedom in fixing the H matrix,

i.e. choosing some norm that the energy estimate is done with-respect-to. The three com-

monly considered cases are the full norm, restricted full norm and diagonal norm. These

additional restrictions do not of course fix H uniquely. In [28] they prescribe addition opti-

misation criteria that is used to further restrict H, such as minimisation of the bandwidth,

truncation error on the boundary points, spectral radius or a combination of these. For all

of our simulations, we use a method given by Strand in [121] which is fourth order in the

interior and third order on the boundary.

5.3 The SAT method

Here we describe the SAT method [21] that will be used to implement boundary conditions

for (5.2.1). As we are taking ρ = constant surfaces for our boundaries, which are made up of

2-spheres, we essentially end up with a one-dimensional problem and so the problem (5.2.1)

is an adequate example. From section 3.2 we know that in the simplest case we must specify

boundary data for ψ0, ψ1 on the right boundary (ρN) and ψ3, ψ4 on the left boundary (ρ0). To

showcase the SAT method it will be enough to look at the case where we must prescribe data

on the right boundary, with the left boundary case following analogously. We then want to

solve (5.2.1) subject to the Dirichlet boundary condition

u(s, ρN) = gN(s). (5.3.1)
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The SAT method involves adding a penalty term to the right-hand-side of the evolution

equation (i.e. of (5.2.1)) on the boundary which drives the solution to the prescribed bound-

ary value. The rate at which the solution is driven to the boundary value is determined by

a parameter denoted as τ, which we introduce shortly. Using the boundary condition, the

energy estimate (5.2.2) becomes

d
ds
‖u‖2 = α

(
gN(s)2 − u(s, ρ0)

2
)

. (5.3.2)

We then modify D (as defined in the previous section) to obtain the new equation for v

vs = αH−1Qv− ταH−1
(

ENv− eN gN(s)
)

,

where τ is called the penalty parameter, EN = diag(0, 0, · · · , 0, 1) is an (N + 1)× (N + 1)

matrix and eN = (0, 0, · · · , 0, 1). If we choose τ ≥ 1 then this method is proven to be stable.

The energy estimate with the SAT method imposed is

d
ds
‖v‖2

H = α
[

gN(s)2 − v2
0 − τ

(
vN − gN(s)

)2]
. (5.3.3)

As the last term is always non-positive (for α > 0), our energy estimate is unaffected and we

maintain the summation-by-parts property. For the remainder of this document, we choose

τ = 1.

5.4 Pseudo-spectral methods

The final task is to choose a method of approximating ð,ð′. The idea we will make use of is

to transform a function to spectral space using the forward transform

salm =
∫

S2
f (θ, φ) sȲlm(θ, φ)dΩ, (5.4.1)

using some quadrature rule on S2 to evaluate the integral, given that we know the sYlm (this

of course needs to be truncated at some maximum mode l = L to obtain a finite representa-

tion for when this is implemented on the computer). We then have the representation of the

function expressed in terms of spin-weighted spherical harmonics. The relationships (2.3.4)

to compute the action of ð,ð′ on the spin-weighted spherical harmonics can now be used,

remembering that the salm are just complex numbers. This gives a set of s±1alm for the basis
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s±1Ylm which is the derivative we want represented in spectral space. Using the backward

transform

f (θ, φ) =
L

∑
l=|s|

l

∑
m=−l

salm sYlm(θ, φ), (5.4.2)

gives the derivative expression in our {e0, e1, m, m̄} basis.

The way we actually do this does follow the above, although we now replace the spin-

weighted spherical harmonics with their expressions involving the Wigner d-matrices and

write it in a way that is optimised to be computed as fast as possible. This method has

fast algorithms for both the general case (Huffenberger and Wandelt [66]) and the axially-

symmetric case (Beyer et al. [13]). In terms of time-complexity, the brute force approach

of computing the spin-weighted spherical harmonics mentioned above is O(L4), while it is

O(L3) for the general case using Huffenberger and Wandelt’s algorithm and O(L2) when

axial-symmetry is imposed on their method.

The relationship between the spin-weighted spherical harmonics and the Wigner d-functions

is given by

sYlm = (−1)s

√
2l + 1

4π
eimφdl

m(−s)(θ). (5.4.3)

The d-matrices are computed recursively by an algorithm introduced in [122]. Then defining

∆l
mn = dl

mn

(π

2

)
, (5.4.4)

we can write the d-matrices as

dl
mn(θ) = im−n

l

∑
q=−l

∆l
qme−iqθ∆l

qn. (5.4.5)

Then the forward and backward transforms of Huffenberger and Wandelt are given by

salm = (−1)sim+s

√
2l + 1

4π

l

∑
q=−l

∆l
qm Iqm∆l

q(−s), (5.4.6)

s f (θ, φ) = ∑
m,n

eimθeinφGmn, (5.4.7)
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where

Imn =
∫

2
e−imθe−inφ f (θ, φ)dΩ, (5.4.8)

Gmn = (−1)sin+s ∑
l

√
2l + 1

4π
∆l
(−m)(−s)∆

l
(−m)n salm. (5.4.9)

The integral in the definition of Imn can be computed very fast using a 2-dimensional Fast-

Fourier Transform (FFT) with a modified version of f (θ, φ). For a band-limited function (i.e.

a function that has been truncated at some maximal mode l = L) the (2L + 1)2 integrals can

be computed in O(L2 log L) operations. The computation of the Gmn also takes O(L2 log L)

operations. This is the basic idea of the algorithm.



Chapter 6

Checking the numerics

Now that we have fully described the numerical schemes that we will use to evolve our

system, we need to check that they are working correctly. We also need to check that the

system is correct in the sense that it reproduces known exact solutions of the field equations.

We use the axially-symmetric pseudo-spectral algorithm for all our simulations that have θ-

dependence. We do not run full 3 + 1 problems due to the computational time required.

6.1 Deriving an exact solution

The first thing to check is that our system reproduces an exact solution. To verify this we

compute the exact analytic solution of Anti-de Sitter space-time in the CGG using the pro-

cess outlined in section 4.2.

One can think of Anti-de Sitter space-time (see section 7.1 for an explanation of this space-

time) as a conformal rescaling of the Einstein cylinder with metric

g̃ =
1

cos2 r

[
dt2 − dr2 − sin2 r

(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2

)]
,

and cosmological constant λ = −3. This clearly shows that Anti-de Sitter space-time has

conformal infinity at r = π
2 .

In accordance with the CGG, we adapt our gauge to spherically-symmetric conformal geodesics

γ(s, ρ) and hence have four degrees of freedom in choosing the initial data for them; two for

85
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the tangent vector to the conformal geodesics vµ and two for the 1-form bµ (recalling Greek

indices indicate components in the coordinate basis). To first see roughly what this solution

looks like, we choose the initial data on t = 0⇔ s = 0, as

v0(0, ρ) = 1, v1(0, ρ) = 0, b0(0, ρ) = 0, b1(0, ρ) = − tan ρ, (6.1.1)

so that one gets conformal geodesics that are spatially constant with respect to the {t, r, θ, φ}

coordinates. Then we only have v0(s) and b0(s) to worry about. They are given as

v0(s) =
1

1 + ( s
2 )

2 , b0(s) =
s
2

. (6.1.2)

This demonstrates a potential problem that is inherent in the class of metrics conformal to

the Einstein Cylinder which is exemplified by the integral of v0(s), namely

t(s) = 2 arctan b0(s).

The conformal geodesics which start at t = 0 only get to t = π as s → ∞. This is not an

issue when looking at the conformal embeddings of Minkowski or de Sitter space-times in

the Einstein Cylinder for example, as the conformal geodesics manage to globally cover the

conformal embedding of de Sitter space-time while they cover all of Minkowski space-time

bar future and past time-like infinity which occur at t = ±π. However one can only cover

a finite subset of the conformal embedding of Anti-de Sitter space-time, which is only com-

pactified in the spatial direction.

Anti-de Sitter space-time in the CGG adapted to these spatially-constant conformal geodesics

takes the form

g̃ =
1

cos2 ρ

[ 1
[( s

2 )
2 + 1]2

ds2 − dρ2 − sin2 ρ
(

dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)]

,

with conformal factor

Θ =
[( s

2

)2
+ 1
]

cos ρ,

and conformal metric thus

g = ds2 −
[( s

2

)2
+ 1
]2[

dρ2 + sin2 ρ
(

dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)]

.
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The fields in the GCFE system derived from the conformal metric g (except R, the confor-

mal factor for the 2-sphere) tend to zero over-time due to the slowing down of the conformal

geodesics. This can be explained as follows: The way the CGG is defined is that the frame

specified on the initial surface is parallely propagated along the conformal geodesics by the

Weyl connection. The lengths of the frame vectors with respect to the physical metric will

change as they travel along these curves. Hence this defines a conformal factor and hence a

conformal metric along the conformal geodesics for which the frame becomes orthonormal.

In the case presented here, we have that Θ → ∞ as s → ∞, which implies that the frame

vectors are shrinking with respect to the physical metric.

By computing the quantities of our system from the exact solution and plugging them into

the GCFE system equations we find they are identically satisfied not only for the spatially-

constant case, but with none of the free data specified for vµ and bµ, as must of course be the

case.

Now we present more general free data other than the spatially-constant case to test the

numerics. We fix v1(0, ρ) by requiring the geodesics to be orthogonal to the t = 0 ⇔ s = 0

initial surface by v1(0, ρ) = 0. We choose v0(0, ρ) = 1 and b1(0, ρ) = − tan ρ as before but

now we fix b0(0, ρ) = ρ. This in particular, gives us a non-zero f1. This particular choice of
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free data gives us the exact solution of the GCFE system as

R = α sin ρ,

c0
1 = −

√
2s2

α
, c1

1 = −2
√

2
α

,

f1 =
2
√

2s
α

,

h01 =

(
s + 2ρ + sρ2

)
cos ρ + 2 sin ρ

2
√

2
, h01 =

−
(

s + 2ρ + sρ2
)

cos ρ + 2 sin ρ

2
√

2
,

γ20 = γ̂01 =

(
s + cot ρ

)
√

2 α
,

χ02 = χ20 =

(
s + 2ρ + sρ2

)
√

2 α
, χ11 = −

(
s + 2ρ + sρ2

)
2
√

2 α
,

P011 = P200 = −1 + ρ2

2 α
,

P101 =
3 + ρ2

4 α
, P110 =

−1 + ρ2

4 α
, (6.1.3)

with all other fields in the system zero and where we have defined

α := 1 + sρ +
( s

2

)2
(1 + ρ2).

6.2 Reproducing an exact solution

Now we test the numerical schemes employed in our code by reproducing Anti-de Sitter

space-time using the initial data derived in the previous section. As Anti-de Sitter space-

time is spherically symmetric we have a 1+1 problem, and hence are only concerned with

the spatial dimension ρ. We discretise the ρ-direction with equi-distant points in the in-

terval [0.25, 1.25] with resolutions (i.e. how many sub intervals we split [0.25, 1.25] into)

{25, 50, 100, 200, 400} and a time-step of 0.5 hρ, recalling that 0.5 is the choice for the Courant

number C to satisfy the CFL condition and hρ is the step-size in the ρ-direction. In other
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words, our time-step halves as we double the ρ-resolution.

First we look at convergence of the fields to their exact expressions and verify that they

indeed converge, and at the correct order. Figure 6.1 shows the convergence of two fields

in the system over time by looking at the L2-norm of the difference between the simulation

fields and their exact expressions on a log10 scale. This shows that even with a reasonably

low resolution, we are almost at machine precision of around 1× 10−16. This is also the case

for the remaining fields.

(a) χ11 (b) P110

Figure 6.1: The convergence of χ11 and P110 to their exact expressions over time s for different

ρ-resolutions.

To see that they are converging at the correct order, Figure 6.2 plots the convergence rate

of a selection of functions in the system. The convergence rate is found by computing the

absolute errors between the approximated values in the simulations and the exact value at

a particular timeslice, then looking at the differences between them on a log2 scale.
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Figure 6.2: The convergence rate of a selection of fields at s = 0.75.

We do not need to show constraint propagation, as we know the exact solution satisfies the

constraints identically, and we have shown that we approach the exact solution at the cor-

rect order as the resolution increases.

The plots for the remaining fields are very similar and hence we have shown that not only

does the exact solution of Anti-de Sitter space-time satisfy our equations, but our numerics

reproduce this solution given the appropriate initial data. This is the first step in a series of

tests that need to be carried out in order for us to be confident that our system is working

correctly.

6.3 Checking the numerical implementation of the ð-operators

Now that we have seen that our system reproduces an exact solution in spherical symmetry,

we generalise to axial-symmetry and show that the constraints propagate in a simple test

case. Note that in all of our simulations that are not spherically-symmetric we will imple-

ment Orszag’s two-thirds rule by truncating the modes of functions represented in the spin-

weighted spherical harmonic basis at L = 2
3 Nθ , where Nθ are the number of points taken in

the θ-direction, following [19] (originally [90]) to try and suppress over-sampling/aliasing

errors.
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We choose our initial physical space-time to be Minkowski space-time and we choose a

θ-dependent conformal factor. This way we can further test the evolution and constraint

system, as well as our implementation of the pseudo-spectral methods.

More specifically, we choose the conformal factor initially as

Θ = 6
√

π 0Y00 + 8
√

π

5 2Y20 = 4 + 3 cos(2θ), (6.3.1)

so our initial metric takes the form

h = −
(

4 + 3 cos(2θ)
)2[

dρ2 + ρ2
(

dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)]

,

and choose χABCD to vanish initially. We choose the initial data H = Z = 0 and hence we

find 1

Θ(s) = Θ, hAB(s) = 0. (6.3.2)

Our initial choice of frame takes the form

e0 = Θ−1∂s, (6.3.3a)

e1 = Θ−1∂ρ, (6.3.3b)

m =
1√

2 ρ Θ

(
∂θ − i csc ∂φ

)
, (6.3.3c)

where the frame vector ma is noted to be a conformal rescaling of the unit-sphere Ma defined

in section 2.3, with conformal factor R = ρ Θ (i.e. ma = R−1Ma). This choice of initial

data implies that initially the physical and Weyl connections are the same, and the fact that

hAB(s) = 0 tells us we are using metric geodesics for our gauge setup. The only non-zero

1This is clearly a very boring case as we do not even get to I , however from the point of view of testing our

code and system this is a nice, simple start.
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initial data for our system are

R = ρ Θ, c1
1 =

1√
2 Θ

, (6.3.4a)

γ10 = −ð c1
1

2 ρ
, γ20 = − 1

2 ρ Θ
, γ̂01 = − 1

2 ρ Θ
, γ̂11 =

ð′c1
1

2 ρ
, (6.3.4b)

f0 =
ð Θ√
2 ρ Θ2 , f2 = − ð′Θ√

2 ρ Θ2 . (6.3.4c)

As our space-time is conformal to Minkowski space-time, its Weyl spinor vanishes for all

time. As this is the space-time we want to reproduce, we set all free boundary data to zero.

The initial data (6.3.3), (6.3.4), and expressions for the conformal factor and rescaled 1-form

(6.3.4) are then all that is required to start evolving our system.

Due to the expected exponential convergence rate of our numerical scheme for appropri-

ately smooth square-integrable functions on S2, we need to look at how our initial data is

represented in the spin-weighted spherical harmonic basis. This is because the coefficients

sal0 go to zero as l → ∞ so fast that we may actually take too many points, which could

cause problems. If we use too many, the increased resolution will just give us noise once

the function is resolved (we say a function has resolved if its spectral coefficients have de-

cayed to machine precision). This can give rise to aliasing errors and thus we want to try

and minimise the amount of “leftover” coefficients we have. Although one must be careful

as during the evolution, the non-linearity of the equations will of course excite higher fre-

quency modes and hence we need to have enough room for these to accurately evolve as

well. Adaptive mesh-refinement would then be an idea to fix this balancing problem. One

could look at the magnitude of the coefficients at a particular timeslice and see if they get

truncated before machine precision or not. If they are then add more points. If not then

continue the evolution. However we find that for all the simulations in this thesis, this was

not required.
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Figure 6.3: The convergence of initial data for c1
1 and f0 as l → ∞.

We investigate how many grid points we need to initially get machine precision for our

functions. Obviously the chosen conformal factor is represented exactly in the truncated

spin-weighted spherical harmonic basis, so we look at the functions c1
1 and f0 as examples

(see Figure 6.3). This clearly shows that the coefficients decay to zero exponentially, due to

being straight lines in a semi-log plot. However looking closely, they only decay to machine

precision when l ≈ 45 and l ≈ 55 for c1
1 and f0 respectively. Notice that once the spectral

coefficients of c1
1 reach machine precision they are set to exactly zero by the forward trans-

form algorithm, which is not the case for f1. This is a reasonably large number of points to

take for pseudo-spectral methods, and one can narrow down the cause to taking a reciprocal

of the conformal factor. This is because while a function f may be well represented in the

spin-weighted spherical harmonic basis, the reciprocal f−1 may not be. This can be demon-

strated by considering the function 1− x, which is represented exactly in the polynomial

basis. However its reciprocal becomes the well-known series 1 + x + x2 + · · · which is not

represented as well as the original function. This works out well for testing though, as we

are able to see the convergence rate easier.

Now that we know that the spin-weighted spherical harmonic code seems to be working,

we need to see how it fares in our system, i.e. we need to look at constraint propagation.
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The constraints should approach machine precision at the correct order as our resolution

increases and hence let us check that our numerical methods are working correctly. The

initial data we have detailed in this section reduces the IVP for the GCFE system to a 2 + 1

problem and hence we can increase the spatial resolution along either the ρ or θ-directions.

It is rather messy looking at convergence plots plotted as 2-dimensional surfaces, so we will

look separately at ρ-convergence along θ = constant and θ-convergence along ρ = constant.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: The convergence of a component of the ψABCD constraint (2.4.12b) and fAB con-

straint (2.4.12d) respectively over time s along θ = π
2 with a θ-resolution of 128 for different

ρ-resolutions.

We solve the equations numerically for ρ-resolutions of {25, 50, 100, 200, 400} and θ-resolutions

of {8, 16, 32, 64, 128} (i.e. 25 simulations) on the 2-dimensional interval [0.25, 1.25] × [0, π]

discretised into equi-distant points with time-steps of 0.5 hρ (recall that 0.5 is the Courant

number) up until s = 0.2. Firstly, we look at ρ-convergence along the curve θ = π
2 . The

resulting convergence plots for a component of the ψABCD constraint (2.4.12b) and fAB con-

straint (2.4.12d) respectively are shown in Figure 6.4, where we take the L2-norm at each

timeslice. These converge nicely, and by looking at Figure 6.5 converge at the correct order

(recall the discussion around Figure 6.2 for how the convergence rate is computed). This is

also the case for the other constraints in the system. The spikes near the boundary are due to
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the finite differencing operator working differently near the boundary. These spikes reduce

as we add more points.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: The order of convergence of a component of the ψABCD constraint (2.4.12b) and

fAB constraint (2.4.12d) respectively along θ = π
2 at s = 0.4 with a θ-resolution of 128 and

with an increasing ρ-resolution.

There are some constraints in the system which do not go to zero with increased ρ-resolution.

This is due to the fact that the error is coming from the lack of θ-resolution. This is demon-

strated nicely in Figure 6.6, which shows the convergence of a component of the γABC con-

straint (2.4.12e). Clearly as you increase the ρ-resolution, the constraints do not approach

machine-precision, but rather bunch up as seen by the curves of ρ-resolution 400 passing

through the markers with ρ-resolution 25 for the same θ-resolution. However if we increase

the θ-resolution, the constraint clearly starts approaching machine precision. This is due to

the fact that some constraints in the system are more dependent on the θ-resolution than

others.
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Figure 6.6: The convergence of a component of the γABC constraint (2.4.12e) along θ = π
2 at

s = 0.2 with increasing ρ and θ-resolutions denoted by Nρ and Nθ respectively.

Now we look more closely at the constraints along ρ = constant and how they behave

when we increase the θ-resolution. It appears that the only constraints that depend heavily

on the θ-resolution are the components of the γABC constraint (2.4.12e). Looking at the same

component of this constraint in Figure 6.7, we can see the convergence of the constraint with

increased θ-resolution over both time and θ more clearly.
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(a) ρ = 1, s = 0.2. (b) ρ = 1, θ = π
2 .

Figure 6.7: The convergence of a component of the γABC constraint (2.4.12e) along ρ = 1

over time s, and space at s = 0.2 with a ρ-resolution of 400 for different θ-resolutions.

Thus we have shown that our numerical schemes are stable in the 2+1 case and converge at

the correct order.

6.4 Checking our boundary treatment

Now that the basic numerical methods as well as a large subset of our system have been ver-

ified to be working correctly (all except the ψABCD contribution), we need to test our bound-

ary implementation. In particular, we need to test whether with an appropriate choice of

boundary data, we can kill the ingoing modes from the spin-2 zero rest-mass subsidiary

system. We do this by choosing a very simple initial space-time and imposing appropriate

boundary conditions to shoot in gravitational waves, represented by ψ0 and ψ4 (propagating

in the ρ-direction from right to left and left to right respectively).

As in section 6.3 we decide to have Minkowski space-time initially. Although this time we

choose initial data for Θ and ha so that we get the expressions

Θ(s) = 1, hAB(s) = 0.

Again this is boring, but we are only interested in testing our boundary implementation.
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This choice of 1-form ha says that our gauge is adapted to metric geodesics. The reason for

fixing Θ and ha as above is so that the frame components c0
AB vanish for all time. This im-

plies that there is no d
ds contribution from the expansion of ∂AB during the evolution, and so

our spatial frame vectors will stay within s = constant surfaces. This has the consequence

of keeping the characteristic speeds of the ψABCD system from changing sign, and hence we

only need to implement the first and easiest part of our boundary treatment.

To explain why c0
AB remain zero for all time, first we write down the initial data. We have

the standard representation of Minkowski space-time in spherical coordinates for our initial

metric

h = −dρ2 − ρ2
(

dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)

,

and the only non-zero fields are

R = ρ, c1
1 =

1√
2

, γ20 = γ̂01 = − 1√
2 ρ

.

Now we are in a position to see why c0
AB remains zero for all time. This can be seen from

first looking at the evolution equation for PABCD in (2.4.11). As we know that PABCD and

hAB vanish initially, we have that the right-hand-side of the evolution equation also van-

ishes. Then as hAB = 0 is satisfied for all time, it must be that PABCD = 0 for all time as well.

Now looking at the evolution equation for fAB in (2.4.11), noting that initially fAB = 0 and

using that PABCD = 0 for all time, we can conclude in the same way that fAB = 0 for all time

as well. Finally we can look at the evolution equation for c0
AB in (2.4.11). Since we know

c0
AB = 0 initially and fAB = 0 for all time we conclude that c0

AB = 0 for all time.

Now we know that c0
AB = 0 we see what affect this has on the characteristic speeds of the

spin-2 system. The characteristic speeds of the components of ψABCD used in the evolution

are given by

−
√

2c1
1, − c1

1√
2

, 0,
c1

1√
2

,
√

2c1
1, (6.4.1)

for ψ0, · · · , ψ4 respectively. One sees by checking the value of c1
1 over the course of the sim-

ulation that it does not change sign or go to zero and hence there are always two ingoing,
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two outgoing and one tangential mode at each boundary.

We again discretise our spatial directions by choosing equi-distant points in the 2-dimensional

interval [0.25, 1.25]× [0, π]. As our boundary conditions, we shoot in a gravitational wave

from each boundary by choosing the boundary data for ψ0[s, ρ, θ] and ψ4[s, ρ, θ] as

ψ0[s, 1.25, θ] =


2
√

2π
15 2Y20 sin8(4πs), s ≤ 1

4

0 s > 1
4

,

ψ4[s, 0.25, θ] =


2
√

2π
15 2Y20 sin8(4πs), s ≤ 1

4

0 s > 1
4

,

where the spin-weighted spherical harmonic 2Y20 is sin2 θ up to a constant when written in

the usual polar coordinates. These are natural choices as the simpler we choose the func-

tions in the spin-weighted spherical harmonic basis, the smaller the number of grid points

we need to take in the θ-direction to represent them exactly. Although one needs to be care-

ful as during the non-linear evolution the functions in the system will pick up higher order

modes and hence a higher resolution may be required.

We adopt our boundary treatment outlined in section 3.3 which fixes the boundary condi-

tions for ψ1 on the rightmost boundary and ψ3 on the leftmost boundary. Hence we have

fixed all the free data on the boundaries: ψ0, ψ1 on the right and ψ3, ψ4 on the left. We evolve

up until s = 1 with a θ-resolution of 32, ρ-resolutions of {25, 50, 100, 200, 400} and use a

time-step of 0.5 hρ (again recalling 0.5 represents the Courant number and hρ is the step-size

in the ρ-direction). We find that this θ-resolution is enough to represent all the functions in

our system on the spheres at machine precision.
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(a) s = 0.1 (b) s = 0.25

(c) s = 0.5 (d) s = 1

Figure 6.8: A sequence of simulation screen shots of two gravitational waves with

Minkowskian initial data using our boundary treatment outlined in section 3.3.

First we look at the case without employing our subsidiary-mode-killing boundary treat-

ment, to confirm that constraint violating modes are indeed propagated in from the bound-

ary. We use the maximally dissipative boundary conditions but choose the free data (i.e.

the “q”) for ψ1 on the right and ψ3 on the left to be zero. Looking at a component of the

ψABCD constraint (2.4.12b) on the slices s = constant, θ = π
2 in Figure 6.9 we see that ini-

tially the constraints are converging. However as one evolves the system, the constraints
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seem to start being violated. We know this constraint violating mode should propagate in a

time-like manner from our analysis in section 3.3. This clearly is the case, as by comparison

in Figure 6.8 our null-propagating gravitational waves are moving much faster. This lack of

convergence is also seen in the other constraints of the system.

(a) s = 0.02 (b) s = 0.32

(c) s = 0.62 (d) s = 0.98

Figure 6.9: A sequence of convergence tests at s = constant, θ = π
2 for a component of

the ψABCD constraint (2.4.12b) with increasing ρ-resolution for the case of two gravitational

waves with Minkowskian initial data using boundary conditions that do not kill subsidiary

modes.

Now let us see how well our subsidiary-mode-killing boundary conditions work. In Figure

6.10 we display the same constraint as in Figure 6.9 except with the “correct” boundary

conditions. One can see that there is no longer a constraint violation propagating inward
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from the boundary and the constraints converge across the entire grid.

(a) s = 0.02 (b) s = 0.32

(c) s = 0.62 (d) s = 0.98

Figure 6.10: A sequence of convergence tests at s = constant, θ = π
2 for a component of

the ψABCD constraint (2.4.12b) with increasing ρ-resolution for the case of two gravitational

waves with Minkowskian initial data using boundary conditions that kill subsidiary modes.

Analogous plots are seen in all the other constraints, so the initial test looks very good.

Although this was a very simple case, the premise of our boundary treatment method has

been verified. The next step is to generalise this method to the case where the propagation

directions of the ψABCD modes change during the course of the evolution. We will not test

this with a similar boring case, instead we will look at gravitational perturbations of the

Schwarzschild space-time in section 9.



Part III

Global properties of black hole

space-times
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Chapter 7

Conformal structure

Now that we have checked the correctness of our system in section 6, we look at simple

space-times and see how the system behaves close to and beyond conformal infinity. Some

interesting cases are that of Schwarzschild, Schwarzschild-de Sitter and Schwarzschild-

Anti-de Sitter space-times. These all have a different global structure and it is interesting

to see how well we can numerically reproduce these. First we give a summary of the global

structure of the three space-times of constant curvature satisfying Einstein’s vacuum field

equation (1.1.1), before generalising to their black hole equivalents.

7.1 Constant curvature space-times

The simplest place to start is Minkowski space-time, which we write in null coordinates as

ds2 = dudv− 1
4
(u− v)2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)
.

In order to try compactify the space-time, we need some sort of coordinate transformation

that compactifies the range of u and v (which is of course R) into a smaller, finite subset.

The simplest function that has this property is probably tan u (resp. tan v), which has range

R but the domain can be chosen to be [−π
2 , π

2 ]. Hence we define new coordinates as

p = arctan u, q = arctan v,

which give

ds2 = sec2 p sec2 q
[
dpdq− 1

4
sin2(p− q)

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)]
.
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We perform a final coordinate transformation

t = p + q, r = p− q,

noting the restrictions

− π < t + r < π, −π < t− r < π, r ≥ 0. (7.1.1)

We find that the whole of Minkowski space-time is embedded in the Einstein cylinder,

whose metric is given by

ds2 = dt2 − dr2 − sin2 r
(

dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)

, (7.1.2)

but without the coordinate restrictions (7.1.1).

i0i0

i+

i−

I +I +

I −I −

Figure 7.1: The global structure of Minkowski space-time embedded in the Einstein cylin-

der with suppressed spherical dimensions, where for illustration purposes we let the r-

coordinate take negative values (otherwise we would only get half of this picture). The green

lines represent the Einstein cylinder while the black represent the embedding of Minkowski

space-time. Each point can be thought of as a 2-sphere with the exception of i+, i− and i0

which are single points. The curves going to i0 are given by t = constant while the curves

going to i+ and i− are given by r = constant If only one spherical dimension is suppressed,

the embedding should be thought of as the “diamond" patch” being wrapped around a

cylinder so that i0 on the left and right touch, as these are the same point.
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The Einstein cylinder, which is topologically R× S3, was originally proposed by Einstein

as a solution to his field equations that described a steady state universe. However after

observations that the universe was expanding, the theory was thrown out. The Einstein

cylinder has the mathematical property that it contains as submanifolds conformal rescal-

ings of Minkowski, de Sitter and Anti-de Sitter space-times. It is conformally related to these

by taking as conformal factor 1
2 sec(t + r) sec(t− r), sec t and sec r respectively.

The conformal structure of Minkowski space-time is thus described by Figure 7.1 with the

spherical dimensions suppressed. The global structure of Minkowski space-time is made up

of space-like infinity i0 which represents r = ∞ and is a point, i± are future and past time-

like infinity respectively and represent t = ±∞ which are also points and I ± are future and

past null-infinity and represent the start and end points of null rays. These are topologically

R× S2 and are null-hypersurfaces.

De-Sitter space-time is generally stated as being the hyperboloid

−u2 + v2 + x2 + y2 + z2 = α2

embedded in flat 5-dimensional space R5 with metric

ds2 = −du2 + dv2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2.

The resultant metric satisfies the 4-dimensional Einstein equation with (in our conventions)

positive cosmological constant, has topology R × S3 and symmetry group SO(4, 1). In

order to conformally compactify this space-time, one uses a similar approach to that for

Minkowski space and finds the global structure depicted in Figure 7.2. In contrast to Minkowski

space, de Sitter space has for the end points of time-like and null geodesics the submanifolds

I ± given by t = constant surfaces in the Einstein cylinder which are space-like.
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I +

I −

r = 0r = 0

Figure 7.2: The global structure of de Sitter space-time embedded in the Einstein cylinder

with suppressed spherical dimensions, where again the r-coordinate has been extended for

illustration purposes (otherwise we would only get half of this picture). The green lines

represent the Einstein cylinder while the black represent the embedding of de Sitter space-

time. Each point can be thought of as a 2-sphere. The curves going to r = 0 are given

by t = constant while the curves going to I + and I − are given by r = constant If only

one spherical dimension is suppressed, the embedding should be thought of as a taking a

complete section out of the Einstein cylinder, that is taking everything from t = t0 to t = t1.

Hence de Sitter space-time has no time-like or null conformal boundaries.

The final space-time to consider is Anti-de Sitter space-time, which is defined in a similar

way to de Sitter space-time. It is the hyperboloid

−u2 − v2 + x2 + y2 + z2 = 1,

embedded in the flat 5-dimensional space R5 with metric

ds2 = −du2 − dv2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2.

The resultant metric satisfies the 4-dimensional Einstein equation with (in our conventions)

negative cosmological constant, has topology R3 × S1 and symmetry group SO(3, 2).
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I +I +

p

Null geodesics

from p

Figure 7.3: The global structure of Anti-de Sitter space-time embedded in the Einstein cylin-

der with suppressed spherical dimensions, again extending the r-coordinate for illustration

purposes (otherwise we would get only half this picture). Null and space-like infinity are

given by the submanifold I + at r = π
2 which is a time-like surface. However as the time

(vertical) direction is not compactified this diagram continues indefinitely. If only one spher-

ical dimension is suppressed, the embedding should be thought of as taking one half of the

Einstein cylinder 0 ≤ r < π
2 .

Because the S1-part of the topology corresponds to the time direction, this space has closed

time-like curves. However the standard procedure is to “unwrap” this by replacing S1 with

its covering space R. This gives a new space-time called “the universal covering space”

which has topology R4 and this is what we shall henceforth refer to as Anti-de Sitter space-

time.

Unlike the Minkowski and de Sitter space-times, Anti-de Sitter space is not compactified in

time. This is obvious from observing the representation of Anti-de Sitter space as the Ein-

stein cylinder metric (7.1.2) multiplied by sec2 r. From this representation one can easily see

that is has for space-like and null infinity a submanifold of the Einstein cylinder given by
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r = π
2 which is time-like.

An interesting note to make here is the significance of the symmetry group SO(3, 2) of

Anti-de Sitter space-time to String theory. First proposed by Maldacena in his ground-

breaking paper [77], the so-called AdS/CFT (Anti-de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory) cor-

respondence relates a gravitational theory on n-dimensional Anti-de Sitter space-time to a

(n− 1)-dimensional conformal quantum field theory on its conformal boundary. The heart

of the mathematics behind this can be displayed by noticing the homomorphism between

the symmetry group of the 5-dimensional Anti-de Sitter space-time SO(4, 2) and the con-

formal group C(3, 1). It is a property of the 5-dimensional Anti-de Sitter space that its con-

formal boundary is locally Minkowski space, which of course has conformal group C(3, 1).

Thus the homomorphism relates the interior space-time to the conformal boundary in a par-

ticular way that is made use of by Maldacena.

Another, more relevant point to make now that we know the global structure of these space-

times is how conformal geodesics behave in them. This is of paramount importance to us

as our gauge is adapted to them, so knowing how they behave will tell us what to expect

during our evolution. In section 6.1 we solved the conformal geodesic equations for spheri-

cally symmetric solutions for the conformal class of metrics containing the Einstein cylinder.

It was found that, no matter the choice of initial data, the geodesics would slow down and

eventually stop as the geodesics parameter goes to infinity. This does not mean that the

geodesic does not exist past this point, just that the parameter chosen does not cover any-

more of the geodesic. This is potentially problematic as what if the geodesics stop before the

conformal boundary has been covered? With respect to the representation of the Einstein

cylinder (7.1.2), if we start the conformal geodesics orthogonal to t = 0, then as their pa-

rameter s → ∞, t → π. The end-point of the conformal geodesics therefore corresponds to

the time-like infinities i± of Minkowski space. This would mean that one could get an arbi-

trarily large amount of I ± but the geodesics would asymptote to t = π. The null infinities

I ± for de Sitter space-time appear at t = ±π
2 and therefore one in principle should have no

problem covering the entire space-time. However the real problems begin when looking at
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Anti-de Sitter space-time, which is only compactified in the r-direction. This poses a serious

problem. If one tries to compute a piece of the space-time beyond −π < t < π, one has

to somehow “reset” the conformal geodesics parameter in order to keep it going. This is a

problem that needs to be overcome if one wants to explore this space-time using the GCFE

system, perhaps to investigate the non-linear instability that has been observed numerically

using other methods [14, 15, 16, 20, 26, 27, 57].

7.2 Black hole space-times

In 1918 the Schwarzschild solution was generalised to include the cosmological constant.

The so-called Kottler metric, which was first derived in the papers [71, 123, 124], takes the

form

g̃ =
(

1− 2m
r
− λ

3
r2
)

dt2 −
(

1− 2m
r
− λ

3
r2
)−1

dr2 − r2
(

dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)

, (7.2.1)

where λ is the cosmological constant. Clearly this reduces to the Schwarzschild solution for

λ = 0 and perhaps not so clearly to the three space-times of constant curvature when m = 0.

The space-time is called Schwarzschild-de Sitter or Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter space-time

when λ is taken to be positive or negative respectively.

One can conformally compactify the Schwarzschild space-time by first writing it in terms of

the so-called “tortoise coordinate”, defined as

r∗ :=
∫ (

1− 2m
r

)−1
dr = r + 2m log

∣∣∣ r
2m
− 1
∣∣∣,

so that null-curves are given by constant u, v defined as

u := t− r, v := t + r.

In these null coordinates, the metric takes the form

g̃ =
(

1− 2m
r

)
dudv− r2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)
.

We define further coordinates

U := −e−u/4m, V := ev/4m,
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to obtain the Kruskal-Szekeres form of the metric

g̃ =
32m3

r
e−r/2mdUdV − r2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)
, (7.2.2)

which showcases the regularity of the solution at the event horizon rs := 2m.

In order to see the conformal structure, we make one last coordinate transformation

ũ := 2 arctan
( U

4m

)
, ṽ := 2 arctan

( V
4m

)
,

with the coordinates being restricted like

−π < ũ < π, −π < ṽ < π, −π < ũ + ṽ < π.

This representation admits the Penrose-Carter diagram Figure 7.4 shown below. Note that

for the right-half of the diagram, we have I + at ṽ = π ,I − at ũ = −π and the singularities

at r = 0 are at ũ + ṽ = ±π.

i0i0

i+i+

i−i−

I +I +

I −I −

II

II

II

r = 0

r = 0

r srs

rsr s

Figure 7.4: The global structure of the Schwarzschild solution. Each point represents a 2-

sphere of radius r and 45 degree lines represent null curves.

This conformal diagram shows us that the Schwarzschild space-time is asymptotically Minkowskian,

pictorially evident due to the sides of the diagram mimicking the Minkowski space-time’s

structure seen in Figure 7.1. It also shows us the space-like nature of the curvature singular-

ity at r = 0 and the nature of the event horizon.
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An important property of the space-times defined by fixing m and λ in (7.2.1) is the location

of horizons, which are the surfaces where g00 vanish. With λ = 0 one gets a unique solution

as rg00 = r− 2m = 0 is a linear equation. However by choosing λ 6= 0, one ends up solving

the more complicated cubic equation

λ

3
r3 − r + 2m = 0. (7.2.3)

Hence it is possible that the space-time may have up to three horizons. There is a useful

dimensionless quantity k := 9λm2 which nicely breaks up the different solutions to (7.2.3).

Assuming that m 6= 0 and r > 0, k < 0 gives one root, k = 0 also gives one root, 0 < k < 1

gives two roots, k = 1 gives again one root and finally k > 1 gives no roots. Clearly k = 0

gives us the standard Schwarzschild solution with its one event horizon. The k < 0 case can

only be obtained by having a negative λ, hence Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter space-time has

only one horizon. However it appears that Schwarzschild-de Sitter space-time can have no,

one or two horizons depending on the choice of k. To discuss these cases in more detail, we

look at their conformal diagrams.

II

II

II

r = 0

r = 0

II

r srs

rsr s

Figure 7.5: The global structure of the Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter solution. Each point

represents a 2-sphere of radius r and 45 degree lines represent null curves.

By following a similar process to that of Schwarzschild space-time, one finds the conformal

diagram of Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter space-time as shown in Figure 7.5. This is very in-

teresting as all time-like observers will ultimately end up passing through the event horizon
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and inevitably meeting the singularity that lurks inside. By making k larger negative, one

sees that the location of the event horizon moves to smaller and smaller r-values.

There are multiple things going on for Schwarzschild-de Sitter space-time. Firstly, Figure

7.6 represents the case where 0 < k < 1 and hence we have two horizons, called the event

horizon rs and cosmological horizon rc. The event horizon hides the singularity from outside

observers, while the cosmological horizon is the part of the space-time which signifies the

end of the observable universe. Let us fix the value of 0 < k < 1 for a moment. If we increase

m and balance by decreasing λ, then rs becomes larger while rc gets smaller. Similarly if we

increase λ while decreasing m, rc becomes larger and rs becomes smaller. The increase in m

increasing rs is obvious, while the increase in λ increasing rc is due the increased expansion

of the universe which the cosmological constant drives.

I

II

II

r = 0

r = 0

rs

r s

r s

rs

r crc

rcr c

I +

I −

i+

i−

i+

i−

III

III

I

II

II

r = 0

r = 0

r srs

rsr s

rc r c

r c rc

I +

I −

i+

i−

i+

i−

I

III

III

Figure 7.6: The global structure of the Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution with two horizons.

Each point represents a 2-sphere of radius r except for i±.

The space-time where k = 1 is called the extreme Schwarzschild-de Sitter space-time and has

an interesting global structure, see Figure 7.7. In this space-time the event and cosmological

horizons merge at r = 3m. Observers in the space-time described by (a) start at I − and

continue until they either go through the event horizon and fall into the singularity or stay

outside and safely reach the point P. Observers in the space-time described by (b) emanate

from either r = 0 or the point P, go through the horizon and either reach I + or the point Q.

These clearly are the space-times of a black hole and white hole respectively.
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I I
II II IIr =

3m
r =

3m

r =
3mr =

3m
r =

3mr =
3m

I −I − I −Q Q Q Q

P P Pr = 0 r = 0

(a)

I I
II II IIr =

3m r =
3m

r =
3m

r =
3m r =

3m
r =

3m

I +I + I +Q Q Q Q

P P Pr = 0 r = 0

(b)

Figure 7.7: The global structure of the extreme Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution.

The space-time where k > 1 is called the hyperextremal Schwarzschild-de Sitter space-time

and also has an interesting global structure, see Figure 7.8. This is the case where there

are no horizons and hence the space-time contains a naked singularity, violating the weak

cosmic censorship conjecture proposed by Penrose in 1969 [97]. Observers in (a) start on I −

and evolve inevitably into the singularity. The observers in (b) start on the singularity and

evolve to I +. These are black and white holes respectively.

Q Q

r = 0

I −

(a)

Q Q

r = 0

I +

(b)

Figure 7.8: The global structure of the hyperextremal Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution. The

dotted line is to emphasise the space-like nature of the singularity.
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Chapter 8

Numerical emulation of black hole

space-times

It has been shown by Friedrich [52] that there exists a specific choice for the CGG that glob-

ally covers the Schwarzschild-Kruskal space-time smoothly and without degeneracy. This

involves writing the Schwarzschild metric in isotropic coordinates and choosing appropri-

ate initial data for the conformal geodesics. This is an important result that exemplifies the

CGG’s superiority over the standard Gauss gauge, which is thought of only as a local gauge

choice.

In this section we present how we (following Friedrich) set up the GCFE system to investi-

gate null infinity of the Schwarzschild black hole and subsequently extend this procedure to

the Schwarzschild-de Sitter and Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter black holes. We then numer-

ically evolve the resulting initial data and see how our system behaves near the conformal

boundary and the singularity.

8.1 Setting up the gauge

The first step we take is write (7.2.1) in isotropic coordinates, i.e. we want the metric in the

form

g̃ =
(

1− 2m
r(ρ)

− λ

3
r(ρ)2

)
dt2 − α(ρ)2

[
dρ2 + ρ2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)]
.
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This gives the two equations

r′(ρ) =
r(ρ)

ρ

√
1− 2m

r(ρ)
− λ

3
r(ρ)2, r(ρ) = ρ α(ρ). (8.1.1)

Specialising to λ = 0 for the moment, we can integrate the first equation, setting the inte-

gration constant zero, and with the further transformation ρ→ 2ρ we find for r > 2m

r(ρ) =
1
ρ

(
ρ +

m
2

)2
, α(ρ) =

1
ρ2

(
ρ +

m
2

)2
,

which gives the isotropic line element

g̃ =
(1− m

2ρ

1 + m
2ρ

)2
dt2 −

(
1 +

m
2ρ

)4[
dρ2 + ρ2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)]
. (8.1.2)

It is worthwhile noting the symmetry

ρ→
(m

2

)2 1
ρ

,

which corresponds to the symmetry down the middle of its conformal diagram Figure 7.4.

It is therefore enough to explore only one half of this diagram. The next stage is to choose

initial data H, U, Z and Θ to fix the 1-form ha and conformal factor Θ. Friedrich makes the

choice

Θ =
1
r2 =

ρ2

(ρ + m
2 )

4 ,

which does not compactify the initial surface in the ρ direction, i.e. it does not extend to

space-like infinity. We choose fa = 0 so that ha = ∇aΘ. Finally we choose U = 1 and Z = 0

to fix the remaining freedom. This gives the explicit expressions for Θ as

Θ =
ρ2

(ρ + m
2 )

4 − s2
(ρ− m

2
ρ + m

2

)2
, (8.1.3)

and hAB as

h00 = h11 = 0,

h01 = −
√

2
[
ρ

ρ− m
2

(ρ + m
2 )

3 + s
(ρ− m

2
ρ + m

2

)2]
, h10 = −

√
2
[
ρ

ρ− m
2

(ρ + m
2 )

3 − s
(ρ− m

2
ρ + m

2

)2]
.

(8.1.4)

The final step is to fix the extrinsic curvature χABCD which is chosen to vanish initially.
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Thus, the initial metric (8.1.2) with expressions (8.1.3) and (8.1.4) and χ
ABCD

= 0 give us

what we need to evolve this in our GCFE system. Once the evolution begins, the functions

r(ρ) and α(ρ) become functions of time as well, i.e. r(s, ρ) and α(s, ρ), where r(s, ρ)2 is related

to the area of the 2-spheres. We know that in our GCFE system the conformal factor in front

of the 2-sphere line element is R and hence we have the relationship

R = ρ Θ α(s, ρ)⇔ r(s, ρ) =
R
Θ

.

This allows one to compute r(s, ρ) (i.e. the one from the Kottler metric (7.2.1)) over the course

of the simulation. This is very useful as it will tell us where the event horizon is located and

if or when we end up at the curvature singularity. We can also compute the Kretschmann

scalar for the isotropic line element (8.1.2) in terms of our GCFE system variables as1

I := 48 Θ6ψ2
2 +

8
3

λ,

which is another way to check if we are approaching the curvature singularity.

Now what happens to the above procedure if we make λ 6= 0? Unfortunately, the differ-

ential equation for r(ρ) cannot be solved explicitly. But suppose for a moment that we did

have r(ρ) and hence also α(ρ) so we knew the metric at least at t = 0 ⇔ s = 0. Then we

could again write the initial data for the conformal factor as Θ = 1
r(ρ)2 and again choose

fa = 0. That fixes ha and we keep the choices U = 1 and Z = 0. Then we get expressions

for Θ and ha overtime as functions of r(ρ). We can compute the initial data for our system

variables using (8.1.2) at t = 0 in terms of r(ρ) and α(ρ) and set again χ
ABCD

= 0. Then we

have generalised the above procedure to λ 6= 0 given that we can somehow obtain r(ρ) and

α(ρ).

So how do we then solve for r(ρ) and α(ρ)? Given that if we compute r(ρ) we also know

α(ρ), we focus on solving for r(ρ). That is, we must solve the first equation in (8.1.1). This

can be done numerically using simple ODE solvers in Pythons SciPy package, although one

must be careful about what values to take for the initial condition. The numerics will break

down if the equation is to be solved in an interval containing a horizon, as at these points

1This has been simplified by setting the ψABCD components with non-zero spin-weight to be zero.
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the differential equation becomes r′(ρ) = 0. This means that one cannot use this method

to study the cases k ≥ 1. However this is only due to a coordinate issue, and hence one

could in principle change to a coordinate system which is regular at the horizon, solve the

equation there and then transform the solution back. However as this still leaves interesting

cases, namely Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter space-time and Schwarzschild-de Sitter space-

time that has distinct cosmological and event horizons, we do not do this.

A remark to make is that one can split the conformal geodesics in Schwarzschild space-

time chosen with the above initial data into two distinct groups, see Figure 8.1. The first

group ends up at the singularity while the second group goes through null infinity. The

borderline of these groups is the conformal geodesic that goes through i+. This can in fact be

computed a-priori (along with the corresponding one on the left of the diagram) by looking

at the conformal geodesic equations with the condition r = constant. We find

ρ = ρ± =
3±
√

5
4

m, (8.1.5)

one for each i+ pictured. This is very helpful during the evolution, as we should notice

different behaviours for the fields in our system on each side of ρ+.

Figure 8.1: Different groups of conformal geodesics in the Schwarzschild space-time. The

green line represents the initial surface, while the blue lines are the geodesics that reach the

singularity, the purple lines are those that go through null infinity and the orange is the

single geodesic that goes through i+. The conformal geodesics pictured are straight lines for

illustration purposes only.
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From this we can also compute that

t→ ∞ as s→ 2√
5m

. (8.1.6)

Lastly a remark on the spin-2 zero rest-mass system. The procedure outlined in section 3

yields a PDE for ψ2. However considering the evolution system Λ(ABCD) = 0, this equa-

tion becomes an ODE by imposing that the non-zero spin-weighted functions vanish (since

the three cases we are considering are spherically symmetric). We find that the evolution

equation for ψ2 simply becomes

∂tψ2 = − 3
2
√

2

(
χ02 + χ20 + 2γ̂01 − 2γ20

)
ψ2. (8.1.7)

One can further show that in spherical symmetry, χ02 = χ20 and γ̂01 = γ20 which gives the

even simpler equation

∂tψ2 = − 3√
2

χ02ψ2.

Using (8.1.7) as our evolution equation for ψ2 we do not have any boundary conditions to

worry about. Thus we have all we need to begin the evolution.

8.2 Schwarzschild space-time

First we look at the Schwarzschild space-time with m = 0.5 and use the analytic initial

data at t = 0 ⇔ s = 0. As we are in spherical symmetry, we only need to discretise the

ρ-direction. We split this into equi-distant points in the interval [0.25, 1.25] so that the left

boundary starts on the event horizon and is in the centre of the diagram like in Figure 8.1.

We use ρ-resolutions of {25, 50, 100, 200, 400}. We confirm that the constraints which are

not identically satisfied propagate and converge like we did in chapter 6 for the test cases,

however we do not show these.
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(a) s = 0 (b) s = 0.5

(c) s = 0.75 (d) s = 1.565

Figure 8.2: A sequence of simulation screen shots for Schwarzschild initial data. The hori-

zontal dotted line at height 1 is there to easily differentiate fields that are within or outside

the event horizon (at r(ρ) = 1 with our choice of m = 0.5). The vertical dotted line is the

conformal geodesic that goes through i+.

Some snapshots of the resulting evolution are displayed in Figure 8.2. One sees that the

left boundary hits the singularity around s ≈ 1.565 and the right boundary hits I + around

s ≈ 0.86. There are some interesting observations to note: We indeed find that along the

geodesic ρ = ρ+ the coordinate r remains constant during the course of the evolution, as
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expected from (8.1.5). Moreover, r tends to zero to the left of ρ+, while tending to positive

infinity to the right and is undefined past this. This is in exact accordance with what we

would expect from our analysis of the global structure. Another property to note is that the

Kretschmann scalar goes to zero as we approach null infinity (and is also undefined past

I +), which is evident from the simulation snapshots. It also blows up in the part of the

grid where r goes to zero. Hence we can conclude that we have reached an honest-to-god

curvature singularity. As we have a system of ODEs, the solutions along ρ = constant do

not need information from neighbouring points. Hence when we reach the singularity on

the left boundary, it does not end up destroying the simulation on the entire computational

domain, but rather only at that point. Hence we can continue the evolution to compute

more of I + and approach i+. This can be seen clearly in Figure 8.3 where we show later

snapshots of the simulation. This shows that the points which hit r = 0 and the points for

which Θ = 0 come together at ρ+ at a time s ≈ 1.78. This is exactly what was expected from

our analysis of the conformal structure, and it also verifies the time at which we hit i+ from

(8.1.6).

(a) s = 1.65 (b) s = 1.78

Figure 8.3: A sequence of simulation screen shots after the singularity has been reached in

Figure 8.2.
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A more detailed analysis of null infinity is given in section 9 where we perturb Schwarzschild

with gravitational radiation and compute global properties of the system there.

8.3 Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter space-time

The first thing we need to do for this case is to find out where the horizon lies on the initial

surface t = 0⇔ s = 0 so we can numerically solve the ODE for r(ρ) (8.1.1).

(a) s = 0 (b) s = 0.6

(c) s = 1.2 (d) s = 1.56

Figure 8.4: Sequence of simulation screen shots for Schwarzschild Anti-de Sitter initial data.

The horizontal dotted line at height 0.91 is there to easily differentiate fields that are within

or outside the event horizon.
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We choose again m = 0.5 and now choose λ = −0.4 and find that the horizon is located at

r ≈ 0.9. We discretise the ρ-direction into equi-distant points in the interval [1, 2] (recall we

are in spherical symmetry so this is all that is needed) and choose as initial data r(1) = 0.91

and initial surface s = 0, so we start in an analogous fashion to section 8.2 having the

left boundary in the centre of the diagram Figure 7.5 and the right boundary somewhere

between there and the conformal boundary. We use ρ-resolutions of {25, 50, 100, 200, 400}

again and see that the constraints propagate and converge as expected.

Immediately one sees that we never get to conformal infinity in this simulation by looking at

snapshots of the evolution in Figure 8.4. This is expected from the global structure portrayed

in Figure 7.5 and the fact we take conformal geodesics initially orthogonal to our initial

surface s = 0. We could potentially compute both r = 0 and I by choosing the conformal

geodesics initially not to be orthogonal to s = 0, but at some angle so that they go toward

I as well as r = 0, although we do not do this. We also see that the entire computational

domain tends to the singularity from seeing that r → 0. The singular nature is confirmed

by computing the Kretschmann scalar and seeing it blows up everywhere. Thus we have

mimicked the global structure of Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter space-time numerically.

8.4 Schwarzschild-de Sitter space-time

The only case we can compute for Schwarzschild-de Sitter space-time from the three possi-

ble (see (7.2.3) for the polynomial whose roots mark the locations of the horizons) is the case

where there exists distinct event and cosmological horizons. By fixing m = 0.5 and λ = 0.4

we find that these occur at r(ρ) ≈ 1.28 and r(ρ) ≈ 1.87 respectively, so that we are in a

region I like the leftmost one in Schwarzschild de-Sitters conformal diagram Figure 7.6, i.e.

event horizon to the left and cosmological horizon to the right. We discretise the ρ-direction

into equi-distant points in the interval [1, 4.4] and solve the ODE for r(ρ) (8.1.1) with initial

data r(1) = 1.3 so that we start close to the event horizon. It happens, as expected, that

if we moved the location of the right boundary to larger values of ρ we would approach

the cosmological horizon. We find r(4.4) ≈ 1.63 which is a reasonably compromise be-

tween distance to the cosmological horizon and resolution required. We use ρ-resolutions
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of {25, 50, 100, 200, 400} and initial surface s = 0. We once again see that the constraints

propagate and converge as expected.

(a) s = 0 (b) s = 0.595

(c) s = 1.19 (d) s = 1.67

Figure 8.5: Sequence of simulation screen shots for Schwarzschild-de Sitter initial data with

two distinct horizons. The horizontal dotted lines at heights 1.28 and 1.87 are there to easily

differentiate fields that are within or outside the event and cosmological horizons respec-

tively.

We see by looking at the snapshots of the evolution in Figure 8.5 that this case is similar to

the Schwarzschild space-time case. We have a “pivot point” which has a constant r(ρ) at
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ρ ≈ 1.6. To the left we see r(ρ) → 0 and to the right we see r(ρ) → ∞ as the conformal

geodesics parameter s approaches some finite value. This is what we expected by having

our initial data in the leftmost region I in Schwarzschild-de Sitter space-time’s conformal

diagram Figure 7.6. The difference between this case and Schwarzschild space-time is that

the singularity is joined to a space-like surface instead of one which is null. That is why

we reach the singularity on the left boundary before getting to I + on the right, because

it is further away from the initial surface with respect to the conformal metric than in the

Schwarzschild case. There is no reason for the simulation to crash once one point hits the

singularity (as mentioned in the Schwarzschild space-time case in section 8.2). Thus contin-

uing the simulation (see Figure 8.6) we indeed find that we reach I +. We also see that on

I + the Kretschmann scalar remains constant. This also shows that we can get very close to

time-like infinity i+, a point which has been studied extensively recently for Schwarzschild-

de Sitter space-time by Gasperin and Kroon in [60].

(a) s = 2 (b) s = 2.14

Figure 8.6: Sequence of simulation screen shots after the singularity has been reached in

Figure 8.5.
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8.5 Summary of results

We have shown in sections 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 that our representation of the GCFE system

on the computer has successfully reproduced the conformal structure of Schwarzschild,

Schwarzschild-de Sitter and Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter space-times. The fact that we

get the correct results was not surprising in itself, due to the rigorous checks performed

in sections 4 and 6. What was nice to see was that the gauge did not break down before

we covered the interesting parts of Schwarzschild-de Sitter and Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sit-

ter space-times (the gauge used has only been proven analytically not to break down for

Schwarzschild space-time). This allowed us to cover a large part of I + in Schwarzschild

and Schwarzschild-de Sitter space-times. In particular, we reproduced the fact that the sur-

faces r = 0 and I + join at a point i+. The fact that the GCFE system in spherical symmetry

collapses to a system of ordinary differential equations allows us to get arbitrarily close to

i+. This could be a good start for simple gravitational perturbations of Schwarzschild-de

Sitter space-time, which have been of interest recently [60].



Chapter 9

The IBVP for the Schwarzschild

space-time

So far we have only looked at interesting cases in spherical symmetry, and only performed a

simple test for the axially-symmetric case. In order to fully test our code in axial-symmetry

we decided to look at perturbations of Schwarzschild space-time with gravitational radi-

ation. There are multiple ways to potentially do this, so first we discuss the different ap-

proaches and decide on the approach to take. Remember that there is an obvious symmetry

in the conformal diagram for Schwarzschild space-time, and so we focus only on the right

half.

9.1 Different approaches

Case one: Choose as the initial surface a portion of s = 0. By not compactifying in the spa-

tial direction, one has a boundary along the symmetry (down the middle of the conformal

diagram) and another somewhere between there and space-like infinity. This is perfect for

employing our boundary method to shoot in a gravitational wave, see Figure 9.1. Due to

the nature of conformal geodesics in Schwarzschild space-time, we will be able to have the

right boundary pass through I + while the left boundary will go through the event horizon

and eventually hit the singularity as shown for the non-perturbed case in section 8.2. This

129
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incorporates the gravitational interaction between the wave and the event horizon, as well

as the energy escaping to null infinity.

Figure 9.1: An approach to the IBVP for Schwarzschild space-time perturbed by a gravita-

tional wave. This would involve pumping in a gravitational wave from the outer (right)

boundary by employing appropriate boundary conditions.

Case two: Choose as the initial surface the entire s = 0 surface, i.e. fully compactify the

spatial direction. This would mean that we would have to describe spatial infinity using

the cylinder approach of Friedrich, as discussed for example in [53] (we do not show the

cylinder explicitly and instead keep the diagram a conformal one). Due to the cylinder

being a characteristic for the ψABCD system one does not need to worry about boundary

conditions there. However a consequence of the cylinder approach to space-like infinity is

that the gravitational spinor becomes singular where the cylinder meets I +, and hence this

propagates along null infinity, destroying regularity. One can however evolve arbitrarily

close to null infinity. Another problem with this approach is solving the constraints on the

initial space-like surface. This is a system of elliptic partial differential equations which are

not so easy to solve. One would specify the initial configuration of gravitational radiation

and solve for the remaining functions.
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Figure 9.2: An approach to the IBVP for Schwarzschild space-time perturbed by a gravita-

tional wave. This would involve solving the constraints on the initial compactified surface to

already include a gravitational wave. Friedrich’s cylinder construction of space-like infinity

would have to be used.

Case three: Think of the initial surface as being the V-shaped surface as in Figure 9.3 that

extends to the cylinder at i0 (which again we do not show). One would then specify in-

going gravitational waves on I − with compact support so that it is Schwarzschild space-

time close to i0 and i−. The initial data on the event horizon is known as this will also be

Schwarzschild space-time. However the problem is i−, the joining point of these surfaces

which is inherently singular. To avoid this point, one could do an “analytic time-step” to

get another surface that would be arbitrarily close to these surfaces and i−. This could then

be used as the initial surface. One does not have boundary conditions on the cylinder, and

they are also not needed on the leftmost boundary as the domain of dependence of the ini-

tial surface would then be as shown in Figure 9.3. Thus in this approach one has an IVP.

The upshot of this way of formulating the system is that it gives us the ability to set up a

full blown scattering problem. One specifies the ingoing gravitational waves on I −, they

enter the space-time and scatter with each other and the black hole, then they travel off to

I + where our idealised detectors live. Another advantage is that solving the constraints on

I − will be simpler than on a space-like surface. This method will also avoid the problem

of constraint violating modes propagating in from the boundaries (even though we have a

solution for this), as we no longer “pump in” the waves but rather solve the constraints with

them “already there”.
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Figure 9.3: An approach to the IBVP for Schwarzschild perturbed by a gravitational wave.

This would involve solving the constraints on I − to already include a gravitational wave

with compact support and joining it with Schwarzschild data on the event horizon (blue).

Friedrichs cylinder construction of space-like infinity would have to be used. A small time-

step would move the initial surface away from the problematic i−, which would then be the

initial surface used in the code (green).

9.2 The setup

We decided to choose case one in section 9.1 as our framework for gravitational perturba-

tions of Schwarzschild space-time. This will give us an opportunity to more rigorously test

our boundary treatment as well as avoiding the extra step of solving constraints.

We use the gauge choice discussed in section 8.1 that was successfully used in our numerical

evolutions of unperturbed Schwarzschild space-time, and only repeat here the necessary

equations. We use the representation of Schwarzschild in isotropic coordinates

g̃ =
(1− m

2ρ

1 + m
2ρ

)2
dt2 −

(
1 +

m
2ρ

)4[
dρ2 + ρ2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)]
, (8.1.2)

and choose initial data so that we find the explicit expressions

Θ =
ρ2

(ρ + m
2 )

4 − s2
(ρ− m

2
ρ + m

2

)2
, (8.1.3)
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and

h00 = h11 = 0,

h01 = −
√

2
[
ρ

ρ− m
2

(ρ + m
2 )

3 + s
(ρ− m

2
ρ + m

2

)2]
, h10 = −

√
2
[
ρ

ρ− m
2

(ρ + m
2 )

3 − s
(ρ− m

2
ρ + m

2

)2]
.

(8.1.4)

We use the method described in chapter 3 to derive the spin-2 zero rest-mass system. The

characteristic speeds of these equations propagating normal to the boundary must be mon-

itored during the evolution to determine the number of ingoing modes and then impose

boundary conditions accordingly. They are
√

2 c1
1 − 2 c0

0c1
2 + 2 c0

1c1
1

1− 2(c0
1)2 + 2 c00c02

, (9.2.1a)

√
2 c1

1 + 3 c0
0c1

2 + 4 c0
1c1

1 + c0
2c1

0

2[1− 2(c0
1)2 + 2 c00c02]

, (9.2.1b)

2 c0
1c1

1 − c0
0c1

2 − c0
2c1

0

1− 2(c0
1)2 + 2 c00c02

, (9.2.1c)

−
√

2 c1
1 − 3 c0

2c1
0 + 4 c0

1c1
1 + c0

0c1
2

2[1− 2(c0
1)2 + 2 c00c02]

, (9.2.1d)

−
√

2 c1
1 + 2 c0

1c1
1 − 2 c0

2c1
0

1− 2(c0
1)2 + 2 c00c02

, (9.2.1e)

for ψ0, ..., ψ4 respectively. With this setup we have the initial data

R =
ρ

(ρ + m
2 )

2 , c1
1 =

(ρ + m
2 )

2
√

2
, γ20 = γ̂01 =

(ρ + m
2 )(ρ−

m
2 )√

2 ρ
,

P101 = P110 =
m(ρ + m

2 )
2

ρ
, ψ2 = −

m(ρ + m
2 )

6

ρ3 ,

with all other fields zero. We choose m = 0.5 and discretise the ρ and θ-directions into equi-

distant points in the 2-dimensional interval [0.25, 1.25]× [0, π]. Then initially we have two

ingoing, two outgoing modes and one mode propagating along each boundary, where the

leftmost boundary initially lies on the event horizon. For the leftmost boundary we enforce

the conditions for ψ3[s, ρ, θ] and ψ4[s, ρ, θ] as

ψ3[s, 0.25, θ] = −ψ̄1[s, 0.25, θ], ψ4[s, 0.25, θ] = ψ̄0[s, 0.25, θ].
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The physical reason for choosing the left boundary conditions as we have comes from the

symmetry in the conformal diagram Figure 9.1. We suppose that the situation we define on

the right part of the conformal diagram is also the case on the left. Hence at the symmetry

point (which is the leftmost boundary in our setup) the appropriate ψABCD components must

be related as above. Although the left boundary conditions do not seem to be of maximally

dissipative form as discussed in section 3.2, they are stable. There will also be no constraint

violation propagating in from this boundary as we have not violated the constraints there,

it will remain as Schwarzschild space-time until the gravitational wave that will be pumped

in from the right boundary reaches it.

We implement our boundary treatment discussed in detail in section 3.3 in order to kill

any ingoing modes from the subsidiary system coming from the right boundary. This is

done by first choosing the free data q0 for ψ0, which represents the ingoing gravitational

radiation, on the right boundary freely. We choose the boundary condition for ψ0[s, ρ, θ]

by employing the maximally dissipative boundary conditions derived in section 3.2 and

choosing the corresponding free data to be

q0[s, θ] =


4a
√

2π
15 2Y20 sin8(4πs), s ≤ 1

4

0 s > 1
4

,

where a is a fixed constant representing the amplitude of the wave and recalling that the

spin-weighted spherical harmonic 2Y20 = sin2 θ up to a constant when written in the usual

polar coordinates. Then our boundary procedure tells us to incorporate into the GCFE sys-

tem the free data q1 for ψ1, whose evolution equation is fixed by the condition that there is

no ingoing mode in the subsidiary system. The maximally dissipative boundary condition

approach gives the boundary data for ψ0 and ψ1 as functions of the ψi’s that are not ingoing,

the frame components c0
AB and c1

AB and the qi. Hence we use these as the right boundary

conditions for ψ0 and ψ1 given the qi defined above while there are two ingoing modes.

It is worth mentioning that the maximally dissipative boundary condition procedure is

much more difficult in this case than in the case of two gravitational waves shot into Minkowski

space-time as described in section 6.4. There we had chosen a particular gauge so that the
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c0
AB vanished for all time. This means that the spatial frame vectors remained tangential

to s = constant hypersurfaces and we kept the same number of ingoing modes during the

evolution. It also had the additional pleasant property of simplifying the procedure to ob-

tain the maximally dissipative boundary conditions and the evolution equations for q1 and

q3, the free data chosen to kill the ingoing modes of the subsidiary system. The maximally

dissipative boundary conditions can be computed in the general case that we have here,

albeit the equations for the qi’s turn out to be rather large. A potential simplification out-

lined in section 3.4 may make this part simpler by taking advantage of a frame rotation that

makes certain frame components vanish. However this will introduce more terms on the

right-hand-sides of probably every equation in the system.

Now we have all that is needed to start evolving the system, at least until the propaga-

tion directions of the ψABCD components change. Hence, choosing a ρ-resolution of 400, a

θ-resolution of 32 and the amplitude a = 0.5 as a test case, we monitor the value of the

characteristic speeds (9.2.1) on each boundary during the course of the evolution. Almost

immediately we see that the propagation direction for ψ2 becomes negative on the right

boundary, i.e. ψ2 becomes an ingoing mode. We know from previous discussions that this

also means there is another ingoing mode in the subsidiary system, which must be dealt

with. We deal with this by enforcing new boundary conditions following our boundary

treatment procedure. We leave q0 as it is but re-derive the maximally dissipative boundary

conditions so that we get new conditions for ψ0, ψ1 and now one for ψ2 also with all of them

only containing the outgoing ψ3 and ψ4 (and frame components). This allows us to compute

a new evolution equation for q1 and one for q2.

Once we have compensated for the new ingoing mode from the right boundary, we con-

tinue to monitor the characteristic speeds during the evolution. The left boundary char-

acteristic speeds do not change much over time, in particular the ψ2 characteristic speed

remains zero, so we do not need to worry about that. However at around s ≈ 1.04 we find

that the characteristic speed for ψ3 on the right boundary changes sign and becomes nega-

tive, hence ingoing. This tells us the rather disturbing news that all three of the subsidiary
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modes of the ψABCD system are ingoing. However we can indeed compensate for this again

by reapplying our boundary treatment. Although is this really necessary? We reach I + on

the right boundary at s = 5
6 ≈ 0.83 and know that all the propagating modes in our sub-

sidiary system are time-like. Consequently, if we let constraint violating modes propagate

in from the boundary by choosing arbitrary free data (i.e. the qi) there, they should never

cross into the region of the conformal space-time containing our physical space-time and its

conformal boundary as I + is a null hypersurface. Hence null infinity acts as a one-way

membrane, letting information pass out through it but letting no information in from out-

side. The only catch in imposing arbitrary boundary conditions after I + has been reached

on the right boundary is the influence these boundary conditions have on the approxima-

tion of ρ-derivatives of our system variables. Because our finite differencing scheme uses

multiple points on either side of the point the derivative is being evaluated at, the approxi-

mation at points in the physical region of the space-time close to I + will be influenced by

values past conformal infinity. Hence the boundary conditions will influence ρ-derivatives

of fields evaluated close to I + and hence the physical region of the conformal space-time.

This numerical artefact will shrink as the ρ-resolution is increased. However, we decided

to continue testing the validity of our boundary treatment and impose boundary conditions

that will kill all three of the ingoing modes of the subsidiary system. That is, we re-derive

the maximally dissipative boundary conditions on the right boundary for ψ0, ..., ψ3 in terms

of ψ4 only (and frame components) and obtain evolution equations for q1, q2 and q3 while

leaving q0 as zero (since at this point the wave has already propagated in).

Now we are in a position where we need not worry about boundary conditions as we have

in fact already been driven to implement the most general version of our boundary treat-

ment. However one should be careful about the denominator appearing in the characteristic

speeds, as these expressions are not regular if the denominator changes sign. The denomina-

tor is in fact the component g00 of the metric (see section 2.5). It turns out that g00 vanishing

has the consequence that the determinant of the matrix A0 for the ψABCD system (defined

in chapter 3) also vanishes. This clearly causes issues as we need to invert this in order to

obtain evolution equations. We lamentably find that in fact g00 does change sign around
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s ≈ 1.24 on the right boundary in our simulations. This causes the ψABCD components to

blow up and our simulation inevitably crashes. So what is the geometrical consequence of

this component vanishing? We describe this schematically in Figure 9.4. At the point when

g00 = 0 we have that the surface ds = ∇as i.e. the s = constant surface is null. Our con-

formal geodesics are always time-like (as seen by g00 = 1) with their velocities initially the

same, so it must be that the parameter is progressing along different conformal geodesics

with different accelerations. Then as the acceleration χAB in our gauge is the same as the

1-form fAB up to a constant, the initial choice of the 1-forms fAB, hAB and conformal factor

plays an important role in the length of the covector ds over the course of the simulation.

To amend this one needs to investigate the consequence of choosing different initial data for

fAB, hence changing the initial data for either hAB or Θ or both, and see how the length of

ds changes over time.

Figure 9.4: The geometrical ramifications of g00 going to zero. The green lines are s =

constant surfaces while the blue lines are conformal geodesics. The conformal geodesics

remain time-like while part of the later s = constant surface transitions from space-like to

null.

Now that we have studied how we approach the problem of perturbing the Schwarzschild

space-time with gravitational radiation and interpreted properties of the evolution, we look

at the constraint propagation to see how well our boundary treatment handles this much

more rigorous test.
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9.3 Constraint propagation

First we note that we use a θ-resolution of 32 so that even at late times of the simulation

our fields are represented up to machine precision in the spin-weighted spherical harmonic

basis. We use ρ-resolutions of {25, 50, 100, 200, 400} which gives us ample data to check

the propagation of the constraints. Simulations are also performed without our boundary

treatment where the appropriate qi, i 6= 0 are set to zero. This will allow us to contrast the

before and after of our boundary treatment to emphasise the problem that we resolve.

(a) s = 0 (b) s = 0.4

(c) s = 0.8 (d) s = 1.21

Figure 9.5: A sequence of simulation screen shots with ρ-resolution 200 and θ-resolution 32

of a gravitational wave being pumped into the Schwarzschild space-time. Legend: — ψ0, —

ψ1, — ψ2, — ψ3, — ψ4, — r, — Θ.
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In Figure 9.5 we see snapshots of the simulation during its evolution. Everything behaves

nicely close to the boundary and by the end of the simulation at s ≈ 1.21 we have com-

puted a large amount of I +. Notice that the gravitational wave appears to be shrinking as

it propagates toward the left boundary. This is probably due to the stretching of the compu-

tational domain that happens due to the bending of the conformal geodesics near the right

boundary.

(a) s = 0.01 (b) s = 0.41

(c) s = 0.81 (d) s = 1.16

Figure 9.6: A sequence of convergence tests for a component of the constraint ψABCD

(2.4.12b) with non-constraint-preserving boundary conditions imposed computed on s =

constant, θ = π
2 slices with increasing ρ-resolution.

Now to the constraints. We first present a convergence plot for the case of the simple, but

non-constraint-preserving, choice of setting the free boundary data (but not q0) zero. Figure
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9.6 displays the convergence plots for a component of the ψABCD constraint (2.4.12b) at s =

constant, θ = π
2 slices. One clearly sees that there is something propagating in from the right

boundary that stops the constraints from converging to machine precision. This happens not

just to this constraint, but to all the constraints in our system.

(a) s = 0.01 (b) s = 0.41

(c) s = 0.81 (d) s = 1.16

Figure 9.7: Sequence of convergence tests for a component of the constraint ψABCD (2.4.12b)

with constraint-preserving boundary conditions imposed computed on s = constant, θ = π
2

slices with increasing ρ-resolution.

Now we contrast these plots to the analogous ones that implement our boundary treatment,

shown in Figure 9.7. Immediately one sees that these convergence plots are exceedingly bet-

ter than the previous ones. We get convergence toward machine precision and in the process

have moved the constraints around 1× 108 closer to this. Looking at other constraints in the
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system we see that the problem has been overcome in all of them.

One final comparison that is worth exhibiting is the case of killing only two of the three (at

late times) constraint violating modes of the subsidiary system. This should allow us to see a

rather slowly propagating constraint violating mode entering the system at around s ≈ 1.04.

Both simulations accurately kill the first two ingoing constraint violating modes during the

simulation, as can be seen in Figure 9.7 by the constraints both correctly converging in the

left and middle regions of the domain. However close to the right boundary, although not

as dramatic as the previous example, one does in fact see a difference between the two.

The simulation utilising our boundary treatment does not form a bump close to the right

boundary as opposed to the other. This bump is analogous to what happens in Figure 9.6

(b). It is also worth mentioning that the location of Θ on the s = 1.16 hypersurface is at

ρ ≈ 0.93, i.e. this last constraint violating mode does not affect the accuracy of the fields

on null infinity at this stage of the evolution, as discussed in section 9.2. Hence one may

choose to avoid our boundary treatment for the last ingoing subsidiary mode to speed up

the simulations for investigations on I +.

(a) (b)

Figure 9.8: Comparison of convergence tests for a component of the constraint ψABCD

(2.4.12b) computed on s = 1.16., θ = π
2 slices with increasing ρ-resolution.

Thus we have shown that without our boundary treatment, constraint violating modes of
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the subsidiary system propagate into our computational domain and destroy constraint

propagation. We have also shown in detail that killing all but one of the ingoing constraint

modes still leads to destruction of convergence. Thus in general our boundary treatment is

required to stop all of the three possible constraint violating modes from propagating into

the computational domain.

9.4 Energy in general relativity and the BMS group

One of the most interesting global properties of asymptotically flat space-times is the notion

of energy. In Newtonian physics one has a fixed background on which a field evolves, hence

finding the energy of the system involves looking only at the field. However the general the-

ory of relativity couples geometry and fields. Gravitational radiation must contribute to the

total energy but it is not described by the energy-momentum tensor on the “fields” side of

Einstein’s field equation, rather it appears in the Weyl tensor on the “geometry” side. As

John Wheeler famously once said, “space-time tells matter how to move; matter tells space-

time how to curve”. Therefore one cannot just simply read off the energy of the system at a

fixed time as the relevant information is tangled with irrelevant information. However for

asymptotically flat space-times, a resolution exists; at space-like and null infinity one can

decouple the geometry from the fields, hence energy is thought of only as a global property.

At space-like infinity one can compute the so-called ADM mass, put forward by Arnowitt,

Deser and Misner [3] in 1962. This is computed as the limit of a particular surface integral on

an asymptotically flat slice that extends to space-like infinity. It measures the total mass on

the slice and due to being calculated at space-like infinity it is independent of the slice taken.

For Schwarzschild space-time, the ADM mass coincides with the Schwarzschild mass m. As

we do not spatially-compactify our space-time, we do not include spatial infinity and hence

we cannot compute the ADM mass exactly.

We will be more interested in the concept of mass defined on I . A definition of the global

mass of asymptotically flat space-times at null infinity was mulled over by Bondi, Metzner,

Sachs, Newman and Unti among others in the early 1960’s (see [18, 88, 112]). The result
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became known as the Bondi-mass and is the one that is of most relevance to us, since we

compute I + in our simulations. Unlike the ADM mass this gives the global mass on asymp-

totically hyperboloidal slices. It is clear that in general this definition of mass is dependent

on the cut of I + one takes, i.e. the intersection of I + with a space-like surface that extends

there. The Bondi-mass is constant for Schwarzschild space-time due to the space-time being

static and agrees with the Schwarzschild mass m.

The definitions of the ADM mass and Bondi-mass can be thought of as an application of

Noether’s theorem on the asymptotic symmetry groups at spatial and null infinity respec-

tively. The theorem states that one gets conserved quantities from symmetries of the system.

To further discuss the role of asymptotic symmetries in the definition of mass and to see

more clearly how one can justify the decoupling of fields from geometry at null infinity we

look at a mathematical quantity coined the “the asymptotic geometry” on null infinity. This

is defined by Geroch in [62] as

Γab
cd := ∇aΘ∇bΘγcd, (9.4.1)

where Θ is the conformal factor and γ the induced degenerate metric on I . The most

important property of this quantity is that it is conformally invariant. Geroch shows that

this mathematical quantity only contains information about the geometry on I and hence

“does not tell one anything whatever” about the physical space-time in question. This quan-

tity came about due to the degeneracy of the metric on null infinity. It turns out that looking

only at the group of isometries on I gives too weak a structure. This is because distances

along the null generators of I are of course zero and the ratios between null curves tan-

gent to I are undefined. This “too weak” structure was still investigated and is called the

Newman-Unti group which is infinite dimensional. However if one looks at the diffeomor-

phisms of I that leaves (9.4.1) invariant instead of just the induced metric, then one incor-

porates both the metric structure and the structure along the null generators. The resultant

group, also infinite dimensional, is known as the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (BMS) group. This

group now incorporates the entire geometrical structure on null infinity. Penrose termed the

extra structure contained in this group as incorporating the “null angles” on I [98], which

is another way of thinking about this extra information that the Newman-Unti group lacks.
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The BMS group has many interesting properties. Of particular interest is the subgroup of

“supertranslations”. These arise from looking at the Lie algebra of the infinitesimal genera-

tors ξa with

LξΓab
cd = 0. (9.4.2)

The special case of the vector field ξa being proportional to ∇aΘ so that ξa = α∇aΘ gives

what is known as an infinitesimal supertranslation. The corresponding group of supertrans-

lations form a normal subgroup of the BMS group and is also infinite dimensional. These su-

pertranslations correspond to each generator of I being pushed along themselves by some

amount a(θ, φ) and are hence really only functions of the coordinates covering the conformal

2-spheres, i.e. cuts of I +. If we specialise to the case where the 2-sphere is unit, then a(θ, φ)

is made up of the spherical harmonics l = 0 and l = 1 (hence four spin-weighted spherical

harmonics) and we get a 4-parameter normal subgroup called the translation group. These

are in fact the transformations induced on I by translations in Minkowski space-time and

are hence of physical relevance. Of interest is that Sachs has shown [113] that this is the only

4-dimensional subgroup of the BMS group and the group of supertranslations is the largest

proper normal subgroup. Hence these groups have been singled out from their group struc-

ture alone.

The final property to discuss is the contrast between the BMS group and the Poincaré group,

discussed in detail in ([82, 83, 84, 85]) among others. It just so happens that the factor group

of the BMS group with the supertranslations is isomorphic to the conformal group on the

2-sphere. Using that the orthogonal group O(p + 1, q + 1) is homomorphic to the confor-

mal group C(p, q) we find that this is in fact the orthochronous Lorentz group. However

the factor group of the Poincaré group with the translations also gives the orthochronous

Lorentz group. This line of thought brings the fact that the BMS group can be written as

a semi-direct product of the orthochronous Lorentz group with the supertranslations and

the Poincaré group can be written as the semi-direct product of the orthochronous Lorentz

group with the translations. Hence the difference between the BMS and Poincaré groups

boils down to the difference between supertranslations and translations. One would think
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along the lines of “since the translations lie in the supertranslations, perhaps we can obtain

the Poincaré group as a subgroup of the BMS group”. However, Penrose answers this with

the question “what would be meant by a supertranslation-free Lorentz transformation?”.

The fact that the BMS group can be written as a semi-direct product of the orthochronous

Lorentz group (i.e. the group of conformal transformations on the 2-sphere) and the group

of supertranslations has relevance in the next section 9.6 when we define the Bondi-mass.

One needs to fix an element of this group, and so one needs to fix a metric conformal to the

2-sphere and a supertranslation. With respect to our simulations, we will have already fixed

the metric on I but it remains to fix the supertranslation. It was shown by Sachs in [112]

that the 4-dimensional normal subgroup of translations is the only 4-dimensional normal

subgroup of the BMS group. This subgroup corresponds to the four space-time translations

and is therefore important in formulating energy-momentum conservation laws. Hence

when fixing a group element when defining the Bondi-mass, we will always fix a translation.

It can be shown that the supertranslations are identified with functions on the space of null

generators that transform under a conformal rescaling of the metric with conformal weight

+1, and hence define a representation of SL(2, C). This representation has a 4-dimensional

invariant subspace which corresponds to the translations. If we had a cut which is the unit

2-sphere, then a translation is a solution to the equation

ð2W = 0,

the general solution of which is a combination of the first four spherical harmonics (l = 0, 1).

However in general we will have a 2-sphere only up to a conformal rescaling, in which case

the above equation is generalised to the conformally invariant version (defined in appendix

A.3).

ð2
cW = 0.

Hence a solution to this equation fixes a translation (i.e. a supertranslation), and most im-

portantly, one that has physical relevance.
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9.5 Spin-frame adapted to I +

In the previous section we proposed that the Bondi-mass is defined as an integral over cuts

of I + that are conformally 2-spheres. The question is how can we formulate this setup

from the CGG that has already been implemented? We can easily find the locations of I +

in our simulations by looking at s = constant surfaces and using the explicit formula for

the conformal factor to obtain the sphere it resides at on each surface. This will in gen-

eral be between two spheres in our simulation, however we can use interpolation methods

such as barycentric interpolation [8] to accurately find the values of our fields there. How-

ever, a problem comes from our gauge choices in implementing the CGG for our evolution;

the space-time frame vectors ma and m̄a are not tangent to the 2-spheres and hence are not

tangent to cuts of I +. If left like this, it would complicate equations defined on the cuts

considerably. Hence we perform a transformation of the spin-frame on I + to obtain a new

spin-frame {O, I} that is adapted to the geometry there.

First we require (denoting ≈ to mean evaluated on I +)

−∇AA′Θ ≈ AIA IA′ , (9.5.1)

i.e. we want the new frame vector Na := IA IA′ to point along I +. We can obtain this

property by performing a null-rotation around oA

OA ≈ oA, IA ≈ ιA + αoA. (9.5.2)

Using (9.5.2) in (9.5.1) gives in the space-spinor formalism

1
2

εAB∂Θ + ∂ABΘ ≈ −A
(
− ιAoB − α oAoB + ᾱ ιAιB + αᾱ oAιB

)
.

Transvecting this with oAιB gives (denoting ∂2 := ιAιB∂AB etc.)

A ≈ −
(1

2
∂Θ + ∂1Θ

)
,

while transvecting this with ιAιB gives

α ≈ A−1∂2Θ ≈ − 2 ∂2Θ
∂Θ + 2 ∂1Θ

.
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The second condition is that our new frame vectors MA := OA IA′ and M̄A := IAOA′ are

tangent to the s = constant cuts of I +. These are of course the kind of cuts we obtain from

the CGG. Mathematically this is

tAA′OA IA′ = OA ÎA = 0. (9.5.3)

We achieve this by again performing a null rotation, this time around ιA like

OA ≈ oA + β
(
ιA − 2 ∂2Θ

∂Θ + 2 ∂1Θ
oA
)

, IA ≈ ιA − 2 ∂2Θ
∂Θ + 2 ∂1Θ

, (9.5.4)

which keeps the first condition satisfied. Combining (9.5.3) and (9.5.4) gives a single equa-

tion which yields (simplified using ∇AA′Θ∇AA′Θ = 0)

β ≈ −∂0Θ
∂Θ

.

Then after a little simplification, the spin-frame adapted to I + is of the form

OA ≈ Q
(∂Θ + 2 ∂1Θ

2 ∂Θ
oA − ∂0Θ

∂Θ
ιA
)

, IA ≈ Q−1
(

ιA − 2 ∂2Θ
∂Θ + 2 ∂1Θ

oA
)

, (9.5.5)

where Q is a scale factor that can be chosen freely. It is related to A by

A ≈ −
(1

2
∂Θ + ∂1Θ

)
QQ̄. (9.5.6)

The choice of Q could potentially simplify equations written in this adapted gauge, however

we choose Q = 1.

Next we look at the asymptotic Einstein condition. This is a useful equation to investigate

properties of null infinity, defined to be

∇A′(A∇B)B′Θ ≈ 0,

which is obtained from the trace-free part of the Ricci tensor’s conformal transformation law

(1.4.9) evaluated on I +. This gives us useful information about the spin-coefficients (de-

fined in appendix A.3) evaluated in our adapted gauge on I + which in turn tell us about

the geometry there. Firstly we have that κ′ ≈ 0 which confirms that the integral curves of

Na are null-geodesics. We also find σ′ ≈ 0 which tells us that I + is shear-free. The last

useful piece of information is that ðA ≈ ð′A ≈ 0, so we can regard A as being constant on
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the cuts.

Now that we have our spin-frame, we can compute the spin-coefficients on I + in our

adapted spin-frame by using their definitions (i.e. ρ′ = −IAOB IB′∇BB′ IA). These will be

used in the definition of the Bondi-mass. We can also compute the conformal factor R be-

tween our space-time 2-sphere and the unit 2-sphere in our adapted frame, which we will

denote R̃. Denoting the unit-sphere quantities with a ˆ we can write m̂a∇aζ = 1, where ζ

is the unique function that satisfies ∂sζ = ∂ρζ = δ′ζ = 0 and δζ = 1. Then as the frame

vectors m̂a and Ma = OA IA′ differ by a conformal factor, namely Ma = R̃−1m̂a we find that

Ma∇aζ = R̃−1. Since we know the left-hand-side as we know how the coordinate deriva-

tives act on ζ and we know Ma in terms of derivatives of the conformal factor, we can com-

pute R̃. It is found numerically in our simulations for Schwarzschild space-time perturbed

by a gravitational wave that we have R = R̃, so the conformal factor relating the space-time

2-spheres and the unit 2-sphere does not change under our frame transformation.

9.6 Deriving the Bondi-mass

Now we are in a position to derive the Bondi-mass. Penrose and Rindler [100] define this as

the integral

mB[W] := − 1
4π

∮
{ψ2 −

σN
A
}Wd2S , (9.6.1)

where A is defined by (9.5.6) (during the calculation of the adapted spin-frame), W is a

function with conformal weight +1 satisfying the conformally invariant equation

ð2
cW = R−1ð(R−1ð+ τ)W = 0, (9.6.2)

(see appendix A.3 for the definition of ðc), N is the so-called “News function” and the inte-

gral is defined over a cut of I . Where did this definition and the functions N and W come

from?

The reason why the function W appears in the definition of the Bondi-mass and must satisfy

the above equation is so that we fix a physically relevant supertranslation (i.e. a translation),

a discussion of which was given in the previous section. When the cut is a unit 2-sphere, the
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solutions for W are the first four spherical harmonics (l = 0, 1), where the l = 0 mode can

be thought of as giving the energy, while the l = 1 modes give the momentum when used

in (9.6.1). These four quantities make up the so-called Bondi-energy momentum 4-vector.

The Bondi-mass is then the length of this vector. In our investigations, we only look at the

Bondi-energy i.e. the l = 0 component.

We now derive (9.6.1) in a way suggested by Penrose and Rindler in [100] and in doing so

define and generalise the news function given there. The standard analytic approach found

in the literature is to choose a frame on I + so that it becomes divergence free, i.e. ρ′ = 0.

The situation is simplified further by choosing the conformal factor so that Θ = constant

hypersurfaces in the neighbourhood of I + are null. This gives also that τ′ = 0. Finally

the conformal factor for the 2-sphere is chosen so that the cuts of I + are unit spheres so

that τ = 0. However in our case we have already chosen the spin-frame and it cannot be

specialised anymore than choosing the free function Q. We have also specified a conformal

factor Θ and hence cannot change this either. Our conformal factor R for the 2-spheres is

also fixed. Hence we need to generalise Penrose and Rindler’s formula.

Given a cut on I + there exists a null-hypersurface intersecting it. On this hypersurface we

define 2-surfaces SΘ by Θ = constant and consider the integral of the Gaussian curvature of

these surfaces with W a solution of (9.6.2) as

I(Θ) :=
∮

SΘ

(
Ψ2 − σσ′

)
Wd2SΘ,

noting that Ψ2 is the physical Weyl spinor component. This is similar to the definition of

total charge in Maxwell theory. One takes a similar integral except with a component of the

Faraday tensor instead of the Weyl and without the σσ′ term. This is merely a generalisa-

tion to general relativity which carries the additional term σσ′ that vanishes when there is

no gravitational radiation. It is this non-linear term that contributes to the mass loss as will

be seen later on.

One sees that this integral vanishes on I + due to ΨABCD ≈ 0 and the fact that I + is shear-

free. However it is the rate at which this approaches I + that defines the energy-momentum.
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We thus define

mB[W] := − dI
dΘ

(0) = − þI
þΘ

(0) =
þI
A
(0).

To compute this we need the behaviour of Ψ2 and σ′ as they approach I +. The relevant

spin-coefficient equation for σ′ is

N := þσ′ = R−1ð′τ′ + ρσ′ + σ̄ρ′ − τ′2 − κ′κ̄ −Φ20 ≈ R−1ð′τ′ + σ̄ρ′ − τ′2 −Φ20, (9.6.3)

where ΦABA′B′ is the conformal Ricci spinor. This gives us our definition of the news while

the equation for Ψ2 can be easily found as

þΨ2 = þ(Θψ2) = Θþψ2 + ψ2þΘ ≈ −Aψ2.

Hence

þI ≈
∮

S0

(
− Aψ2 + σN

)
Wd2S0,

and thus we have arrived at (9.6.1) with the definition of the news being given by (9.6.3) and

as A is constant on the cuts it has been pulled inside the integral. One can see how much

simpler the equations become when employing the simplifications mentioned earlier. We in

fact are left with the simple expression for the news as N = −Φ20.

The final step is how to compute W at each cut of I + in order to obtain the Bondi-energy.

The equation (9.6.2) is conformally invariant which means that solutions on different con-

formal spheres differ by a conformal rescaling of weight +1. Suppose we wanted to solve

the equation on a cut with intrinsic metric γab which is related to the metric for the unit 2-

sphere like γ̂ab = Ω2γab. Then (recalling ˆ denotes quantities on the unit sphere) ∂̂ = Ω−1∂

and Ŵ = ΩW. The simplest choice for Ŵ is Ŵ = 1 which therefore gives W = Ω−1 = R.

Since we know R as it is a system variable, we know W on each cut of I . Even though we

need not do more, it is useful to note other ways to obtain W by means of equations for the

conformal factor Ω. The equation relating the divergences ρ̂′ and ρ′ is given by

ρ̂′ = ρ′ −Ω−1D′Ω.

This can be used as an equation for Ω along the null generators by choosing ρ̂′ = 0 so that

we maintain the same sphere along I . We note that we can use the unphysical time s as a
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parameter along the null generators which is then used to replace D′. Using an over-dot to

denote d
ds , we find

D′Ω(s) = Ω̇D′s.

Defining

U := D′s = OAOA′∇AA′s,

which is known as we know the adapted spin-frame in terms of derivatives of the conformal

factor Θ, we find the equation

Ω̇ = U−1ρ′Ω.

Choosing our initial data to be Ω = R−1 so we start with the unit-sphere, we obtain Ω and

hence W along I + numerically using a simpler Euler step. This has been done and it is

found that Ω = R−1 along I + as expected.

One could also look at the conformal transformation law of τ, which appears in the equation

for W. It is given by

τ̂ = Ω−1(τ −Ω−1R−1ðΩ),

where τ̂ vanishes on the unit 2-sphere. Hence one finds the equation

ðΩ = ΩRτ,

on each cut of I +. One could solve this on each cut by “inverting” the ð operator by revers-

ing the action of the ð-operator on the spin-weighted spherical harmonics sYlm using (2.3.4),

and using that τ has spin-weight +1 there is just the 0Y00 mode that needs to be fixed by

initial data. Again using Ω = R−1 as initial data one could use this method also. This has

also been shown to agree with R on each cut.

Thus our integral for the Bondi-energy becomes

mB[R] = −
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

(
ψ2 −

σN
A

)
R3dθdφ = −a00Y00, (9.6.4)

where we have expanded the integrand in the (spin-weight zero) spherical harmonic basis

and used that the surface area of the unit 2-sphere is 4π. All the l 6= 0 modes do not con-

tribute as they are functions of θ and φ which vanish when integrated.
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Thus we finally have a way to compute the Bondi-energy on null infinity from our simu-

lation data. We use our explicit formula for the conformal factor and barycentric interpo-

lation to locate I +. Using the explicit formula for the conformal factor we can compute

the I -adapted spin-frame so that the corresponding null-vectors Ma and M̄a are tangent to

s = constant cuts of null infinity and we can compute A using (9.5.6). At these points we

can compute the spin-coefficients in the adapted spin-frame and hence compute the news

(9.6.3). We can compute the conformal Ricci spinor component Φ20 by using the definition

of the Schouten tensor (1.4.2) to compute Rab in terms of Pab and then using the Schouten

tensor’s conformal transformation law between the conformal and Weyl connections (1.4.7)

to write Pab in terms of P̂ab and the 1-form fa which we compute in our simulations. The

fields ψ2 and R are system variables and hence also known. We then use (9.6.4) to evaluate

the integral.

9.7 Deriving the Bondi-time

Now that we know how to compute the Bondi-energy, we need to look at what kind of time

coordinate it should be plotted with respect to. Currently we have the unphysical time s

which is the parameter of the conformal geodesics. Is there a way to transform this into

proper time so that we can get a physical interpretation of the Bondi-energy over time?

Figure 9.9: The right-hand-side of the conformal diagram for Schwarzschild space-time. The

blue lines represent spatially-constant observers through different spatial points emanating

from past time-like infinity and ending at future time-like infinity. The green line represents

the limit of these as one goes to the conformal boundary.
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Figure 9.9 shows the paths that spatially-constant physical observers follow in the Schwarz-

schild space-time for larger and larger r. As r increases they become closer and closer to the

conformal boundary. In the limit as r → ∞ one gets a notion of a proper time on null infinity

described by its parameter, called Bondi-time. This is defined in Penrose and Rindler [100]

as the solution to

þ′2c u = 0.

Due to being written in terms of the conformally invariant operator þ′c, this equation is

manifestly conformally invariant. So the Bondi parameter is independent of the conformal

factor, as well as the scale factor A. When written in terms of þ′ and then D′ one finds(
þ′ − 2ρ′

)
þ′u =

(
D′ − ε′ − ε̄′ − 2ρ′

)
D′u = 0.

The solution u is clearly of an exponential nature, and it will inherently have the property

that u → ∞ as it approaches i+. So how do we solve this equation? First we should point

out that the spin-coefficient ε′ is not spin-weighted. However the real part ε′ + ε̄′ is, with

spin-weight 0 and so this equation makes sense from the spin-weight point of view. Then

expanding D′ = U d
ds we get the second-order ODE

ü = U−1
(

ε′ + ε̄′ + 2 ρ′ − U̇
)

u̇, (9.7.1)

for u. This can be solved using a simple second-order leapfrog method. Interpolation could

again be used to obtain more points on I + for this method, or one can just use the points

available depending on the resolution.

9.8 The Bondi-energy of perturbed Schwarzschild

Now that we have explained the Bondi-mass and where it comes from, what behaviour

does it exhibit in our perturbations of Schwarzschild space-time? What we should expect

is the following: When the gravitational wave approaches the black hole, it is influencing

the system in a non-linear way. Moreover it should be influencing the system in such a way

that energy leaves the system via backscattering (see Figure 9.10). That is, we should see

non-zero ψ4 modes that take energy away from the system. The backscattering effect of the

gravitational wave should increase as the energy of the wave increases.
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Figure 9.10: Backscattering of a gravitational wave ψ0 (thick blue line) as seen by a non-zero

ψ4 (thin blue lines) in our computational domain bounded by the green lines.

We run simulations which pumps into Schwarzschild space-time a gravitational wave with

amplitude a = 0.5 as described in section 9.2 but also where the amplitude is 0.1, 0.25 and

1. Together these simulations will be able to give us information about how properties of

the system change when the energy being introduced varies.

(a) κ’ (b) σ′

Figure 9.11: The spin-coefficients κ′ and σ′ plotted for different ρ-resolutions on I + with

respect to the unphysical time s.

First we check that I + is indeed a shear-free null hypersurface. This is verified in Figure

9.11 where we show the convergence of the spin-coefficients κ′ and σ′ to zero. It is good to

see that we can in fact represent both of these functions as zero up to machine precision with
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not too large a resolution.

Looking now at the Bondi-energy in Figure 9.12 we see that the case where no wave is

pumped in agrees with the Schwarzschild mass m of 0.5. We also notice that as the ampli-

tude increases, so does the energy at each point of I +. This is due to the fact that we are

pumping in more and more energy into the system, and so the space-time deviates from

Schwarzschild space-time and with the increased energy it is expected to have a larger

Bondi-energy. However as we pump in this energy through the boundary, we never ac-

tually see the increase from the base energy of 0.5 as we would need information outside

our computational domain. We also note that the Bondi-energy decreases along I + for the cases

where a wave was present. This reproduces the famous Bondi-Sachs mass loss which says that

the Bondi-mass along I + should decrease in the direction of future time-like infinity.

Figure 9.12: The Bondi-energy of Schwarzschild space-time perturbed with gravitational

waves of amplitude a.

Another way of looking at the energy loss is given in Figure 9.13 which looks at the relative

difference. It clearly shows that as the amplitude of the gravitational wave increases, so does

the rate of decay of the Bondi-energy. This makes sense as when the wave is approaching

the black hole it is influencing the system and in particular is influencing the component
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ψ4 which represents the back-scattered radiation that takes energy away from the system.

When the wave is larger, this influence will be greater and hence it follows that more radia-

tion will be backscattered.

Figure 9.13: The relative difference of the Bondi-energy of Schwarzschild space-time per-

turbed with gravitational waves of amplitude a.

Also of interest is what the gravitational wave profile on the boundary looks like in terms

of proper time. Because we introduce the gravitational wave with respect to the unphysi-

cal time s, it may appear distorted with respect to the proper time. Since we are in axial-

symmetry, computing proper time could be quite hard. However, the CGG provides us the

simplifications of g00 = 1 and the spatial coordinates being constant along the conformal

geodesics, in particular along the boundary where we pump the wave in. Then the proper

time τ is given as the solution to the equation

dτ2 = g̃00ds2 = Θ−2ds2 ⇒ dτ

ds
= Θ−1.

We of course know Θ explicitly (recall (8.1.3)) which then gives the proper time as

τ =
(ρ + m

2 )
3

ρ− m
2

tanh−1
[ s

ρ

(
ρ2 −

(m
2

)2)]
,

which on the right boundary ρ = 1.25 and recalling m = 0.5 is simply

τ =
27
10

tanh−1
(6s

5

)
.
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We reach I + on the right boundary at s = 5
6 which is exactly when τ = ∞. Proper time

plotted alongside the unphysical time is larger, as shown in Figure 9.14, and hence the area

of the wave will be larger with respect to the proper time and the wave will look slightly

sheared due to the behaviour of tanh−1.

Figure 9.14: Proper time τ plotted with respect to the unphysical time s along the conformal

geodesic given by ρ = 1.25.

9.9 The Bondi-time of perturbed Schwarzschild

The solution to the Bondi-time equation (9.7.1) is obtained in a straightforward manner us-

ing a simple staggered leap frog algorithm with initial conditions u(0) = 0, u̇(0) = 1. The

solution is also dependent upon the initial point on the cut of I + one takes. However

due to the conformal factor Θ being θ-independent, the null generators of I + are also θ-

independent. Thus we do not need to worry about the spherical direction in this equation.

The nature of this equation is that we expect some kind of exponential-like solution, as one

can easily write

u(s) = k1

∫
e
∫

U−1

(
ε′+ε̄′+2 ρ′−U̇

)
+ k2,

where the integral is along the null-generators parametrised by s and k1, k2 denote integra-

tion constants. The behaviour of the function

U−1
(

ε′ + ε̄′ + 2 ρ′ − U̇
)
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determines what this exponential will look like. It obviously has the property that it goes

to infinity as we move along I + toward i+, but this function will determine the rate at

which it does so. If this function passes through zero at some stage then we would find that

u = constant there. However for all our simulations we find that this function is always

positive and closely approximates a line.

Figure 9.15: Bondi-time u for Schwarzschild space-time perturbed with a gravitational wave

of amplitude 1 plotted with respect to the unphysical time s along part of I +.

Figure 9.15 shows the straightforward exponential-like curve that is the Bondi-time for the

gravitationally perturbed Schwarzschild space-time. One notices that this becomes very

large very fast. Hence the affect of plotting the Bondi-energy with respect to the Bondi-time

is that it is substantially stretched out.

9.10 Characteristic ringing

Linear perturbations of the Schwarzschild space-time have been extensively studied analyti-

cally (see for example [23, 69] and references therein). For these perturbations (of the metric)

one ends up with a single master wave equation for the perturbations involving a potential.

This equation predicts a period of characteristic ringing of the outgoing gravitational radi-

ation ψ4, which is the result of the excited black hole space-time exhibiting quasi-normal

modes. This ringing is found to be followed by a polynomial decay, i.e. a tail.
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It is apparent that we do not see this ringing in our expression for the Bondi-energy, nor

do we find this in the ψ4 component or the news with respect to the adapted frame. The

approach of perturbing the metric is completely different to how we perturb the space-time

through boundary conditions, and this should be kept in mind. We list a few plausible

reasons why we do not see the characteristic ringing feature:

• We do not compute a large enough portion of null infinity to see the ringing.

• We do not have a fine enough resolution to reproduce the ringing.

• Our gravitational wave is too small to excite a large enough ringing that can be seen

with our current resolutions.

The first thing to mention is that we have confirmed that we really can read off signals on

I + in our adapted spin-frame. Without going into the details, the idea was to move the left

boundary outside the event horizon and impose unphysical reflective boundary conditions.

Then shoot in a wave from the right boundary (the ψ0) as above, and let it reflect off the left

boundary. The resulting reflected wave (the ψ4) is then read off on null infinity. We see that

indeed we get a wave profile for ψ4 along I + which is also reflected as a bump in the decay

rate of the Bondi-energy. This confirms that our method of reading off data on I + is sound.

Due to the evolution equations for the components of ψABCD becoming unstable during the

evolutions we have done in this chapter, we lose out on covering more of null infinity. It

could be that we have not covered enough for the scattering of the gravitational wave on

the event horizon to propagate out to null infinity.

The last two points require an increase in resolution. Firstly, a lack of resolution and the

fact that we are evolving our fields with respect to an unphysical time means that a small

time-step may be extremely large with respect to the physical time. This could mean that we

completely miss the characteristic ringing altogether. Secondly, we may not be introducing

enough energy for the ringing to be resolved at our current resolutions. The ringing comes

from the back-scattered radiation ψ4, which is very small compared to the ingoing wave

packet ψ0. We have run simulations with the larger amplitude a = 10, however still no
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ringing. We attempted to use higher amplitudes, however the lack of resolution meant that

this was not possible.



Conclusions

In this work the generalised conformal field equations were derived in the space-spinor for-

malism. Subsequently the manifold topology was restricted to be of the form M2 × S2 so

that the ð-operators could be utilised. This was accomplished by first using Cartan’s struc-

ture equations to obtain equations that were then used to replace the connection coefficients

γ01, γ11 and γ21 appearing elsewhere in the GCFE system with other quantities, in particular

with the quantity a that is a manifestation of the un-spin-weighted connection coefficients on

the unit 2-sphere. The δ and δ′ derivatives were replaced with ð and ð′ plus a-terms depen-

dent on the acted-on function’s spin-weight using (2.3.2). Together these two replacements

allowed for the cancellation of the a-terms from the entire system and gave us a system of

equations that is properly spin-weighted. The resulting system was checked for correctness

by an analytic comparison to an exact solution as well as a range of numerical tests.

An analysis of the field equation for the gravitational spinor ψABCD was carried out and we

confirmed our equations were symmetric hyperbolic. Moreover, we performed a change of

basis that separated out the propagating modes which we then used to impose maximally

dissipative boundary conditions. The change of basis was reversed and we found the cor-

responding boundary conditions in terms of the system variables, which later proved to

be numerically stable. The issue of constraint violating modes from the subsidiary system

propagating in from the boundary and destroying convergence was addressed by proposing

a boundary treatment that made use of the fact that at any time there is always one more in-

going mode in the spin-2 system than in the subsidiary system. This allows one to choose the

ingoing gravitational wave freely, while fixing the choice of the remaining boundary data

to kill the ingoing modes of the subsidiary system. This was shown to work with only one
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ingoing constraint violating mode for the case of gravitational perturbations of Minkowski

space-time in 2 + 1 dimensions and later it was proven to work for the extremal case of all

three constraint violating modes propagating into the computational domain for the case of

gravitational perturbations of Schwarzschild space-time also in 2 + 1 dimensions. Thus, we

have successfully developed a procedure for setting up an IBVP for the GCFE with topology

M2 × S2 where the boundaries are given by conformal geodesics, which is (at least numeri-

cally) well-posed in the sense that constraints propagate.

We discussed the global structure of space-times of constant curvature and black hole space-

times. The system was shown to numerically reproduce the global structure of Schwarz-

schild space-time in a gauge proposed by Friedrich [52] that is regular up to and for some

time beyond the conformal boundary. The computational domain was chosen so that it in-

corporated conformal geodesics that ended up reaching the singularity and those that ended

up passing through I +. These were separated by the single conformal geodesic that passes

through i+. This is the first numerical simulation in the world to incorporate the singularity,

future time-like infinity and future null infinity in the same computational domain. This

gauge was then adapted to the Schwarzschild-de Sitter and Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter

space-times from which we could reproduce their global structure. For Schwarzschild-de

Sitter space-time we were also able to include in the computational domain the singularity,

future time-like infinity and future null infinity.

For a rigorous use of our 2 + 1 code we investigated gravitational perturbations of the

Schwarzschild space-time. The gravitational wave was introduced by imposing an appro-

priate boundary condition for ψ0 while using our boundary treatment to fix the remaining

degrees of freedom on the boundary and retain constraint propagation. We evolved the sys-

tem up to and beyond I + and covered a significant amount before the simulation crashed

due to the s = constant surfaces becoming null from the bending of the conformal geodesics

in the neighbourhood of the right boundary. We noticed that our spin-frame chosen for sta-

ble evolution in the CGG was not suitable for reading off information on I +, and so we per-

formed a frame transformation to a new frame that is adapted to the geometry there. Using
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this adapted spin-frame we were able to read off the necessary spin-coefficients and fields

needed to compute the Bondi-mass and Bondi-time. However the standard equations for

these given in Penrose and Rindler [100] made use of additional simplifying assumptions

that we could not employ. We generalised these equations to our case and subsequently

solved them. We found that the Bondi-energy agrees with the Schwarzschild mass in the

unperturbed case, and for the cases with a wave pumped in we found the initial Bondi-

energy increased when the area of the wave was increased. Subsequently the Bondi-energy

was found to decay along I + in agreement with the Bondi-Sachs mass loss. The Bondi-time

was found to be an exponential-like function of the unphysical time (i.e. the parameter of

the conformal geodesics) which goes to infinity at i+.

The fact that we now have a boundary procedure that gives rise to a very general IBVP for

the GCFE which propagates constraints gives us the ability to investigate a huge range of

problems that involve the global structure and global properties of space-times.
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Future work

The problem of the s = constant surfaces becoming null is something that should be in-

vestigated first. When this happens the determinant of the A0 matrix from the spin-2 zero

rest-mass system vanishes and hence the A0 matrix becomes non-invertible, which subse-

quently crashes the simulation. The problem could be solved by choosing different initial

conditions for fa which is essentially the acceleration of the conformal geodesics. One would

try and accelerate the conformal geodesics in the neighbourhood of the right boundary in

hopes of retaining space-like timeslices for longer. The initial data for Θ, fa and ha are tied

together via (1.6.3), and so when changing the initial value for the 1-forms one should be

aware that the conformal boundary will be in a different location via the initial data H ap-

pearing in the explicit expression for the conformal factor. Also, obtaining a different initial

value for fa is a result of choosing different initial data for Θ and/or ha, and so the resulting

conformal geodesics will in general be different.

COFFEE, the Python package that is used to numerically solve the GCFE system needs to be

further developed in order to perform higher resolution runs. This involves implementing

parallelisation that is compatible with our boundary treatment. A computer cluster would

then be utilised to dramatically decrease computation time. It was found in [42] that we

could run simulations that took around two days to complete in under two hours on such a

cluster. Hence this is certainly a step we need to take.

Once the accuracy of the code is increased we can attempt to reproduce the characteristic

ringing behaviour of the Schwarzschild space-time under gravitational perturbations. The

increased resolution would allow us to obtain a finer grid on null infinity to potentially re-
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solve this ringing. It would also allow us to increase the amplitude of the gravitational wave

that is pumped in without having to make the wavelength larger, so that the back-scattering

would be larger and the characteristic ringing would be more obvious.

Perhaps the most obvious next step to take is to generalise to the Kerr space-time. As it is

still not clear whether this space-time is stable under general perturbations, we could inves-

tigate this question from a global perspective. Investigating this problem does not require

any fundamental changes to the setup for the Schwarzschild space-time, only a new initial

data set is needed. To show stability we would need to investigate whether the final state of

the space-time is again that of a Kerr black hole.

There is also the possibility of investigating the conditions required on an asymptotically

flat time symmetric initial data set so that the resulting vacuum solution has a regular null

infinity. Friedrich [55] has restricted the problem to how initial data is chosen on the blowup

of the point i0 to a 2-sphere. He has conjectured that the necessary condition for a regular

null infinity is that the initial data near null infinity are those induced by asymptotically con-

formally stationary space-times. This still remains as just a conjecture and hence it would

be intriguing to probe this question numerically by evolving sets of initial data that do and

do not satisfy the necessary conditions of the conjecture.

Another open problem that would be within the scope of our methods is that of the stabil-

ity of Anti-de Sitter space-time. First brought to attention by Bizoń and Rostworowski in

2012 [16], they found that the space-time is non-linearly unstable under a particular class

of perturbations. Since then time-stable periodic solutions have been discovered [6, 65, 78]

which hint that there are “islands of instability in the sea of perturbations”. Friedrich has

shown that in Anti-de Sitter space-time the evolution system for ψABCD can be written in

such a way that the subsidiary system is entirely made up of ODEs [48], so setting up a

stable IBVP for probing this question should be possible. Moreover our system allows us

to introduce a completely general gravitational wave, whereas currently only perturbations

with symmetries have been investigated. The main issue to address will be the fact that we
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only cover a finite amount of a conformal geodesic for an infinite range of its parameter.

We must perform some sort of reparametrisation to “reset” the parameter and continue the

evolution.
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Appendix A

Conventions, definitions and useful

equations

A.1 Conventions

Following the conventions of Penrose and Rindler [99, 100], we list the geometric quantities

defined by a torsion-free Weyl connection and give the transformation laws under a change

of connection that respects the conformal structure.

We work with signature (+,−,−,−).

We use Latin letters for abstract indices and bold Latin letters for component indices.

We define the curvature quantities as follows:

The Riemann tensor

(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)αc = −Rabc
dαd. (A.1.1)

The Ricci tensor

Rab := Racb
c. (A.1.2)

The Ricci scalar

R := Ra
a. (A.1.3)
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The Schouten tensor

Pab := −1
4

R[ab] −
1
2

(
R(ab) −

1
6

Rgab

)
. (A.1.4)

The connection coefficients

Γab
c := δc

bδa
a∇aδb

b. (A.1.5)

We use the definitions of Penrose and Rindler [99] for spinors. In particular, we denote the

spin-frame as {o, ι} which is normalised so that oAιA = 1 (equivalently oA′ ι
A′ = 1). The

spin-frame defines the null tetrad

la = oAoA′ [ = oAιB], (A.1.6a)

na = ιAιA′ [ = −oAoB], (A.1.6b)

ma = oAιA′ [ = −oAoB], (A.1.6c)

m̄a = ιAoA′ [ = ιAιB]. (A.1.6d)

where brackets indicate the conversion to space-spinors. The relationships between the

spin-frame, null tetrad and an orthonormal frame ea
i are given by

ea
0 =

1√
2
(oAoA′ + ιAιA′)

[
=

1√
2
(oAιB − ιAoB)

]
, (A.1.7a)

ea
1 =

1√
2
(oAoA′ − ιAιA′)

[
=

1√
2
(oAιB + ιAoB)

]
, (A.1.7b)

ea
2 =

1√
2
(oAιA′ + ιAoA′)

[
= − 1√

2
(oAoB − ιAιB)

]
, (A.1.7c)

ea
3 =

i√
2
(oAιA′ − ιAoA′)

[
= − i√

2
(oAoB + ιAιB)

]
. (A.1.7d)

These relationships fix the Infeld-van der Waerden symbols to be (up to a factor) the Pauli

spin-matrices and the unit matrix.

Contractions of space-spinor quantities with the spin-frame are written as

α0 := αAoA, α1 := αAιA. (A.1.8)

If a spinor is symmetric in a certain number of indices, then we label their components as

the number of contractions with ιA. As an example, suppose we had χAB = χ(AB) and
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PABCD = P(AB)CD. Then some components would be labelled

χ0 := χABoAoB, χ1 := χABoAιB = χABιAoB, P201 := PABCDιAιBoCιD. (A.1.9)

A.2 Transformation laws

Given two torsion-free Weyl connections ∇ and ∇̂ for the conformal structure defined by a

metric gab, we let

∇̂agbc −∇agbc = −2 fagbc (A.2.1)

be the difference derivation acting on the metric. The action of the difference derivation on

vectors and covectors is given by

∇̂avb −∇avb = − fab
cvc, (A.2.2)

∇̂avb −∇avb = fac
bvc, (A.2.3)

where

fab
c := δc

a fb + δc
b fa − gabgcd fd. (A.2.4)

Using these definitions, the transformation laws of the curvature quantities are as follows:

R̂abc
d − Rabc

d = 2
(
∇[a fb]c

d − f[a|c|
e fb]e

d
)

, (A.2.5)

R̂ab − Rab = 3∇a fb −∇b fa − 2 fa fb + gab(∇c fb + 2 fc f c), (A.2.6)

R̂− R = 6(∇a fa + fa f a), (A.2.7)

P̂ab − Pab = −∇a fb + fa fb −
1
2

gab fc f c, (A.2.8)

Ĉabc
d = Cabc

d. (A.2.9)

It is also useful to note that the Riemann tensor can be decomposed like

Rabc
d = 2

(
δd

[aPb]c − δd
cP[ab] − gc[aPb]

d
)
+ Cabc

d. (A.2.10)
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A.3 Spin-coefficients and the ð and þ operators

We show some definitions from the point of view of Penrose and Rindler [99]. Under a

rescaling of the spin-frame {o, ι} like

oA 7→ λoA, ιA 7→ λ−1ιA, oA 7→ λoA, ιA 7→ λ−1ιA, (A.3.1)

a function η that transforms as

η 7→ λpλ̄qη, (A.3.2)

is said to have spin-weight 1
2 (p− q) and boost-weight 1

2 (p+ q). In analogy to functions with

spin-weight having the derivative operators ð and ð′ that preserve this property, functions

with boost-weight have the associated derivative operators þ and þ′ which preserve boost-

weight. The definitions given in Penrose and Rindler [99] in terms of the so-called “spin-

coefficients”

κ := oADoA, ε := ιADoA, γ′ := −oADιA, τ′ := −ιADιA,

ρ := oAδ′oA, α := ιAδ′oA, β′ := −oAδ′ιA, σ′ := −ιAδ′ιA,

σ := oAδoA, β := ιAδoA, α′ := −oAδιA, ρ′ := −ιAδιA,

τ := oAD′oA, γ := ιAD′oA, ε′ := −oAD′ιA, κ′ := −ιAD′ιA, (A.3.3)

are

þη := (D + pγ′ + qγ̄′)η, þ′η := (D′ − pγ− qγ̄)η,

ðη := (δ− pβ + qβ̄′)η, ð′η := (δ′ + pβ′ − qβ̄)η, (A.3.4)

where

D := la∇a, D′ := na∇a, δ := ma∇a, δ′ := m̄a∇a.

Now suppose we had a rescaling of the spin-frame like

oA 7→ Θw0+1oA, ιA 7→ Θw1+1ιA, oA 7→ Θw0 oA, ιA 7→ Θw1 ιA, (A.3.5)
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and we have a function η that transforms like (A.3.2) under the transformation (A.3.1) and

transforms like

η 7→ Θwη,

under the transformation(A.3.5). Then the conformally invariant ð and þ are defined in

Penrose Rindler [99] as

þc := þ + [w + (p + q)w1]ρ, þ′c := þ′ + [w− (p + q)w0]ρ
′,

ðc := ð+ [w + pw1 − qw0]τ, ð′c := ð′ + [w− pw0 + qw1]τ
′. (A.3.6)
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Appendix B

Derivation of the GCFE in the

space-spinor formalism

B.1 Derivation of the remaining equations

Out of the four equations that make up the tensorial GCFE we have derived the equation

for the Schouten tensor 1.6.21c as an example in section 2.2. Here we present the remaining

derivations.

We start by converting the equations for the frame components (1.6.21a) and connection co-

efficients (1.6.21b), but first we need to connect the commutators of the ∂ and ∂AB operators

with those for the D and DAB operators. For action on a spinor we find

[DAB, DCD] αE = [∂AB, ∂CD] αE +
(

χAB(C
(Fδ

H)
D)
− χCD(A

(Fδ
H)
B)

)
∂FH αE

+
1
2

(
∂ABχCDE

F − ∂CDχABE
F
)

αF +
1
2

(
χAB(C

HχD)HE
F − χCD(A

HχB)HE
F
)

αF

+
1
2

χABH(Eχ|CD|F)
HαF,

[
D, DAB

]
αC =

[
∂, ∂AB

]
αC + χ(A

E ∂B)E αC +
1
2

χ(A
EχB)EC

D αD +
1
2

(
∂χABC

D − ∂ABχC
D
)

αD

+
1
2

χAB(C
EχD)E αD.

177
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Note that all the information contained in the first commutator is contained in the expression

2DE(ADE
B)αC = 2∂E(A∂E

B)αC + χE(A
EF
(

∂B)FαC +
1
2

χB)FC
DαD

)
− χE

(AB)
F
(

∂EFαC +
1
2

χEFC
DαD

)
+

(
∂E(AχE

B)C
D +

1
2

χE(A|C|
FχE

B)F
D
)

αD.

The next step is to express the D and DAB commutators in terms of the curvature of the

conformal Weyl connection. We write out the commutator[
∇̂AA′ , ∇̂BB′

]
αC = [∇AA′ ,∇BB′ ] αC −∇a fCB′αB +∇b fCA′αA + fAB′ fCA′αB − fBA′ fCB′αA,

and contract with the appropriate ta’s. Then the commutator on the right hand side gives

tEE′ t(A
B′
[
∇EE′ ,∇B)B′

]
αC = [D, DAB] αC +

1
2

χABDαC − χ(A
EDB)EαC + χAB

EDDEDαC

= [∂, ∂AB] αC + χ(A
E∂B)EαC +

1
2

χ(A
EχB)EC

FαF +
1
2

∂χABC
EαE

− 1
2

∂ABχC
EαE +

1
2

χAB(C
EχD)EαD +

1
2

χABDαC − χ(A
EDB)EαC

+ χAB
EDDEDαC

= [∂, ∂AB] αC + χ(A
E∂B)EαC +

1
2

χ(A
EχB)EC

FαF +
1
2

∂χABC
EαE

− 1
2

∂ABχC
EαE +

1
2

χAB(C
EχD)EαD +

1
2

χAB∂αC

+
1
4

χABχC
DαD − χ(A

E∂B)EαC −
1
2

χ(A
EχB)EC

FαF

+ χAB
ED∂EDαC +

1
2

χAB
EDχEDC

FαF

= [∂, ∂AB] αC +
1
2

χAB∂αC + χAB
ED∂EDαC

+
1
2

(
∂χABC

E − ∂ABχC
E
)

αE +
1
4

χABχC
DαD

+
1
2

χAB
EDχEDC

FαF +
1
2

χAB(C
EχD)EαD.

The terms involving derivatives of fAA′ become

− tet(A
B′∇e fCB′αB) + tet(A

B′∇B)B′ fCE′αE

= −D fCB′ t(A
B′αB) + tEE′DAB fCE′αE

= −∂ fC(AαB) −
1
2

χC
E fE(AαB) +

1
2

fCEχ(A
EαB) − ∂AB fCEαE − 1

2
χABC

F fFEαE +
1
2

χABE
F fCFαE.
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Note that fAB := fAA′ tB
A′ is not symmetric a-priori. Finally, the terms quadratic in fAA′

become

tEE′ fEB′ fCE′ t(A
B′αB) − tEE′ fE′(BtA)

B′ fCB′αE = fC
E fE(AαB) − fC(A fB)

EαE.

Taking everything together we obtain the equation

�̂∧ABαC −�∧ABαC = [∂, ∂AB] αC +
1
2

χAB∂αC + χAB
ED∂EDαC +

1
2

(
∂χABC

E − ∂ABχC
E
)

αE

+
1
4

χABχC
DαD +

1
2

χAB
EDχEDC

FαF +
1
2

χAB(C
EχD)EαD

− ∂ fC(AαB) −
1
2

χC
E fE(AαB) +

1
2

fCEχ(A
EαB) − ∂AB fCEαE

− 1
2

χABC
F fFEαE +

1
2

χABE
F fCFαE + fC

E fE(AαB) − fC(A fB)
EαE,

(B.1.1)

where we have defined

�∧AB := ∇X′(A∇B)
X′ . (B.1.2)

We need to isolate the terms containing the derivatives of χABCD and χAB. To do this we

note that

̂[∂, ∂AB] αC = − [∂, ∂AB] α̂C.

To eliminate the commutator from (B.1.1) above, we replace αC by α̂C and add to this equa-

tion the complex conjugate of the above equation. We need to remember the reality condi-

tions of the spinors involved, such as

χ̂AB = −χAB, χ̂ABCD = χABCD, f̂AB = − fBA.

In order to disentangle the various terms containing fAA′ we write

fAA′ tB
A′ =

1
2

εAB f + fAB.

Note, that this implies the substitution fAB 7→ 1
2 εAB f + fAB in (B.1.1) above. Then f̄ = f and

f̂AB = − fAB. We also write the left-hand-side as a tensorial expression QABC
EαE.

In the following table we list on the left all the terms in (B.1.1) with αA replaced by α̂A and
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on the right the complex conjugate of the original terms.

QABC
Eα̂E Q̂ABC

Eα̂E

+ [∂, ∂AB] α̂C − [∂, ∂AB] α̂C

+ 1
2 χAB∂α̂C − 1

2 χAB∂α̂C

+χAB
ED∂EDα̂C −χAB

ED∂EDα̂C

+ 1
2

(
∂χABC

E − ∂ABχC
E) α̂E + 1

2

(
∂χABC

E − ∂ABχC
E) α̂E

+ 1
4 χABχC

Dα̂D + 1
4 χABχC

Dα̂D

+ 1
2 χAB

EDχEDC
Fα̂F + 1

2 χAB
EDχEDC

Fα̂F

+ 1
2 χAB(C

EχD)Eα̂D − 1
2 χAB(C

EχD)Eα̂D

− 1
2 f χC(AαB) + 1

2 f χC(AαB)

− 1
2 ∂ f εC(Aα̂B) − ∂ fC(Aα̂B) − 1

2 ∂ f εC(Aα̂B) + ∂ fC(Aα̂B)

+ 1
2 ∂AB f α̂C − ∂AB fCEα̂E − 1

2 ∂AB f α̂C − ∂AB fCEα̂E

− 1
2

(
χC

D fD(Aα̂B) − fCDχ(A
Dα̂B)

)
− 1

2

(
χC

D fD(Aα̂B) − fCDχ(A
Dα̂B)

)
− 1

2

(
χABCD f α̂D + χABDE f DEα̂C

)
− 1

2

(
χABCD f α̂D − χABDE f DEα̂C

)
+ 1

2 f fC(AεB)
Dα̂D + 1

2 f f D
(AεB)Cα̂D − 1

2 f fC(AεB)
Dα̂D − 1

2 f f D
(AεB)Cα̂D

− fAB fC
Dα̂D − εC(AεB)

D fEF f EFα̂D − fAB fC
Dα̂D − εC(AεB)

D fEF f EFα̂D

The terms below the second line have already been rewritten compared to (B.1.1). Adding

and subtracting the two columns will now give us two equations, one being the evolution

equation for χABCD and the other containing the commutator of the derivatives. The equa-

tion for χABCD is

∂χABCD − ∂ABχCD = −1
2

χABχCD − χAB
EFχEFCD + ∂ f εC(AεB)D − 2∂AB fCD + χC

E fE(AεB)D

− fCEχ(A
EεB)D − f χABCD + 2 fAB fCD + 2εC(AεB)D fEF f EF + QABCD + Q̂ABCD.

(B.1.3)
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Here, we have eliminated the arbitrary spinor α̂D, which we cannot do for the equation with

the commutator. However, we can drop the hat and we obtain for this equation

2 [∂, ∂AB] αC = −χAB∂αC − 2χAB
ED∂EDαC − χAB(C

EχD)EαD + f χC(AαB) + 2∂ fC(AαB)

− ∂AB f αC + χABDE f DEαC − f fC(AεB)
DαD − f f D

(AεB)CαD + QABC
EαE − Q̂ABC

EαE.
(B.1.4)

Action of the commutator on ε yields an evolution equation for fAB

∂ fAB = ∂AB f − 1
2

f χAB − χABEF f EF − 1
2

(
QABE

E − Q̂ABE
E
)

. (B.1.5)

Note that we do not need to find an evolution equation (nor a constraint equation) for the

scalar f 1.

Finally, we need to determine the spinor QABCD. It was defined in terms of the conformal

curvature derivations �∧AB and �∧A′B′ . Those, in turn, are defined in terms of the conformal

Riemann tensor R̂abc
d. Let us define

�∧ABαC = −RABC
DαD, �∧A′B′αC = −RA′B′C

DαD.

Then comparing with the decomposition of R̂abc
d in terms of the Weyl tensor and the Schouten

tensor, we can derive the following spinorial expressions (see appendix B.2)

RAB
CD = ΨAB

CD− ε(A
(C P̂B)E′

D)E′ +
1
2

εCD P̂(A
E′

B)E′ , RA′B′
CD = P̂(C

(A′
D)

B′)−
1
2

εCD P̂E(A′
E

B′).

Keeping in mind that the general Schouten tensor is not symmetric the last terms in these

equations do not in general vanish.

The spinor QAB
CD can now be obtained by writing the commutator relation

[
∇̂a, ∇̂b

]
acting

on a spinor and contracting with the appropriate combination of ta’s. Then one obtains

QAB
CD = RAB

CD − tA
A′ tB

B′RA′B′
CD.

We then find the expressions

QAB
CD = ΨAB

CD − P(C
(A

D)
B) − ε(A

(CPB)E
D)E +

1
2

εCD
(

PE
E
(AB) − P(AB)E

E
)

,

1One can see why by expanding Γ̂ in Cartan’s second structure equation (1.6.21b), and then contracting to

find ea( fb)− eb( fa) = ....
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and

Q̂AB
CD = Ψ̂AB

CD − P(A
(C

B)
D) − ε(A

(CP|E|B)
|E|D) − 1

2
εCD

(
PE

E
(AB) − P(AB)E

E
)

.

By replacing the Q′s in the evolution equation for fAB, we find

∂ fAB = ∂AB f − χABEF f EF + P(AB)C
C − PC

C
(AB). (B.1.6)

The final equation to consider is the Bianchi equation, which when written in spinors is

∇A′
EψABCE = 0.

This is the exact equation that describes a spin-2 zero rest-mass field, the so-called graviton.

Hence we will sometimes call this equation the spin-2 equation. Converting the primed

index, splitting into D and DAB derivatives and expressing in terms of ∂ and ∂AB yields the

equation

− 1
2

∂ψABCD − χ(A
EψBCD)E + ∂D

EψABCE +
3
2

χD
E
(A

FψBC)EF +
1
2

χD
E

E
FψABCF = 0. (B.1.7)

Clearly this equation is symmetric in ABC. Taking the totally symmetric part gives an evo-

lution equation for ψABCD

∂ψABCD − 2∂(A
EψBCD)E = −2χ(A

EψBCD)E + 3χ(A
E

B
FψCD)EF − χE(A

EFψBCD)F, (B.1.8)

while the anti-symmetric part gives us a constraint

∂CDψABCD = −χCE
E

DψABCD − χCDE
(AψB)CDE. (B.1.9)

B.2 Derivation of the curvature spinors

The decomposition of the Riemann tensor with respect to a Weyl connection can be written

in the spinor formalism as

R̂abcd = εABεA′D′ P̂DB′CC′ + εA′B′εAD P̂BD′CC′ − εCDεC′D′
(

εABP̂EA′
E

B′ + εA′B′ P̂AE′B
E′
)

− εABεA′C′ P̂CB′DD′ − εA′B′εAC P̂BC′DD′ + εA′B′εC′D′ψABCD + εABεCDψA′B′C′D′

= X̂ABCDεA′B′εC′D′ + ŶA′B′CDεABεC′D′ + ŶABC′D′εA′B′εCD + X̂A′B′C′D′εABεCD,
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for some spinors X̂, Ŷ symmetric in their first two indices. To solve for them in terms of the

Schouten spinor, we note the particular decompositions

X̂ABCD = X̂AB(CD) +
1
2

εCDX̂ABE
E, ŶA′B′CD = ŶA′B′(CD) +

1
2

εCDŶA′B′E
E.

Transvecting R̂abcd with εA′B′εC′D′ we obtain

4X̂ABCD + 2ŶABC′
C′εCD = −2εABP̂(CC′D)

C′ − 4εA(C P̂|B|C′D)
C′ − 2εCD

(
εABP̂EE′

EE′ + 2P̂AE′B
E′
)

+ 4ψABCD.

Symmetrising over CD and noting that X̂ is symmetric in the first pair of indices gives

X̂AB
(CD) = ψAB

CD − ε(A
(C P̂B)E′

D)E′ .

If we transvect with εCD instead of symmetrising, we find

X̂ABC
C + ŶABC′

C′ = −2P̂E′(AB)
E′ .

Now we use the identity X̂ABC
C = ŶABC′

C′ , which can be derived by expressing the action

of [∇̂a, ∇̂b] on the associated metric in two ways: in terms of the action of ∇̂ on the metric;

and in terms of the curvature spinors. Using this, we immediately see that

X̂ABC
C = −P̂E′(AB)

E′ , ŶA′B′E
E = −P̂E(A′

E
B′).

Next we transvect R̂abcd with εABεC′D′ , giving

4ŶA′B′CD + 2X̂A′B′C′
C′εCD = 4P̂(CB′D)A′ − 2εA′B′ P̂(CC′D)

C′ − 2εCD

(
2P̂EA′

E
B′ + εA′B′ P̂EE′

EE′
)

.

Symmetrising over CD and noting that Ŷ is symmetric in the first pair of indices gives

ŶA′B′
(CD) = P̂(C

(A′
D)

B′).

Now we can write the curvature spinors as

X̂AB
CD = ψAB

CD− ε(A
(C P̂B)E′

D)E′ − 1
2

εCD P̂E′(AB)
E′ , ŶA′B′

CD = P̂(C
(A′

D)
B′)−

1
2

εCD P̂E(A′
E

B′).

(B.2.1)
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B.3 Equation roadmap

[
∇̂a, ∇̂b

]
xµ = 0

Convert

to ∂′s

cµ
AB

cµ
AB

[
∇̂a, ∇̂b

]
αC = curv.

QABCD eq.

VABCD eq.

Q + Q̂

Q− Q̂

χABCD

[
∂, ∂AB

]
αC eq.

α C
→

ε CD fAB

α
C →

o
C

γABC

V + V̂ ∂E(A∂E
B)αC eq.

V − V̂ χABCD

α C
→

ε CD fAB

α
C →

oC
γABC

2∇̂[aP̂b]c = heKabc
e

Convert

to ∂′s

P(AB)CD

PABCD

∇eKabc
e = 0

Convert

to ∂′s

ψABCD

ψABCD

Figure B.1: The "roadmap" that we follow to rewrite the tensorial GCFE in the space-spinor

formalism. The colour blue indicates an evolution equation for the corresponding quantity

while the colour red indicates a constraint.
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